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Licensor 
MENUSOFT SYSTEMS CORPORATION (“Licensor”) is in the business of developing and marketing computer 
software products for microcomputers. Licensor is owner of all rights, title and interest to prior and current 
versions of the software on media and related documentation (“the product”). 

Licensing 
We sell “licenses to use”; no ownership is transferred, implied, or granted to the purchaser. Digital Dining licenses 
are for use of the original purchasers only, licensed to a specific corporation and its original officers at the time of 
purchase, restaurant name and location, and are nontransferable. 

The license may not be given, sold, leased, or rented to any other person or business. 

All licenses can only be used by the original purchaser at the specified location that the license is issued to. 

Support 
Menusoft is a software developer only. We do not manufacture or sell any hardware, nor do we provide any direct 
support to end users. Our product is licensed through our dealer channel only. Our authorized dealers are solely 
responsible for the installation of hardware and software. All training and support of Digital Dining and related 
hardware and software is the sole responsibility of the dealer. In the event that the dealer you purchase Digital 
Dining from is no longer in business or is no longer an authorized dealer of Digital Dining, Menusoft will make a 
reasonable effort to assign a new dealer to provide direct support. 

Registration/License Protection 
Dealer, on behalf of its customer, shall register each copy of the product with Licensor. The registration will be 
accomplished on forms prescribed by Licensor and provided in the sealed package. Dealer acknowledges that 
neither the Licensor nor the Dealer will support in any way an unregistered copy of Licensor’s product. Provided 
Dealer is not in default hereunder, Dealer may obtain updates from Licensor as they become available for 
distribution. 

Nothing herein is intended to, nor shall it be construed to, provide any right to Dealer or Dealer’s customer to 
decompile, duplicate, or reproduce the product or any other documentation (including, but not limited to, 
marketing materials) provided by Licensor. Any act inconsistent with full and complete protection of Licensor’s 
copyright and common law rights in the product is expressly and strictly prohibited by this Agreement. 

The parties hereto acknowledge that any decompilation, duplication, reproduction or other unauthorized use or 
disclosure will cause irreparable harm to Licensor. Licensor shall be entitled to enforce both its legal and equitable 
remedies to prevent such harm. 

Dealer and its users (customers) shall fully cooperate with the Licensor in any copyright enforcement or related 
action brought by Licensor and shall promptly notify Licensor of the presence of any unauthorized product. 

Duties of Dealer/Training/Support 
For all purposes hereunder, Dealer is an independent contractor. Nothing herein is intended to, nor shall it be 
construed to, create a joint venture, partnership, or any employment relationship between Licensor and Dealer. 
Dealer has no right or authority to assume or create any obligation in the name of or on behalf of Licensor. 

Dealer is solely responsible for product support of its customers. It is in the best interest of both Licensor and 
Dealer that the Dealer’s customers are satisfied with the level of product support and training provided by Dealer. 
Dealer shall provide adequate training for both its customers as well as its support/sales staff. 

It is the dealer’s responsibility to inform its customers of any software updates. It is in the best interest of all 
parties; licensor, dealer, and customers that they be current on software versions. 

Disclaimer of Warranties/Limitation on Damages 
Menusoft Systems Corporation expressly disclaims any warranty for the software product. The software product 
and any related documentation is provided as is without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including, 
without limitation, the implied warranties or merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. 
The entire risk arising out of use or performance of the software product remains with the end user. 

In no event shall Menusoft Systems Corporation be liable for any damages whatsoever (including, without 
limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or any other 
pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or inability to use this software product. 
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Introduction 

Overview 
In this section, we’ll inform you about Digital Dining, its Setup program, and the 
associated Setup User’s Guide. We’ll also describe a) how we’ve organized the rest 
of the Setup User’s Guide and b) how you can contact technical and sales support. 

About Digital Dining Professional 
Digital Dining Professional for Windows runs on the Microsoft Windows 98, NT, 
2000 Professional, XP Professional, and 2003 Server operating systems. Digital 
Dining Professional for Windows POS is comprised of four programs: 

 Digital Dining Setup 
 Digital Dining Back Office 
 Digital Dining Point-of-Sale 
 Digital Dining Frequent Diner/Delivery 

The Digital Dining Setup program is fully integrated with the Digital Dining POS 
database.  

The Digital Dining Documentation Set 
Release 7.4.01 of Menusoft’s Digital Dining documentation set includes the 
following publications. 

Digital Dining Setup User’s Guide. Informs users how to set up and customize 
Digital Dining. 

Digital Dining Back Office User’s Guide. Informs the restaurant owner and 
management staff on all back office or management features and functions. 
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Digital Dining POS User’s Guide. Informs end users about Digital Dining’s Point of 
Sale features and functions. 

Digital Dining Frequent Diner/Delivery User’s Guide. Informs end users about the 
Frequent Diner program and Delivery features and functions. 

Digital Dining Inventory User’s Guide. Informs end users about the Inventory 
program within the Digital Dining product suite. 

About the Digital Dining Setup Program 
The Setup program is one of the two legs that support the operation of your POS 
system (the other “leg” is the Back Office program). With the Setup program, you 
lay a major part of the foundation for POS, a foundation that allows the POS to 
function smoothly. You will do most of the work with the Setup program days before 
you go live with the restaurant. You might do some minor tweaking to the program 
after the restaurant has used the POS for a short time, so you should not have any 
major reconstructions to the Setup program unless the restaurant wants to expand. 
We have designed the Setup program to be self-sustaining. That is, you will have 
very little, if any, maintenance work to perform once you have set it up. 

About the Digital Dining Setup User’s Guide 
This document represents Release 7.4.01 of the Setup User’s Guide, which is the 
companion document to Release 7.4.01 of the Digital Dining Setup program. 
Furthermore, we have developed the Setup User’s Guide into distinct media: printed 
and online.  

The documentation and online Help will describe how you can set up and maintain 
the Setup program. We have provided both conceptual help (a description of how we 
designed the program or a description of how a certain window or interface works) 
and practical help (step-by-step instructions for completing most tasks). Within each 
task, cross-references (in the hard-copy manual) and hypertext links (in the online 
Help) will let you quickly access the associated reference information you might 
need to complete each task. 

The printed manual contains a guide for novice users on how to proceed through a 
full setup. We’ve also included reference documentation in the printed manual, 
where we’ve documented each menu, menu command, command button, icon 
button, and window with which you will work.  
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When working within the Setup program, you can access the online help file through 
the Help menu. Within the help system, you can look for answers with a table of 
contents, an index, or a find capability. Furthermore, we’ve linked many of the topics 
with hypertext links (“jumps”), which make finding the right information quicker 
and easier. 

Document Organization 

Each section in this manual builds on the concepts or procedures detailed in the 
previous section(s). The description of the topics and procedures, therefore, become 
more involved as you progress through the manual.  

We divided the Setup User’s Guide into the following sections: 
 Tokens  

This section lists and describes all of the layout tokens that are available in the 
Digital Dining Setup program.  

 Register Options 

This section lists and describes all of the register options that are available in the 
Digital Dining Setup program. 

 Register Reports 

This section lists and describes all of the register reports that are available in the 
Digital Dining Setup program.  

 Check Options  

This section lists and describes all of the check options that are available in the 
Digital Dining Setup program.  

 Misc Functions  

This section lists and describes all of the miscellaneous functions that are 
available in the Digital Dining Setup program.  

Technical Support 

Your local dealer provides all technical support and sales support. 

If you cannot access part of the Digital Dining Setup program, check with your 
Digital Dining System Administrator (possibly a dealer or restaurant employee). He 
or she can set or change the system access permissions to Digital Dining programs. 
Please check with your System Administrator for any questions regarding access 
permissions to the Setup program. 
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Tokens 

Overview 

We have developed over 400 tokens so that you can create virtually any layout with 
virtually any information that you desire. 

Tokens 

The following tokens appear in the Token list of at least one of the ten layouts that 
you can access from the Layouts menu. Not all of the tokens are available for each 
layout; therefore, if you do not see one of the following tokens in the list for a layout 
you are modifying, then that token is not available for that particular layout.  

 

@{ACCOUNT_BALANCE} 

Layouts: Receipts, Checks 

Intended Use: Inserts the remaining balance when a customer charges the check to 
an A / R account.  

@{ACCOUNT_NAME} 

Layouts: Receipts Checks 

Intended Use: Inserts the text you have typed in the Account Name box on the 
A/R Account Maintenance Window for the customer associated with the current 
check. 
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@{ACCOUNT_NO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the number in the Account No. box on the A/R Account 
Maintenance Window for the customer associated with the current check. 

@{ACCOUNT_NUMBER} 

Layouts: Receipts, Checks 

Intended Use: Inserts the number in the Account No. box on the A/R Account 
Maintenance Window for the customer associated with the current check. 

@{ADDR_1} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text you have typed in the Building box on the A/R 
Account Maintenance window (Back Office program) or the Customer Record 
Maintenance window (Frequent Diner/Delivery program) for the customer 
associated with the current check. 

@{ADDR_2} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text you have typed in the Street box on the A/R 
Account Maintenance window (Back Office program) or the Customer Record 
Maintenance window (Frequent Diner/Delivery program) for the customer 
associated with the current check. 

@{ALL_PREP_INSTRUCTIONS} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the text you have typed on the Prep Ins tab of the Menu 
Item Maintenance window. 
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@{ALLOW_CPN_PRINT} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: For the plan definition associated with the customer, the 
@{ALLOW_CPN_PRINT} token reads the Print check box on the Main tab of the 
Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window. If the Print check box is selected, the 
token will print “YES”; if the Print check box is cleared, the token will print “NO”. 

@{ALLOW_CREDIT} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: For the plan definition associated with the customer, the 
@{ALLOW_CREDIT} token reads the Credit check box on the Main tab of the 
Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window. If the Credit check box is selected, the 
token will print “YES”; if the Credit check box is cleared, the token will print 
“NO”. 

@{APPROVAL} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip, Check  

Intended Use: Inserts the approval code that is returned by the clearinghouse when 
a credit card is approved.  

@{AVERAGE_CHECK} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount (including discounts, charges, and taxes) 
divided by the number of checks of all checks rung for 1) a staff member (Server or 
Cashier Report), 2) a register (Sales Report), 3) a profit center (Profit Center Report), 
or 4) the system (System Report). 

@{AVERAGE_COVER} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount (including discounts, charges, and taxes) 
divided by the number of covers of all checks rung for 1) a staff member (Server or 
Cashier Report), 2) a register (Sales Report), 3) a profit center (Profit Center Report), 
or 4) the system (System Report). 

@{AVG_TURNOVER} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the average duration of the table turns listed in the report. A 
table turn is the period of time between the seat time (when the customer is seated) 
and the close time (when the check is closed). The program calculates the average 
table turn by adding the table turns of all the closed checks on the report and then 
dividing that sum by the number of closed checks. 

@{BEVERAGE_BODY} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the quantity, description, and price of all menu items ordered 
on a check that you have associated with the main group type “Beverage”. The list of 
menu items that this token inserts is cumulative; that is, it includes all menu items on 
the check (not just the current order) belonging to that main group type. 
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@{BEVERAGE_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items ordered on a report 
that you have associated with the main group type “Beverage”. 

@{BOLD_OFF} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Turns off bold face formatting for the subsequent tokens or text. 

 

@{BOLD_ON} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Turns on bold face formatting for the subsequent tokens or text. 
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@{CALC} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts “@{CALC}( ,0.00)”.  

The @{CALC} token performs a calculation (with numbers or other tokens) and 
inserts the results in the layout. The token calculates the values you insert in the first 
parameter and formats the result based on the second parameter. The value of the 
first parameter can be all tokens, a typed calculation (for example, 5 + 2), or a 
combination of the two. The @{CALC} token calculates multiplication and division 
before it calculates addition or subtraction. For example, if you insert @{CALC} (5 
+ 4 / 2), the result is “7.00”; if you insert @{CALC} ((5 + 4) / 2), the result is “4.50” 
because the values in the parentheses are summed before being divided by 2.  

Be careful when typing equations for the @{CALC} token. If you insert an incorrect 
number of parentheses, the @{CALC} token will calculate the first valid expression 
and print the rest of the calculation as plain text. For example, if you insert 
@{CALC}(5+4)/2,0.00) into the layout—with a missing parens mark “(”at the 
beginning of the equation—then the program will print “9/2,0.00)” in the printout.  

Finally, you can also change the second parameter so that it formats the result as you 
want it. We strongly recommend that you only use zeroes “0” as the formatting 
characters; otherwise the @{CALC} token treats them as literal strings and does not 
replace those values with calculation values. For example, @{CALC}(5+4,ZZZ0.00) 
will return “ZZZ9.00”. The calculation still occurs, but it is prefaced--not replaced--
with the formatting you specified. The formatting is also unforgiving, so you should 
be cautious about changing the standard 0.00 formatting. 

@{CARD_APPROVAL_AMOUNT} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: If you run the POS in Verification mode, the 
@{CARD_APPROVAL_AMOUNT} token will insert the card’s total approved 
amount. If you run the POS in Preauthorization mode, the 
@{CARD_APPROVAL_AMOUNT} token will insert the total amount of all the 
card’s verifications.  

The @{CARD_APPROVAL_AMOUNT} token applies to both gift cards and credit 
cards.  
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@{CARD_BALANCE} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of a gift card’s available balance.  

@{CARD_EXP_DATE} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the expiration date of the credit card that was swiped. 

@{CARD_LAST4DIGIT} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip, Check  

Intended Use: Inserts the last four digits of a credit card that was used to pay the 
check. All the other digits are inserted as “X”.  

 

@{CARD_NAME} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip, Check  

Intended Use: Inserts the name that appears on the credit card that was swiped. 
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@{CARD_TYPE} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip, Check  

Intended Use: Inserts the type (for example, VISA, MasterCard, or AMEX) of the 
credit card that was swiped. 

@{CASH_DRAWER} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: For a single drawer operation, the @{CASH_DRAWER} token 
inserts the name of drawer that the POS register is using. It retrieves the name of the 
drawer from the Cash Drawer list on the Printer tab of the Register Definition 
Maintenance window. In a multiple cash drawer operation, the POS will display a 
list of all available printer definitions (if you have selected Multi-Drawer from the 
Cash Drawer list). The staff member then selects the correct printer definition, and 
the description of that printer definition becomes the @{CASH_DRAWER} token. 

@{CASH_LESSTIPS} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of the Cash receipt type minus any 
charge tips and declared tips. 

@{CASHIER_ID} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: For a Cashier Report, the @{CASHIER_ID} token inserts the ID 
number of the staff member whom the report is being performed for. The ID number 
for each staff member comes from the Staff ID box of the Staff Definition 
Maintenance window. 
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@{CASHIER_NAME} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: For a Cashier Report, the @{CASHIER_NAME} token inserts the 
name of the staff member whom the report is being performed for. The name for 
each staff member comes from the POS Name box on the Main tab of the Staff 
Definition Maintenance window. 

@{CENTER} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts @{CENTER}(). The @{CENTER} token will center the 
token or text that you place in the parentheses. Not that 10 is the maximum number 
of characters you can use with @{CENTER} token. 

@{CHANGE} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: The dollar amount of overpayment for any receipt type that you 
have set to “Change”. 

@{CHARGE_TIPSLESSCOMM} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of charge tips minus the charge 
commission percentage. 

@{CHARGES_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all charge transactions performed during the current 
shift. For each transaction, the token includes the check number and the amount of 
the charge. The range of the charges included by the token depends on the type of 
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report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the 
charges from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token 
includes all of the charges from checks associated with the register. In a Server 
Report, the token includes all of the charges from checks performed by the server. In 
a System Report, the token includes all charges from all checks within the system.  

 

@{CHARGES_QTY} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of all charge transactions performed during 
the current shift. The range of the charges included by the token depends on the type 
of report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the 
charges from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token 
includes all of the charges from checks associated with the register. In a Server 
Report, the token includes all of the charges from checks performed by the server. In 
a System Report, the token includes all charges from all checks within the system.  
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@{CHARGES_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all charge transactions performed 
during the current shift. The range of the charges included by the token depends on 
the type of report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of 
the charges from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the 
token includes all of the charges from checks associated with the register. In a Server 
Report, the token includes all of the charges from checks performed by the server. In 
a System Report, the token includes all charges from all checks within the system.  

@{CHECK_BEVERAGE_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items ordered on a check 
that you have associated with the main group type “Beverage”. 

@{CHECK_CASHIER_ID} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the ID number of the staff member who pays out the check. 
The ID number for each staff member comes from the Staff ID box of the Staff 
Definition Maintenance window. 
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@{CHECK_CASHIER_NAME} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the staff member who pays out the check. The 
name for each staff member comes from the POS Name box on the Main tab of the 
Staff Definition Maintenance window. 

@{CHECK_CHARGE_AS_TIP_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Check, Receipts, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: For charges that the program reports as tips, the 
@{CHECK_CHARGE_AS_TIP_DETAIL} token displays the transaction type 
(name of the charge), the check number, the Digital Dining ID of the staff member 
who performed the transaction, and the amount of the transaction. (To create a 
charge tip, select the Treat as Tip check box in the Charges Definition 
Maintenance window.) 

@{CHECK_CHARGE_AS_TIP_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Receipts, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: For charges that the program reports as tips, the 
@{CHECK_CHARGE_AS_TIP_TOTAL} token displays the total amount of the 
transaction. (To create a charge tip, select the Treat as Tip check box in the 
Charges Definition Maintenance window.) 

@{CHECK_CHARGES_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: For each service charge applied to a check, the 
@{CHECK_CHARGES_DETAIL} token inserts the name of the service charge 
your staff has applied, the check number (in standard format) that the charge was 
applied to, the quantity of charges (if more than one charge of the same type), and 
the total cost of the charge(s). 
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@{CHECK_CHARGES_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts a summary of the charges on a check. For each charge type 
included on the check, the token inserts a line that lists the name of the charge type, 
the number of charges of that type, and the total for that charge type.  

@{CHECK_CHARGES_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of service charges for the current 
check.   

@{CHECK_COUNT} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: The POS automatically assigns each check a number starting with 
“1” (this number gets reset to “1” when new daily sales files are created). The 
@{CHECK_COUNT} token calculates how many checks have been created during 
a day so that you can, for example, print a coupon if the count is greater than or less 
than a certain value. 
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@{CHECK_CUSTOMER} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the customer associated with the current check. 

@{CHECK_DETAIL_BYPERSON} 

Layouts: Check 

Intended Use: Groups menu items on a check by each person and includes a 
subtotal for each person. This token also includes each person’s discounts, charges, 
gift certificates, and tax subtotals with menu items on a check. 

@{CHECK_DISCOUNTS_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: For each discount applied to a check, the 
@{CHECK_DISCOUNTS_DETAIL} token inserts the name of the discount your 
staff has applied, the check number (in standard format) that the discount was 
applied to, the quantity of discounts (if more than one discount of the same type), 
and the total cost of the discount(s). 
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@{CHECK_DISCOUNTS_SUMMARY}  

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts, Authorization Slip  

Intended Use: Inserts a summary of the discounts on the check. For each discount 
type included on the check, the token inserts a line that lists the name of the discount 
type, the number of discounts of that type, and the total for that discount type. 

@{CHECK_DISCOUNTS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of discounts for the current check. 

@{CHECK_FOOD_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items ordered on a check 
that you have associated with the main group type “Food”. 

@{CHECK_GIFTCERT_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: For each gift certificate applied to a check, the 
@{CHECK_GIFTCERT_DETAIL} token inserts the name of the gift certificate 
your staff has applied, the check number (in standard format) that the gift certificate 
was applied to, the quantity of gift certificates (if more than one gift certificate of the 
same type), and the total cost of the gift certificate(s). 
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@{CHECK_GIFTCERT_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of gift certificates for the current 
check. 

@{CHECK_NAME} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the guest (entered at the POS if you have the 
register definition set to allow the staff member to enter a name for a check). 

@{CHECK_NO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: The check number in a standard, six-digit format. If this token 
prints fewer than six-digits, you either have an older version of Digital Dining 
(whose check numbers only go to a four-digit count), or your checks have not yet 
reached into the six-digit count. 
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@{CHECK_NO_BC} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts a reproduction of the check number in bar code format. For 
this token to work properly, you must define a custom code to print the bar code. 
First, consult your printer manual for the custom code, then insert those codes in one 
of the custom code boxes (for the correct device type) on the Custom Codes tab of 
the Device Type Maintenance window. Second, in the layout where you want the bar 
code, insert the @{CUSTOM_} token (making sure that you select the one you 
created for the bar code) BEFORE the @{CHECK_NO_BC} token (see the example 
below). Finally, you cannot have any other tokens or text on the same line as the 
@{CUSTOM_} and @{CHECK_NO_BC} tokens; if you have other tokens or text 
on the same line, the @{CHECK_NO_BC} token will print in standard format. 

 

@{CHECK_NO_R3} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 
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Intended Use: Inserts the last three digits of the six-digit check number. 

 

@{CHECK_NUMBER} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the check number with no leading zeroes. 

 

@{CHECK_OTHER_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items ordered on a check 
that you have associated with the main group type “Other”. 

@{CHECK_RECEIPTS} 

Layouts: Receipts 
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Intended Use: Inserts the different receipt types (for example, Cash, Visa) that a 
staff member used to pay the current check. 

 

@{CHECK_SERVER_ID} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the ID of the staff member who starts the check. The ID 
number for each staff member comes from the Staff ID box on the Main tab of the 
Staff Definition Maintenance window. 

@{CHECK_SERVER_NAME} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the staff member who starts the check. The 
name for each staff member comes from the POS Name box on the Main tab of the 
Staff Definition Maintenance window. 

@{CHECK_SPECIALS_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: For each special applied to a check, the 
@{CHECK_SPECIALS_DETAIL} token inserts the name (based on what the staff 
has typed at the POS) of the special your staff has applied, the check number (in 
standard format) that the special was applied to, the quantity of specials (if more than 
one special of the same type), and the total cost of the special(s). 
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@{CHECK_SPECIALS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of any special menu items you have 
added to the current check. 

@{CHECK_SUB} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the subtotal for the current check, including charges and 
discounts.   

@{CHECK_TAX_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxes on the current check. 
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@{CHECK_TAXTOTAL_1} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxes associated with tax rate 1 
for the current check. 

@{CHECK_TAXTOTAL_2} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxes associated with tax rate 2 
for the current check. 

@{CHECK_TAXTOTAL_3} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxes associated with tax rate 3 
for the current check. 

@{CHECK_TAXTOTAL_4} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxes associated with tax rate 4 
for the current check. 

@{CHECK_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount for the current check, which includes 
taxes, charges, discounts, and tips (if any). 
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@{CHECK_TYPE} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts “Payment” or “Refund” depending on the check transaction. 

@{CITY} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: For the current customer, the @{CITY} token inserts the text you 
have typed in the City box on the Main tab of the Customer Record Maintenance 
window (Frequent Diner/Delivery program). 

@{CLOSED_BEVERAGE} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items that you have 
associated with the menu main group type “Beverage” that appeared on closed 
checks. Typically, you will use the @{CLOSED_BEVERAGE} token with the 
@{OPEN_BEVERAGE} token to show the difference between closed and open 
“Beverage” menu main group types. 

@{CLOSED_FOOD} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items that you have 
associated with the menu main group type “Food” that appeared on closed checks. 
Typically, you will use the @{CLOSED_FOOD} token with the @{OPEN_FOOD} 
token to show the difference between closed and open “Food” menu main group 
types. 

@{CLOSED_OTHER} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items that you have 
associated with the menu main group type “Other” that appeared on closed checks. 
Typically, you will use the @{CLOSED_OTHER} token with the 
@{OPEN_OTHER} token to show the difference between closed and open “Other” 
menu main group types. 

@{CLOSED_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items that appeared on 
closed checks. Typically, you will use the @{CLOSED_TOTAL} token with the 
@{OPEN_TOTAL} token to show the difference between closed and open totals. 

@{COMMENT_IN} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the text of the clock in comment that a staff member 
recorded during the clock in procedures. 

@{COMMENT_OUT} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the text of the clock out comment that a staff member 
recorded during the clock out procedures. 

@{COMMISSIONS_ON_TIPS} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of commissions that the restaurant 
collects on charge tips from servers for 1) a staff member (Server or Cashier Report), 
2) a register (Sales Report), 3) a profit center (Profit Center Report), or 4) the system 
(System Report). 
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@{COMPANY} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text you type in the Company Name box on the Main 
tab of the Customer Record Maintenance window in the Frequent Diner/Delivery 
program. 

@{COMPLAINT_AGE} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of days that the complaint has existed. 

@{COMPLAINT_DETAILS} 

Layouts: Complaint Coupon 

Intended Use: Inserts the text that the staff members type in at the POS as the 
details of the complaint. 

@{COMPLAINT_REASON} 

Layouts: Complaint Coupon 

Intended Use: Inserts the reason associated with the complaint. The available 
reasons come from the Complaint Reason Maintenance window. 

@{COUPON} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Prints the text of the check coupon if the menu items on the check 
meet the criteria of the check coupon set that is associated with the current register 
definition.   

@{COURSE_BEVERAGE_BODY} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 
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Intended Use: It prints all the menu items from the check that belong to the 
Beverage main group grouped by course.  

@{COURSE_FOOD_BODY} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It prints all the menu items from the check that belong to the Food 
main group grouped by course.   

@{COURSE_LOOP} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It allows you to set the program to analyze the check for the course 
information and print the information that you select (using other tokens, like 
@{COURSE_NAME}) on the prep ticket.   

@{COURSE_NAME} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It inserts the name of the course on the prep ticket.   

@{COURSE_NEXT} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It allows you to set the program to proceed to the next course while 
analyzing the order for coursing information using the @{COURSE_LOOP} token.  

@{COURSE_ORDER_CONSOL_MAIN} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It prints the menu items grouped by course. Within each course, the 
program prints all identical menu items grouped with the modifiers printed beneath 
them.  
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@{COURSE_ORDER_CONSOLIDATE} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It prints all identical menu items on a check including modifiers 
grouped by course.  

@{COURSE_ORDER_DETAIL} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It prints the menu items from the check sorted by course. Within 
each course, the program also sorts the menu items by the person number and the 
prep print order (based on the setting that you select in the Print Order list on the 
Main tab of the Menu Prep Type Maintenance window).   

@{COURSE_ORDER_DETAIL_ALL} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It prints all menu items including modifiers on the prep ticket 
grouped by course. It also includes the items previously ordered on the same check 
and the menu items that go to different printers.   

@{COURSE_ORDER_DETAIL_NATURAL} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It prints the menu items on the prep ticket grouped by course and in 
the order that the staff member ordered them at the POS.    

@{COURSE_ORDER_SUMMARY} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It prints the count of main menu items on the prep ticket grouped by 
course. (For example, if customers order 2 like menu items, the program will print 
them in one line with a count of 2.)    
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@{COURSE_ORDER_SUMMARY_ALL} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It inserts all menu items on a check on a prep ticket. The program 
prints the items as a list of like menu items (including the proper count) on a check 
grouped by course.   

@{COURSE_OTHER_BODY} 

Layout: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: It prints all the menu items from the check that belong to the Other 
main group grouped by course. 

@{COVER_COUNT} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of covers on the check. 

@{CREDIT_RESULT} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: After the Credit Card Server programs tries to validate the credit 
card, Digital Dining inserts the results (“APPROVED” or “DECLINED”). 

@{CREDIT_TIMING} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Specifies if a credit card transaction was authorized with the Pre 
Authorize check option function (“Preauthorize”) or through standard validation 
(“Regular”). 
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@{CURRENT_CREDIT} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipt, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status 
Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the customer’s current credit amount in dollars. 

@{CURRENT_POINTS} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipt, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status 
Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the customer’s current points total. 

@{CUST_TITLE} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text (for example, Mr., Ms., Mrs.) that you type in the 
Title box on the Main tab of the Customer Record Maintenance window. 

@{CUSTOM_1 THRU 7} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Uses the custom codes you have created on the Custom Codes 
tab of the Device Type Maintenance window for the printers you have defined. 

@{CUSTOMER_PHONE} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text you type in the Phone box on the Main tab of the 
Customer Record Maintenance window. 
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@{CUTTER} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Tells the printer to cut the paper. 

@{DATE} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the date, which it retrieves from the computer system. The 
format of the date (for example, whether it’s 08/15/2001 or Aug-15-01) depends on 
how you format the date to appear to your system. That is, you can change how the 
date appears in your printed layout by changing the selection from the Short Date 
Style and Date Separator lists on the Date tab of the Regional Settings Properties 
dialog box (which you can access through the Control Panel). 

 

@{DDMAIL} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Prints the DDMail message on the clock in/out slip if the staff 
member clocking in/out meets the criteria set for receiving the DDMail message.  

@{DEC} 

Layouts: All Layouts 
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Intended Use: Inserts “@{DEC}()”. The @{DEC} token will extract the first 
number string (a “string” can be only one character) that occurs in the parameter that 
you insert in the parentheses. For example, if you insert any of the following into a 
layout, the token will return “12”: @{DEC}(12abc345), @{DEC}(a12bc345), 
@{DEC}(abc12d345). The parameter can be either plain text (as above) or another 
token. (The @{DEC} token functions exactly like the @{VAL} token, except that 
the @{DEC} token can return decimal values.)  

@{DECLINE_REASON} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: If a credit card transaction is declined, the 
@{DECLINE_REASON} inserts the decline reason. For example, “Insufficient 
fund”, “Expired card”, and so on. 

@{DEL_INSTRUCTIONS} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text you type in the Delivery Instructions box on the 
Messages tab of the Customer Record Maintenance window, or it inserts the text 
you add/edit at the POS when adding/accessing a customer record. 

@{DELIVERY_ZONE} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the delivery zone you have associated with a customer 
record. You can set/change the delivery zone for a customer using the Delivery 
Zone list on the Main tab of the Customer Record Maintenance window; you can 
also set/change the delivery zone for a customer when adding/accessing a customer 
record from the POS. 

@{DEMO_WARNING} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts text that acknowledges you are in demo mode for the credit 
card server. 
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@{DEPOSIT_AUDIT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a detailed list of deposit totals for each receipt type, grouped 
by deposit type. The @{DEPOSIT_AUDIT} token also includes the name of the 
staff member who performed each deposit and the time of each deposit. 
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@{DEPOSIT_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of deposit totals for each receipt type and deposit type. 
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@{DEPOSIT_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of deposit totals for each deposit type. 

 

@{DEPOSIT_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total deposit amount for all deposit types made by the 
staff member during the shift. 
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@{DEPT_DESC} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip, Cashier Report, Server Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the long description of the staff department (from the Staff 
Department Maintenance window) for the associated staff member. 

@{DETAIL_BEFORE_RESET} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: The @{DETAIL_BEFORE_RESET} token lists all the transactions 
of a certain type (for example, Discounts or Charges) that occurred before you used 
the Reset Cashier Report or Reset Server Report register option. The 
@{DETAIL_BEFORE_RESET} token is not a toggled token like @{BOLD_ON} 
and @{BOLD_OFF}. Instead, once you set the @{DETAIL_BEFORE_RESET} 
token by typing (True) or (False) after the token, then the token is True or False for 
the entire layout; you cannot insert the token in the layout again and change its value. 
If you include this token on a layout and set its value to True, then it affects all 
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applicable tokens on the layout, not just the ones that appear after this token (see the 
example). Any of the transactions that appear above the text TypeOfReset “Reset @” 
TimeOfReset are the details before the reset register option was used. 

 

@{DISCOUNT_ROLLUP} 

Layouts: Check 

Intended use: Inserts the total of all the roll-up discounts on the check. 

@{DISCOUNTS_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all discount transactions performed during the 
current shift. For each transaction, the token includes the check number and the 
amount of the discount. The range of the discounts included by the token depends on 
the type of report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of 
the discounts from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the 
token includes all of the discounts from checks associated with the register. In a 
Server Report, the token includes all of the discounts from checks performed by the 
server. In a System Report, the token includes all discounts from all checks within 
the system.  
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@{DISCOUNTS_QTY} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of all discount transactions performed 
during the current shift. The range of the discounts included by the token depends on 
the type of report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of 
the discounts from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the 
token includes all of the discounts from checks associated with the register. In a 
Server Report, the token includes all of the discounts from checks performed by the 
server. In a System Report, the token includes all discounts from all checks within 
the system.  
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@{DISCOUNTS_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of totals for each discount type for all discount 
transactions performed during the current shift. The range of the discounts included 
by the token depends on the type of report you are printing. In a Profit Center 
Report, the token includes all of the discounts from checks associated with the profit 
center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the discounts from checks 
associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of the 
discounts from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the token 
includes all discounts from all checks within the system.  

@{DISCOUNTS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all discount transactions 
performed during the current shift. The range of the discounts included by the token 
depends on the type of report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token 
includes all of the discounts from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales 
Report, the token includes all of the discounts from checks associated with the 
register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of the discounts from checks 
performed by the server. In a System Report, the token includes all discounts from 
all checks within the system. 

@{DUPLICATE_CHECK} 

Layouts: Check 

Intended Use: If you add this token to a layout and then print a check at the POS, 
the @{DUPLICATE_CHECK} token will determine if your are printing the check 
for the first time, printing a modified copy of the check, or printing an unmodified 
copy of the check. If you are printing the check for the first time, the token will have 
a value of 0. If you have printing a copy of the check after modifying it, then the 
token will have a value of 1. If you are printing a copy of a check without having 
modified it, then the token will have a value of 2. 

Using the @{DUPLICATE_CHECK} token with @{SKIP_IF} tokens, you can add 
coupons (for example) to a check layout but prevent that coupon from printing on 
copies of the same check. For instance, if you want a coupon to appear on the first 
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printing of check, but not on any copies of the check, you could add the following 
tokens to the layout: 

@{SKIP_IF}(@{DUPLICATE_CHECK} > 0) 

@{EMPLOYEE_ID} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the ID number of the staff member who is clocking in/out. 
The ID number for each staff member comes from the Staff ID box of the Staff 
Definition Maintenance window. 

@{EMPLOYEE_NAME} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the staff member who is clocking in/out. The 
name for each staff member comes from the POS Name box of the Staff Definition 
Maintenance window. 

@{EMPLOYEE_PHONE_LIST} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the employee phone list as Last Name, First Name, and 
Home Phone number. 
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@{ENTRY_TYPE} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts text that indicates whether the credit card was swiped or 
entered manually. 

@{EXP_DATE} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the expiration date of a coupon. The expiration date is based 
on the customer’s frequent diner plan. 

@{EXPAND_OFF} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Sends the standard codes you have inserted in the Expand Off 
boxes on the STD Codes tab of the Device Type Maintenance window. These 
standard codes (which you can get from your printer manual) will turn off expanded 
printing (if it is turned on). 

@{EXPAND_ON} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Sends the standard codes you have inserted in the Expand On 
boxes on the STD Codes tab of the Device Type Maintenance window. These 
standard codes (which you can get from your printer manual) will make the 
following text or tokens print in expanded format (taller and wider text) until you use 
the @{EXPAND_OFF} token to return to normal size printing. 

@{EXPECTED_CASH_TIPS} 

Layouts: Server Report, Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, System Report, 
Sales Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the server’s total amount of tips from all of the cash receipts.  
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@{FD_PLAN} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the Frequent Dining plan that the customer is 
associated with. 

@{FD_PLAN_ITEM_LIST_ALL} 

Layouts: Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all the menu items in a frequent dining plan’s menu 
item set.  

If you print a Status Report for a customer that is enrolled in a frequent dining plan 
that uses the Menu Item Set accumulation method, this token will print a list of all 
the items in the plan’s menu item set. The token will designate each item in the list 
that the customer has ordered with an “X”. Each item in the list that the customer has 
not ordered yet will appear with a blank space.  

@{FD_PLAN_ITEM_LIST_NEEDED} 

Layouts: Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all the menu items from a frequent dining plan’s 
menu item set that the customer has not yet ordered. If you print a Status Report for a 
customer that is enrolled in a frequent dining plan that uses the Menu Item Set 
accumulation method, this token will print a list of all the items in the plan’s menu 
item set that the customer has not yet ordered.  

@{FD_PLAN_ITEM_LIST_ORDERED} 

Layouts: Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all the menu items from a frequent dining plan’s 
menu item set that the customer has ordered. If you print a Status Report for a 
customer that is enrolled in a frequent dining plan that uses the Menu Item Set 
accumulation method, this token will print a list of all the items in the plan’s menu 
item set that the customer has ordered.  
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@{FIRST_NAME} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text that you typed in the First Name box of the 
Customer Record Maintenance window for the customer associated with the check.  

@{FIRST_SHIFT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Server Report, Sales Report  

Intended Use: Changes the data that appears in the Server, Cashier, and Sales 
Report layouts. If you add the @{FIRST_SHIFT} token to a report layout, the POS 
will generate a report using the sales data that preceded the last report reset.  

For instance, a server might print a Server Report and then reset the Server Report at 
the end of the first shift. Later, during the second shift, if the server prints a Server 
Report that includes the @{FIRST_SHIFT} token, the Server Report will use the 
sales data from the first shift (before the report was reset).  

@{FOOD_BODY} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the quantity, description, and price of all menu items ordered 
on a check that you have associated with the main group type “Food”. The list of 
menu items that this token inserts is cumulative; that is, it includes all menu items on 
the check (not just the current order) belonging to that main group type. 
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@{FOOD_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items ordered on a report 
that you have associated with the main group type “Food”. 

@{FORMAT_END} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Ends the formatting parameters you specified. The @{FORMAT_} 
tokens take the basic format of starting with one of the items to format (for example, 
a menu item, a voided menu item, or a modifier), the way you want the item 
formatted (which can be other tokens), and the @{FORMAT_END} token. If you 
omit the @{FORMAT_END} token, the layout will not work correctly (it will only 
display information up to the first @{FORMAT_} token with no 
@{FORMAT_END} token). 

You can use line format characters to set the length (in number of characters) of each 
field. For example, if you insert “@DDDD”, then Digital Dining will make the 
description four characters long. To specify the length of the field, you must precede 
the character or symbol with the “@” symbol.  

Use D to set the length of the Description field. Use # to set the length of the Count 
field. Use $ to set the length of the Dollar Amount field. Use % to set the length of 
the Percent field. Use C to set the length of the Check Number field. Use T to set the 
length of the Table Number field. Use P to set the length of the Person Number field. 
Use Q to set the length of the Quantity field. Use I to set the length of the Manager 
ID field (the staff ID of the manager who approved the transaction).  
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@{FORMAT_GENERAL} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Starts the formatting parameters you want for any list items that do 
not have a special @{FORMAT_} token. The @{FORMAT_} tokens take the basic 
format of starting with one of the items to format (for example, a special instruction), 
the way you want the item formatted (which can be other tokens), and the 
@{FORMAT_END} token. If you omit the @{FORMAT_END} token, the layout 
will not work correctly (it will only display information up to the first 
@{FORMAT_} token with no @{FORMAT_END} token). 

You can use line format characters to set the length (in number of characters) of each 
field. For example, if you insert “@DDDD”, then Digital Dining will make the 
description four characters long. To specify the length of the field, you must precede 
the character or symbol with the “@” symbol. 

Use D to set the length of the Description field. Use # to set the length of the Count 
field. Use $ to set the length of the Dollar Amount field. Use % to set the length of 
the Percent field. Use C to set the length of the Check Number field. Use T to set the 
length of the Table Number field. Use P to set the length of the Person Number field. 
Use Q to set the length of the Quantity field. Use I to set the length of the Manager 
ID field (the staff ID of the manager who approved the transaction).  
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@{FORMAT_INSTRUCTION} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Starts the formatting parameters you want for any special 
instructions that will appear on the print out. The @{FORMAT_} tokens take the 
basic format of starting with one of the items to format (for example, a special 
instruction), the way you want the item formatted (which can be other tokens), and 
the @{FORMAT_END} token. If you omit the @{FORMAT_END} token, the 
layout will not work correctly (it will only display information up to the first 
@{FORMAT_} token with no @{FORMAT_END} token). 

You can use line format characters to set the length (in number of characters) of each 
field. For example, if you insert “@DDDD”, then Digital Dining will make the 
description four characters long. To specify the length of the field, you must precede 
the character or symbol with the “@” symbol.  

Use D to set the length of the Description field. Use # to set the length of the Count 
field. Use $ to set the length of the Dollar Amount field. Use % to set the length of 
the Percent field. Use C to set the length of the Check Number field. Use T to set the 
length of the Table Number field. Use P to set the length of the Person Number field. 
Use Q to set the length of the Quantity field. Use I to set the length of the Manager 
ID field (the staff ID of the manager who approved the transaction).  
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@{FORMAT_ITM} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Starts the formatting parameters you want for any menu items that 
will appear on the print out. The @{FORMAT_} tokens take the basic format of 
starting with one of the items to format (for example, a menu item), the way you 
want the item formatted (which can be other tokens), and the @{FORMAT_END} 
token. If you omit the @{FORMAT_END} token, the layout will not work correctly 
(it will only display information up to the first @{FORMAT_} token with no 
@{FORMAT_END} token). 

You can use line format characters to set the length (in number of characters) of each 
field. For example, if you insert “@DDDD”, then Digital Dining will make the 
description four characters long. To specify the length of the field, you must precede 
the character or symbol with the “@” symbol.  

Use D to set the length of the Description field. Use # to set the length of the Count 
field. Use $ to set the length of the Dollar Amount field. Use % to set the length of 
the Percent field. Use C to set the length of the Check Number field. Use T to set the 
length of the Table Number field. Use P to set the length of the Person Number field. 
Use Q to set the length of the Quantity field. Use I to set the length of the Manager 
ID field (the staff ID of the manager who approved the transaction).  
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@{FORMAT_ITMVOID} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Starts the formatting parameters you want for any voided menu 
items that will appear on the print out. The @{FORMAT_} tokens take the basic 
format of starting with one of the items to format (for example, a voided menu item), 
the way you want the item formatted (which can be other tokens), and the 
@{FORMAT_END} token. If you omit the @{FORMAT_END} token, the layout 
will not work correctly (it will only display information up to the first 
@{FORMAT_} token with no @{FORMAT_END} token). 

You can use line format characters to set the length (in number of characters) of each 
field. For example, if you insert “@DDDD”, then Digital Dining will make the 
description four characters long. To specify the length of the field, you must precede 
the character or symbol with the “@” symbol.  

Use D to set the length of the Description field. Use # to set the length of the Count 
field. Use $ to set the length of the Dollar Amount field. Use % to set the length of 
the Percent field. Use C to set the length of the Check Number field. Use T to set the 
length of the Table Number field. Use P to set the length of the Person Number field. 
Use Q to set the length of the Quantity field. Use I to set the length of the Manager 
ID field (the staff ID of the manager who approved the transaction).  
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@{FORMAT_MOD} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Starts the formatting parameters you want for any modifiers that 
will appear on the print out. The @{FORMAT_} tokens take the basic format of 
starting with one of the items to format (for example, a modifier), the way you want 
the item formatted (which can be other tokens), and the @{FORMAT_END} token. 
If you omit the @{FORMAT_END} token, the layout will not work correctly (it will 
only display information up to the first @{FORMAT_} token with no 
@{FORMAT_END} token). 

You can use line format characters to set the length (in number of characters) of each 
field. For example, if you insert “@DDDD”, then Digital Dining will make the 
description four characters long. To specify the length of the field, you must precede 
the character or symbol with the “@” symbol.  

Use D to set the length of the Description field. Use # to set the length of the Count 
field. Use $ to set the length of the Dollar Amount field. Use % to set the length of 
the Percent field. Use C to set the length of the Check Number field. Use T to set the 
length of the Table Number field. Use P to set the length of the Person Number field. 
Use Q to set the length of the Quantity field. Use I to set the length of the Manager 
ID field (the staff ID of the manager who approved the transaction).  
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@{FORMAT_MODVOID} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Starts the formatting parameters you want for any voided modifiers 
that will appear on the print out. The @{FORMAT_} tokens take the basic format of 
starting with one of the items to format (for example, a voided modifier), the way 
you want the item formatted (which can be other tokens), and the 
@{FORMAT_END} token. If you omit the @{FORMAT_END} token, the layout 
will not work correctly (it will only display information up to the first 
@{FORMAT_} token with no @{FORMAT_END} token). 

You can use line format characters to set the length (in number of characters) of each 
field. For example, if you insert “@DDDD”, then Digital Dining will make the 
description four characters long. To specify the length of the field, you must precede 
the character or symbol with the “@” symbol.  

Use D to set the length of the Description field. Use # to set the length of the Count 
field. Use $ to set the length of the Dollar Amount field. Use % to set the length of 
the Percent field. Use C to set the length of the Check Number field. Use T to set the 
length of the Table Number field. Use P to set the length of the Person Number field. 
Use Q to set the length of the Quantity field. Use I to set the length of the Manager 
ID field (the staff ID of the manager who approved the transaction).  
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@{GIFT_CERT_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Server Report 

Intended Use: Inserts each discount by its time for all gift certificates for a staff 
member. 

@{GIFT_CERT_QTY} 

Layouts: Server Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of gift certificates for a staff member. 

@{GIFT_CERT_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Server Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount for all gift certificates for a staff 
member. 

@{HOURS_DAY} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the hours that the staff member has worked for that day. 
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@{HOURS_PERIOD} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the hours that the staff member has worked for that period. 
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@{HOURS_SHIFT} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the hours that the staff member has worked for that shift. 
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@{HTML} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Accesses and runs an HTML file when you print a layout. The 
@{HTML} token enables you to run your own HTML-based presentations (such as 
special messages, warnings, or tutorials) when a layout is printed.  

In the Digital Dining Applications directory, there is a special subdirectory 
(“ServerScreen”) for home-made HTML presentations. If you want to use the 
@{HTML} token to run such a presentation, you can create the presentation in 
Microsoft Powerpoint, export that presentation in HTML format, and copy the 
presentation’s folder to the ServerScreen subfolder in the Applications folder. Each 
presentation must have its own subfolder in the ServerScreen directory, and the 
specific HTML file that runs must be named “Presentation.html”.   

For instance, you could create a short presentation in Microsoft Powerpoint called 
“Clock In” to display a message when each staff member clocks in. You could then 
export that presentation in HTML format and copy the “Clock In” presentation’s 
folder to the “ServerScreen” subdirectory in the Applications folder: 

C:\Program Files\Digital Dining\Application\ServerScreen\ 
Clock In\Presentation.html 

In the Time Clock Slip layout, you could add this token to run the presentation:  

@{HTML}(Clock In,I Agree) 

The token’s first parameter (“Clock In”) specifies which subfolder in the 
Applications folder to run, so you can store multiple presentations in the 
ServerScreen subfolder. So, that token will run the Presentation.html file in the 
Clock In folder. Later, when staff members clock in, the POS will run the HTML 
message each time it prints the time clock slip.  

The token’s second parameter allows you to change the text on the Exit button. By 
default, when the program runs the @{HTML} token, it will include an Exit button 
that allows the user to close the HTML file and return to the POS screen. If you add 
a second parameter to the token, you can change the text that displays on the Exit 
button. (The second parameter is optional.)  So, from the above example, you might 
run the token with these parameters in the time clock slip layout:  

@{HTML}(Clock In,I Agree)  

Later, when you print the time clock slip, the POS will run the “Clock In” HTML 
presentation and include the I Agree button to exit the presentation.  
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@{IMPLIED_DROPS_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the details of all implied drops performed, including the 
name of each staff member who performed each drop and the time of each drop was 
performed. 

@{IMPLIED_DROPS_IN} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of an implied drop that a staff 
member receives. 

@{IMPLIED_DROPS_OUT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of an implied drop that a staff 
member “gives.” 

@{IMPLIED_DROPS_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount totals for each staff member who made an 
implied drop. 

@{IMPLIED_DROPS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all implied drops, which will be 
positive or negative depending on whether the staff member receives more drops or 
gave more drops. 

@{INGREDIENTS} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts a consolidated summary of the ingredients used by all the 
items on the prep ticket. The program creates the summary directly from the recipes 
of the menu items. This token is only available if you use the Inventory program. 

The token will only include inventory items that are associated with inventory types 
that are set as ingredients. To set an inventory type as an ingredient, select the 
Include in Ingredients check box on the Main tab of the Inventory Types 
Maintenance window.  

Also, the token will only include menu items that have recipes and are associated 
with prep types that are set as ingredients. To set a prep type as an ingredient, select 
the Include in Ingredients check box on the Main tab of the Prep Types 
Maintenance window. 
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@{INOUT_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the details of each clock in/out transaction that includes the 
log in/log out date, the log in/log out time (in military format), and the total number 
of hours worked between the log in and log out time. 

 

@{INOUT_PERIOD_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the details of each clock in/out transaction for an entire pay 
period that includes the day and the hour the staff member clocked in or out. 
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@{INTERVAL_BEGIN} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the start time of the current interval. @{INTERVAL_END} 
is its counterpart. 
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@{INTERVAL_END} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the stop time of the current interval. 
@{INTERVAL_BEGIN} is its counterpart. 
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@{INTERVAL_LOOP} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts @{INTERVAL_LOOP} and signifies the start of an interval 
loop. The three parameters (interval, start time, and stop time) of the 
@{INTERVAL_LOOP} token can be plain text (that you type) or other tokens. The 
interval parameter is required, represents the number of minutes you want to include 
for each interval, and must be enclosed with parentheses. For example, if you want 
the interval to happen every 60 minutes, you would need the layout to include 
“@{INTERVAL_LOOP}(60)”. The optional start and stop time parameters 
represent the start and stop times for the report (not the interval). You would insert 
these parameters after the interval parameter (separate each parameter with a 
comma). You can use the start parameter without the stop parameter, but you cannot 
use the stop parameter without the start parameter. If you do not include a start or 
stop time, then the start time defaults to the start of the day (when new daily files are 
created) and the stop time defaults to the current time (now). 
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@{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_COUNT_BEVERAGE} 

Layouts: Server Report, Cashier Report, System Report, Sales Report, Porfit 
Center Report 

Intended Use: The @{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_COUNT_BEVERAGE} token 
displays the quantity of items sold within the Beverage main group during a 
specified period of time. You must place the token between the 
@{INTERVAL_LOOP} and the @{INTERVAL_NEXT} tokens.  

@{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_COUNT_FOOD} 

Layouts: Server Report, Cashier Report, System Report, Sales Report, Porfit 
Center Report 

Intended Use: The @{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_COUNT_FOOD} token displays 
the quantity of items sold within the Food main group during a specified period of 
time. You must place the token between the @{INTERVAL_LOOP} and the 
@{INTERVAL_NEXT} tokens.  

@{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_COUNT_OTHER} 

Layouts: Server Report, Cashier Report, System Report, Sales Report, Porfit 
Center Report 

Intended Use: The @{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_COUNT_OTHER} token 
displays the quantity of items sold within the Other main group during a specified 
period of time. You must place the token between the @{INTERVAL_LOOP} and 
the @{INTERVAL_NEXT} tokens.  
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@{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_SALES_BEVERAGE} 

Layouts: Server Report, Cashier Report, System Report, Sales Report, Porfit 
Center Report 

Intended Use: The @{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_SALES_BEVERAGE} token 
displays the amount of sales for items within the Beverage main group during a 
specified period of time. You must place the token between the 
@{INTERVAL_LOOP} and the @{INTERVAL_NEXT} tokens.  

@{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_SALES_FOOD} 

Layouts: Server Report, Cashier Report, System Report, Sales Report, Porfit 
Center Report 

Intended Use: The @{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_SALES_FOOD} token displays 
the amount of sales for items within the Food main group during a specified period 
of time. You must place the token between the @{INTERVAL_LOOP} and the 
@{INTERVAL_NEXT} tokens.  

@{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_SALES_OTHER} 

Layouts: Server Report, Cashier Report, System Report, Sales Report, Porfit 
Center Report 

Intended Use: The @{INTERVAL_MAINGRP_SALES_OTHER} token displays 
the amount of sales for items within the Other main group during a specified period 
of time. You must place the token between the @{INTERVAL_LOOP} and the 
@{INTERVAL_NEXT} tokens.  
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@{INTERVAL_MAX} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of intervals that have been run. 
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@{INTERVAL_MINUTES} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the length of each interval in minutes. You set the length of 
each interval with the @{INTERVAL_LOOP} token. 
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@{INTERVAL_MNUITEM_COUNT_}(1033) 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Displays the quantity of the selected item sold within a specified 
period of time. Since the token displays only the numbers, you must enter the menu 
item name into the layout manually. 

 

@{INTERVAL_MNUITEM_SALES_}(1033) 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Displays the total amount of sales for the selected item within a 
specified period of time. Since the token displays only the numbers, you must enter 
the menu item name into the layout manually. 
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@{INTERVAL_NEXT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Moves to the next interval for the report. Everything between the 
@{INTERVAL_LOOP} and @{INTERVAL_NEXT} tokens is repeated for each 
interval that fits between the start and stop times. The last interval might be less than 
the full number of minutes (for example, if you set up your intervals to cover 60 but 
there are only 20 minutes in the last interval. 
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@{INTERVAL_NUM} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of the current interval. 
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@{INTERVAL_SALE_BEV} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of beverage sales for the current interval. 
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@{INTERVAL_SALE_FOD} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of food sales for the current interval. 
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@{INTERVAL_SALE_OTH} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of other sales for the current interval. 
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@{INTERVAL_SALE_TOT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of total sales for the current interval. 
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@{INTERVAL_SALESTYP_COUNT_APPS} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: The @{INTERVAL_SALESTYP_COUNT_APPS} token displays 
the quantity of items sold within the specified sales type during a specific period of 
time. You must place the token between the @{INTERVAL_LOOP} and the 
@{INTERVAL_NEXT} tokens.  

@{INTERVAL_SALESTYP_SALES_APPS} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: The @{INTERVAL_SALESTYP_SALES_APPS} token displays 
the total amount for items sold within the specified sales type during a specific 
period of time. You must place the token between the @{INTERVAL_LOOP} and 
the @{INTERVAL_NEXT} tokens.  
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@{INTERVAL_START} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the start time that the report (not the interval) covers or the 
start time parameter you set with the @{INTERVAL_LOOP} token. 
@{INTERVAL_STOP} is its counterpart. 
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@{INTERVAL_STOP} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the stop time that the report (not the interval) covers or the 
stop time parameter you set with the @{INTERVAL_LOOP} token. 
@{INTERVAL_START} is its counterpart. 

 

@{ITEM_OUT_LIST} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the text of the current item out list, which you can change 
with a Register Option (Change Item Out List) or in the Back Office (click the 
Menu Item menu, point to the Menu Utilities submenu, and click Change Item 
Out List). 
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@{ITM_LABEL} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: The @{ITM_LABEL} token inserts a truncated version of a menu 
item’s description, as well as the description of any accompanying modifiers.  

The token features many parameters. The first parameter allows you to set the total 
length of each line, as well as the length (that is, the number of characters) of each 
truncated description as parameters of the token. You can also specify which 
character the program uses to separate the descriptions as a second parameter in the 
parentheses. For instance, in the token @{ITM_ LABEL}(40, 8, /), the first 
parameter (40) determines the maximum length of each line. If the total item 
description (including modifiers) exceeds 40 characters, the program will continue 
the description on a second line.  

The second parameter (8) determines how many characters in each item and modifier 
description. When it prints the main item’s description, the program allows double 
the number of characters set in the first parameter. For instance, in the token 
@{ITM_ LABEL}(40, 8, /), the program will truncate the main item’s description at 
16 characters, but it will truncate each modifier description at only 8 characters.  

The third parameter (/) indicates the character that separates the descriptions of items 
and modifiers. So, if you order a large pizza with pepperoni, green peppers, and 
mushrooms as modifiers, the token @{ITM_ LABEL}(40, 8, /) might print the 
following description: “LARGE PIZZA/PEPPERON/GRN PEPP/MUSHROOM”. 
 
   

N
o
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The token requires the first three parameters to function properly. If you 
do not include these three parameters in the token, the token will not 
print anything in the layout. The subsequent parameters are all optional.  

 

   
 

The fourth parameter allows you to set the program to include a dollar mark with 
each price in the layout. If you include the fourth parameter (either “$.$$” or 
“$$.$$”), the program will print each price with a dollar mark. For instance, the 
token @{ITM_ LABEL}(40, 8, /, $.$$) will list prices with a dollar mark (such as 
$1.23 or $12.34). The token @{ITM_ LABEL}(40, 8, /, $$.$$) will list prices with a 
dollar mark and an additional digit (such as $01.23).  

The fifth parameter (MOD_RED) allows you to set the program to print modifiers in 
red. If you omit this parameter, then the program will print the modifiers in black.  
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The sixth parameter (MOD_NEW_LINE) allows you to set the program to print 
modifiers on a new line under the main item. If you omit this parameter, then the 
program will print modifiers on the same line as the main item. For instance, in the 
token @{ITM_LABEL}(40, 6, -, $.$$, MOD_RED, MOD_NEW_LINE), the 
program will print the modifiers on a new line in red text.  

The seventh parameter (ITM_QTY) allows you to set the program to print the 
quantity of the main item. If the quantity is greater than one, the program will print 
the quantity on the prep ticket before the item’s description.  

 

@{ITM_LABEL_INST} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: The @{ITM_LABEL_INST} token inserts a truncated version of a 
menu item’s description, as well as the description of any accompanying modifiers. 
The @{ITM_LABEL_INST} token functions exactly like the @{ITM_LABEL} 
token, except that it also includes any special instructions that were entered for the 
order. If the order includes special instructions, the token will print the instructions 
on a new line after the menu item’s name and before any modifiers or toppings. 

The token features seven parameters. The first parameter allows you to set the total 
length of each line, as well as the length (that is, the number of characters) of each 
truncated description as parameters of the token. You can also specify which 
character the program uses to separate the descriptions as a second parameter in the 
parentheses. For instance, in the token @{ITM_LABEL_INST}(40, 8, /), the first 
parameter (40) determines the maximum length of each line. If the total item 
description (including modifiers) exceeds 40 characters, the program will continue 
the description on a second line.  

The second parameter (8) determines how many characters in each item and modifier 
description. When the program prints the main item’s description and special 
instructions, it allows double the number of characters set in the first parameter. For 
instance, in the token @{ITM_LABEL_INST}(40, 8, /), the program will truncate 
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the main item’s description at 16 characters, and it will truncate the instructions (on a 
new line) at 16 characters, but it will truncate each modifier at only 8 characters.  

The third parameter (/) indicates the character that separates the descriptions of items 
and modifiers. So, if you order a large pizza with pepperoni, green peppers, and 
mushrooms as modifiers, the token @{ITM_LABEL_INST}(40, 8, /) might print the 
following description: “LARGE PIZZA/PEPPERON/GRN PEPP/MUSHROOM”. 

The token requires the first three parameters to function properly. If you do not 
include these three parameters in the token, the token will not print anything in the 
layout. The subsequent parameters are all optional.  

The fourth parameter allows you to set the program to include a dollar mark with 
each price in the layout. If you include the fourth parameter (either “$.$$” or 
“$$.$$”), the program will print each price with a dollar mark. For instance, the 
token @{ITM_LABEL_INST}(40, 8, /, $.$$) will list prices with a dollar mark 
(such as $1.23 or $12.34). The token @{ITM_LABEL_INST}(40, 8, /, $$.$$) will 
list prices with a dollar mark and an additional digit (such as $01.23).  

The fifth parameter (MOD_RED) allows you to set the program to print modifiers in 
red. If you omit this parameter, then the program will print the modifiers in black.  

The sixth parameter (MOD_NEW_LINE) allows you to set the program to print 
modifiers on a new line under the main item. If you omit this parameter, then the 
program will print modifiers on the same line as the main item. For instance, in the 
token @{ITM_LABEL_INST}(40, 6, -, $.$$, MOD_RED, MOD_NEW_LINE), the 
program will print the modifiers on a new line in red text.  

The seventh parameter (ITM_QTY) allows you to set the program to print the 
quantity of the main item. If the quantity is greater than one, the program will print 
the quantity on the prep ticket before the item’s description.   

@{LABORCOST_CHARGES} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total amount of charges within the report’s time interval.  

The range of the charges included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the charges from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the 
charges from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the charges from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, 
the token includes all charges from all checks within the system.  
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The range of charges also depends upon the time range of the report. When you print 
a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to select a 
labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals are defined in 
the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no labor report time 
intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the POS Labor Cost 
area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_DISCOUNTS} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total amount of discounts within the report’s time 
interval.  

The range of the discounts included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the discounts from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of 
the discounts from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the discounts from checks performed by the server. In a System 
Report, the token includes all discounts from all checks within the system.  
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The range of discounts also depends upon the time range of the report. When you 
print a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to 
select a labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals are 
defined in the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no labor 
report time intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the POS 
Labor Cost area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_LABOR_COST_PER_SALES} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of the labor cost divided by the total 
sales (within the report’s time interval).  

The range of the labor cost amount included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the labor 
cost from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token 
includes all of the labor cost from checks associated with the register. In a Server 
Report, the token includes all of the labor cost from checks performed by the server. 
In a System Report, the token includes all labor cost from all checks within the 
system.  
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The range of labor cost also depends upon the time range of the report. When you 
print a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to 
select a labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals are 
defined in the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no labor 
report time intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the POS 
Labor Cost area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_NUMBER_OF_COVERS} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of covers within the report’s time interval.  

The range of the covers included by the token depends on the selected time interval 
and the type of report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes 
all of the covers from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the 
token includes all of the covers from checks associated with the register. In a Server 
Report, the token includes all of the covers from checks performed by the server. In a 
System Report, the token includes all covers from all checks within the system.  
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When you print a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts 
you to select a labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals 
are defined in the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no 
labor report time intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the 
POS Labor Cost area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_NUMBER_OF_EMPLOYEES} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of employees within the report’s time 
interval.  

The range of the employees included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the employees from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of 
the employees from checks associated with the register. In a System Report, the 
token includes all employees from all checks within the system.  
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The range of employees also depends upon the time range of the report. When you 
print a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to 
select a labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals are 
defined in the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no labor 
report time intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the POS 
Labor Cost area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_OVERTIME_LABOR_HOURS} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of overtime labor hours within the report’s 
time interval.  

The range of overtime labor hours included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the 
overtime hours from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the 
token includes all of the overtime hours from checks associated with the register. In a 
Server Report, the token includes all of the overtime hours from checks performed 
by the server. In a System Report, the token includes all overtime hours from all 
checks within the system.  
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The range of overtime labor hours also depends upon the time range of the report. 
When you print a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts 
you to select a labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals 
are defined in the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no 
labor report time intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the 
POS Labor Cost area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_REGULAR_LABOR_HOURS} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of regular (non-overtime) labor hours 
within the report’s time interval.  

The range of regular labor hours included by the token depends on the type of report 
you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the regular hours 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the regular hours from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, 
the token includes all of the regular hours from checks performed by the server. In a 
System Report, the token includes all regular hours from all checks within the 
system.  
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The range of regular labor hours also depends upon the time range of the report. 
When you print a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts 
you to select a labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals 
are defined in the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no 
labor report time intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the 
POS Labor Cost area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_SALES_FBO} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of sales of items associated with the 
Food, Beverage, and Other (FBO) menu main group types (within the report’s time 
interval).  

The range of the FBO sales included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the FBO sales from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of 
the FBO sales from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the FBO sales from checks performed by the server. In a System 
Report, the token includes all FBO sales from all checks within the system.  
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The range of FBO sales also depends upon the time range of the report. When you 
print a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to 
select a labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals are 
defined in the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no labor 
report time intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the POS 
Labor Cost area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_SALES_PER_COVER} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of total sales divided by the number of 
covers (within the report’s time interval).  

The range of sales included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the sales from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the sales 
from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of 
the sales from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the token 
includes all sales from all checks within the system.  
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The range of sales also depends upon the time range of the report. When you print a 
layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to select a 
labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals are defined in 
the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no labor report time 
intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the POS Labor Cost 
area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_SALES_PER_LABOR_HOUR} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of total sales divided by the total 
labor hours (within the report’s time interval).  

The range of sales included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the sales from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the sales 
from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of 
the sales from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the token 
includes all sales from all checks within the system.  
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The range of sales also depends upon the time range of the report. When you print a 
layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to select a 
labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals are defined in 
the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no labor report time 
intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the POS Labor Cost 
area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_TIME_RANGE} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the time range of the labor cost report. When you print a 
layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to select a 
labor report time interval. The @{LABORCOST_TIME_RANGE} will insert the 
time range of the selected time interval. (You can create time intervals in the POS 
Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window, in the Misc menu of the Setup 
program.)   
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@{LABORCOST_TOTAL_LABOR_COST} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total labor cost, as calculated by the total labor hours 
multiplied by the labor rate.  

The range of total labor cost included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the labor cost from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of 
the labor cost from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the labor cost from checks performed by the server. In a System 
Report, the token includes all labor cost from all checks within the system.  
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The range of labor cost also depends upon the time range of the report. When you 
print a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to 
select a labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals are 
defined in the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no labor 
report time intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the POS 
Labor Cost area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_TOTAL_LABOR_HOURS} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of labor hours (regular hours plus overtime 
hours) within the report’s time interval.  

The range of total labor hours included by the token depends on the type of report 
you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the labor hours 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the labor hours from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the 
token includes all of the labor hours from checks performed by the server. In a 
System Report, the token includes all labor hours from all checks within the system.  
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The range of labor hours also depends upon the time range of the report. When you 
print a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to 
select a labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals are 
defined in the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no labor 
report time intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the POS 
Labor Cost area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORCOST_TOTAL_SALES} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of labor sales within the report’s time 
interval.  

The range of total sales included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the sales from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the sales 
from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of 
the sales from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the token 
includes all sales from all checks within the system.  
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The range of total sales also depends upon the time range of the report. When you 
print a layout that includes a @{LABORCOST_ token, the POS prompts you to 
select a labor report time interval before generating the report. (Time intervals are 
defined in the POS Labor Report Time Interval Maintenance window.) If no labor 
report time intervals are defined, the POS will use the time range set in the POS 
Labor Cost area, on the Times tab of the Options window.  

@{LABORDAY_CHARGES} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total amount of charges for the current day.  

The range of the charges included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the charges from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the 
charges from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the charges from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, 
the token includes all charges from all checks within the system.  
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@{LABORDAY_DISCOUNTS} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total amount of discounts for the current day.  

The range of the discounts included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the discounts from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of 
the discounts from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the discounts from checks performed by the server. In a System 
Report, the token includes all discounts from all checks within the system.  
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@{LABORDAY_LABOR_COST_PER_SALES} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of the labor cost divided by the total 
sales for the current day.  

The range of the labor cost amount included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the labor 
cost from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token 
includes all of the labor cost from checks associated with the register. In a Server 
Report, the token includes all of the labor cost from checks performed by the server. 
In a System Report, the token includes all labor cost from all checks within the 
system.  
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@{LABORDAY_NUMBER_OF_COVERS} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of covers included for the current day.  

The range of the covers included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the covers from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the 
covers from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the covers from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, 
the token includes all covers from all checks within the system.  
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@{LABORDAY_NUMBER_OF_EMPLOYEES} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of employees within the current day.  

The range of the employees included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the employees from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of 
the employees from checks associated with the register. In a System Report, the 
token includes all employees from all checks within the system.  

 

@{LABORDAY_OVERTIME_LABOR_HOURS} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of overtime labor hours within the current 
day.  

The range of overtime labor hours included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the 
overtime hours from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the 
token includes all of the overtime hours from checks associated with the register. In a 
Server Report, the token includes all of the overtime hours from checks performed 
by the server. In a System Report, the token includes all overtime hours from all 
checks within the system.  
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@{LABORDAY_REGULAR_LABOR_HOURS} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of regular (non-overtime) labor hours 
within the current day.  

The range of regular labor hours included by the token depends on the type of report 
you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the regular hours 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the regular hours from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, 
the token includes all of the regular hours from checks performed by the server. In a 
System Report, the token includes all regular hours from all checks within the 
system.  
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@{LABORDAY_SALES_FBO} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of sales of items associated with the 
Food, Beverage, and Other (FBO) menu main group types for the current day.  

The range of the FBO sales included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the FBO sales from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of 
the FBO sales from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the FBO sales from checks performed by the server. In a System 
Report, the token includes all FBO sales from all checks within the system.  

 

@{LABORDAY_SALES_PER_COVER} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of total sales divided by the number of 
covers (within the current day). 

The range of sales included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the sales from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the sales 
from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of 
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the sales from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the token 
includes all sales from all checks within the system.  

 

@{LABORDAY_SALES_PER_LABOR_HOUR} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of total sales divided by the total 
labor hours (within the current day).  

The range of sales included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the sales from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the sales 
from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of 
the sales from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the token 
includes all sales from all checks within the system.  
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@{LABORDAY_TOTAL_LABOR_COST} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total labor cost, as calculated by the total labor hours 
multiplied by the labor rate, for the current day.  

The range of total labor cost included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the labor cost from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of 
the labor cost from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the labor cost from checks performed by the server. In a System 
Report, the token includes all labor cost from all checks within the system.  

 

@{LABORDAY_TOTAL_LABOR_HOURS} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of labor hours (regular hours plus overtime 
hours) for the current day.  

The range of total labor hours included by the token depends on the type of report 
you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the labor hours 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the labor hours from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the 
token includes all of the labor hours from checks performed by the server. In a 
System Report, the token includes all labor hours from all checks within the system.  
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@{LABORDAY_TOTAL_SALES} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of labor sales for the current day.  

The range of total sales included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the sales from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the sales 
from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of 
the sales from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the token 
includes all sales from all checks within the system.  
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@{LAST_CHECK_NO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the check number of the customer’s most recent order. 

@{LAST_COMPLAINT_DATE} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the date of the customer’s last complaint. 

@{LAST_NAME} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text in the Last Name box of the Customer Record 
Maintenance window. 

@{LAST_PURCH_DATE} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the date of the customer’s last purchase. 

@{LEFT} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts “@{LEFT}(,0)” and returns the leftmost number (the 
second parameter) of characters for a string (the first parameter). For example, 
@{LEFT}(“Monday”, 3)” returns “Mon”. You can use other tokens or plain text for 
the first parameter. 
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@{LOG_TYPE} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts either “In” or “Out” on the printed output depending on 
whether the staff member is clocking in or out. 

@{MAINGROUP_COUNT_} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of menu items that your staff has sold that 
belong to the menu main group you have selected. 

@{MAINGROUP_DETAILS_} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the details of the menu items that your staff have sold that 
belong to the menu main group you have selected. The details include the name of 
the menu item, total dollar amount sold, the quantity, and the percentage of the total 
sales that the dollar amount accounts for. 
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@{MAINGROUP_SALES_} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of menu items that your staff has sold 
that belong to the menu main group you have selected. 

 

@{MEMBER_ID} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Retrieves and inserts the ID number of the associated customer 
from the club package interface. 

@{MEMBER_NAME} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 
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Intended Use: Retrieves and inserts the name of the associated customer from the 
club package interface. 

@{MEMBER_NO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text you have typed in the Search Name box of the 
Customer Record Maintenance window. 

@{MENUITEM_COUNT_}(1033) 

Layouts: Server Report 

Intended Use: Displays the quantity of the selected item sold by a server. Since the 
token displays only the numbers, you must enter the menu item name into the layout 
manually. 

 

@{MENUITEM_SALES_}(1033) 

Layouts: Server Report 

Intended Use: Displays the total sales amount for the selected item sold by a 
server. Since the token displays only the numbers, you must enter the menu item 
name into the layout manually. 
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@{MID} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts “@{MID}(,0,0)”, which returns the middle characters from 
a starting position (the second parameter) for a length (the third parameter) for a 
string (the first parameter). For example, @{MID}(“Monday”, 3, 4) returns “nday” 
because it starts at position 3 (“n”) and is four characters long. You can use other 
tokens or plain text for the first parameter. 
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@{MOBILEPAY_ID} 

Layouts: Checks 

Intended Use: If the site supports a mobile payment system (such as Tabbedout or 
LevelUp), the @{MOBILEPAY_ID} token inserts the ID number of the customer’s 
mobile payment receipt in the check layout. You can use the @{MOBILEPAY_ID} 
token as a parameter of the @{QRCODE} token to insert a QR code in the check 
layout for the customer’s mobile payment ID number. Upon receiving the check, the 
customer can scan the QR code with a cell phone to validate the receipt and complete 
the transaction.   

 

@{NO_CHECKS} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of checks for 1) a staff member (Server or 
Cashier Report), 2) a register (Sales Report), 3) a profit center (Profit Center Report), 
or 4) the system (System Report). 

@{NO_COVERS} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts the number of covers for 1) a staff member (Server or 
Cashier Report), 2) a register (Sales Report), 3) a profit center (Profit Center Report), 
or 4) the system (System Report). 

@{NO_COVERS_BY_STAFF} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all staff members and the number of covers on all 
checks they have opened (including the number of covers on checks they have 
closed). 

@{NON_RESETABLE_TOTALS} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total sales from the restaurant from day one. That is, 
from the first day the restaurant opened for business, Digital Dining has been 
tracking the total sales for the restaurant, which is a figure that you cannot reset. 
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@{NUMBER_OF_COVERS} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of covers from a check on the Authorization 
Slip. 

@{OCCASION_1 THRU 6} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the special occasion associated with the 
customer. You can associate a customer with a special occasion by using the 
Occasions tab of the Customer Record Maintenance window. You can create new 
special occasions using the Special Occasion Maintenance window. 

@{OCSN_AGE_NUMERAL_1 THRU 6} 

Layouts: Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the age of the customer in numeral format (1, 2, 3, and so 
on) from the occasion you select. 

@{OCSN_AGE_ORDINAL_1 THRU 6} 

Layouts: Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the age of the customer in ordinal format (for example, 1 
becomes 1st, 2 become 2nd, and so on) from the occasion you select. 

@{OCSN_AGE_ORDTEXT_1 THRU 6} 

Layouts: Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the age of the customer in ordinal text format (for example, 
1 becomes first, 2 become second, and so on) from the occasion you select. 
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@{OCSN_DATE_1 THRU 6} 

Layouts: Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the date (which you can set on the Occasions tab of the 
Customer Record Maintenance window) of an occasion that you select. 

@{OCSN_DESC_1 THRU 6} 

Layouts: Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the description of an occasion that you select. 

@{OCSN_LABEL_1 THRU 6} 

Layouts: Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the label (that you can change/set using the Special Occasion 
Maintenance window) of an occasion that you select. 

@{OCSN_MEMO_1 THRU 6} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text on the Memo tab of the Special Occasion 
Maintenance window for the occasion that you select. 

@{OPEN_BEVERAGE} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items that you have 
associated with the menu main group type “Beverage” that appeared on open checks. 
Typically, you will use the @{OPEN_BEVERAGE} token with the 
@{CLOSED_BEVERAGE} token to show the difference between closed and open 
“Beverage” menu main group type amounts. 
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@{OPEN_FOOD} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items that you have 
associated with the menu main group type “Food” that appeared on open checks. 
Typically, you will use the @{OPEN_FOOD} token with the @{CLOSED_FOOD} 
token to show the difference between closed and open “Food” menu main group type 
amounts. 

@{OPEN_OTHER} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items that you have 
associated with the menu main group type “Other” that appeared on open checks. 
Typically, you will use the @{OPEN_OTHER} token with the 
@{CLOSED_OTHER} token to show the difference between closed and open 
“Other” menu main group type amounts. 

@{OPEN_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items that appeared on 
open checks. Typically, you will use the @{CLOSED_TOTAL} token with the 
@{OPEN_TOTAL} token to show the difference between closed and open totals. 

@{OPEN_TOTAL_LESS_DC} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount minus discounts and charges for 1) a 
staff member (Server or Cashier Report), 2) a register (Sales Report), 3) a profit 
center (Profit Center Report), or 4) the system (System Report). 
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@{OPENTABS_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all open tables that includes the check number, the 
table number, and the amount of the check. 

@{OPENTABS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount for all open checks. 

@{ORD_READY_TIME} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the current time plus the value you type in the Order 
Ready Time box on the Main tab of the Profit Center Maintenance window so that 
the time that gets printed on the prep ticket represents when the order should leave 
the kitchen. 
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@{ORDER_CONSOLIDATE} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Consolidates all like items on a check (including their modifiers). If 
you use this token and the order has, let’s say 8 items on it that are exactly identical, 
then the prep ticket will print only one line for the menu items; this one line will be 
preceded by the number “8” to indicate how many of the menu items are requested.  
If the modifiers are not identical, then the items are not consolidated and they get 
printed on separate lines of the prep ticket. 
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@{ORDER_CONSOLIDATE_MAIN} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Consolidates all like items on a check, including their modifiers. 
Unlike the @{ORDER_CONSOLIDATE} token, however, the 
@{ORDER_CONSOLIDATE_MAIN} token consolidates items from multiple 
orders, even from orders whose modifiers are not identical. The program prints one 
line per item, preceded by a number indicating the total number of the item requested 
on the entire check. 
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@{ORDER_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Lists all orders for the prep ticket completely. 

 

@{ORDER_DETAIL_ALL} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket, Check 

Intended Use: Inserts all menu items and modifiers ordered. 

@{ORDER_DETAIL_NATURAL} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Lists all orders for the prep ticket completely. Like the 
@{ORDER_DETAIL} token, the @{ORDER_DETAIL_NATURAL} token lists 
orders on a prep ticket. However, the @{ORDER_DETAIL_NATURAL} token 
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differs from the @{ORDER_DETAIL} token in that it never displays modifiers as 
main items. In certain circumstances, if a prep ticket includes a modifier menu item 
with a modifier mode of Prep as Main Item or Use Own Prep Type, the modifier 
item can appear as a main item (that is, unindented) on the prep ticket. However, if 
you use the @{ORDER_DETAIL_NATURAL} token to list items on a prep ticket, 
the program will not indent modifiers, regardless of the item’s modifier mode. 

@{ORDER_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts a count of like items on a check (the items do not have to be 
identical as they have to be with the @{ORDER_CONSOLIDATE} token). 

 

@{ORDER_SUMMARY_ALL} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: The @{ORDER_SUMMARY_ALL} is similar to the 
@{ORDER_SUMMARY} token in that it inserts a list and count of like menu items 
on a check. However, the @{ORDER_SUMMARY_ALL} token differs from the 
@{ORDER_SUMMARY} token in that it inserts all the items on the check 
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regardless of their prep type, whereas the @{ORDER_SUMMARY} only inserts 
items set to print at a specific prep printer. 

@{ORDER_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts a total dollar amount for all items ordered on the check 
without charges, discounts, taxes, and tips. 

@{OTHER_BODY} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the quantity, description, and price of all menu items ordered 
on a check that you have associated with the main group type “Other”. The list of 
menu items that this token inserts is cumulative; that is, it includes all menu items on 
the check (not just the current order) belonging to that main group type. 

 

@{OTHER_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all menu items ordered on a report 
that you have associated with the main group type “Other”. 
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@{PAGE_BREAK} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Prints a new footer, then a new header, but does not cut the page, 
and prints the remaining text/tokens with a new header and footer. 

@{PAID_IN_AR_AUDIT} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Receipts, Server Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of each A/R paid in transaction that includes the time, 
the amount, and the server or cashier for the transaction. 

 

@{PAID_IN_AR_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Receipts, Server Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of A/R paid in transactions by the manager who 
authorized the transaction. 
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@{PAID_IN_AR_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Receipts, Server Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of paid in transactions for the current 
day. 

@{PAID_IN_DEBITEK_AUDIT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of each Debitek paid in transaction that includes the 
time, the amount, and the server or cashier for the transaction. 

 

@{PAID_IN_DEBITEK_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts a list of Debitek paid in transactions by the manager who 
authorized the transaction. 

 

@{PAID_IN_DEBITEK_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of Debitek paid in transactions for 
the current day. 

@{PAID_IN_GFT_CERT_AUDIT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of each gift certificate paid in transaction that includes 
the time, the amount, and the server or cashier for the transaction. 
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@{PAID_IN_GFT_CERT_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of gift certificate paid in transactions by the manager 
who authorized the transaction. 

 

@{PAID_IN_GFT_CERT_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of gift certificate A/R paid in 
transactions for the current day. 

@{PAID_IN_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Insets the total dollar amount for all A/R, Debitek, and gift 
certificate paid in transactions. 

@{PAID_OUT_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts a list of each paid out transaction by time, server or cashier, 
amount, and manager who authorized the transaction. 

 

@{PAYMENT_ACCOUNT_NO} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the A/R member’s account number for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_AMOUNT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of the payment for 1) the current 
check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all 
checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 
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@{PAYMENT_AR} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the A/R member’s account name for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_AR_BALANCE} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the A/R account member’s balance for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_BEVERAGE} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts dollar amount associated with menu items belonging to 
“Beverage” for 1) the current check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member 
(Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks 
in the profit center (Profit Center Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System 
Report). To work as intended, all @{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a 
@{PAYMENT_LOOP} and @{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_CASHIER_ID} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts the ID number of the staff member for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_CASHIER_NAME} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the staff member for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_CD_SLIP} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: The @{PAYMENT_CD_SLIP} token adds the full text of the 
transaction’s Authorization Slip (if a Authorization Slip was printed earlier) to the 
receipt. To work as intended, all @{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a 
@{PAYMENT_LOOP} and @{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_CHARGE} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of the charge for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 
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@{PAYMENT_CHECK_NO} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the check number for 1) the current check (Receipt), 2) all 
checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks for the register 
(Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center Report), or 5) all 
checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all @{PAYMENT_} 
tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_COUNT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of payments, which includes change but not tips, 
used the close the check for 1) the current check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff 
member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) 
all checks in the profit center (Profit Center Report), or 5) all checks in the system 
(System Report). To work as intended, all @{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear 
between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and @{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_CREDIT_CARD} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the credit card number used to pay check for 1) the current 
check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all 
checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 
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@{PAYMENT_CURRENCY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the type of currency you use to pay a check for 1) the current 
check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all 
checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_DISCOUNT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of the discount for 1) the current 
check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all 
checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_FOOD} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts dollar amount associated with menu items belonging to 
“Food” for 1) the current check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier 
or Server Report), 3) all checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the 
profit center (Profit Center Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). 
To work as intended, all @{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a 
@{PAYMENT_LOOP} and @{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 
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@{PAYMENT_GIFT_CERT_BALANCE} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of a gift certificate’s available balance. 

@{PAYMENT_GIFT_CERT_ID} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the ID number of a gift certificate. 

@{PAYMENT_INPUT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the DMS, AR, or vanguard member account number and last 
name for 1) the current check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier 
or Server Report), 3) all checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the 
profit center (Profit Center Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). 
To work as intended, all @{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a 
@{PAYMENT_LOOP} and @{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_LOOP} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Tells the system to loop through the details of a receipt record for 1) 
the current check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server 
Report), 3) all checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center 
(Profit Center Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). 

@{PAYMENT_MEMBER} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts the DMS or vanguard member name for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_NAME} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the name(s) you have associated with person number(s). The 
@{PSNNUM_NAMES} token only works if all the names are A/R names; they 
cannot be names that a staff member types at the POS. 

@{PAYMENT_NEXT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Tells the system to loop through the details of the next receipt 
record (if one exists) for 1) the current check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff 
member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) 
all checks in the profit center (Profit Center Report), or 5) all checks in the system 
(System Report). 

@{PAYMENT_NUMBER} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the index position of the payment. For example, if you pay a 
check three ways (in order of Visa, Check, Cash), then Visa is index position 1, 
Check is index position 2, and Cash is index position 3; Change (if there is any) will 
increase the number and will be the last index position. The 
@{PAYMENT_NUMBER} token inserts the index position of the payment for 1) 
the current check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server 
Report), 3) all checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center 
(Profit Center Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as 
intended, all @{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a 
@{PAYMENT_LOOP} and @{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 
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@{PAYMENT_OTHER} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts dollar amount associated with menu items belonging to 
“Other” for 1) the current check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member 
(Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks 
in the profit center (Profit Center Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System 
Report). To work as intended, all @{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a 
@{PAYMENT_LOOP} and @{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_PROFIT_CENTER} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the profit center for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_RCP_TYPE} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the type of receipt(s) used to close the check for 1) the 
current check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server 
Report), 3) all checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center 
(Profit Center Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as 
intended, all @{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a 
@{PAYMENT_LOOP} and @{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_SERVER_ID} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts the ID number of the staff member for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_SERVER_NAME} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the staff member for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_TAB_NO} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the table number for 1) the current check (Receipt), 2) all 
checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks for the register 
(Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center Report), or 5) all 
checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all @{PAYMENT_} 
tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_TAX} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of taxes for 1) the current check (Receipt), 
2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks for the 
register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center Report), or 5) 
all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all @{PAYMENT_} 
tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 
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@{PAYMENT_TIME} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the time the check was paid for 1) the current check 
(Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks 
for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_TIP} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the amount of tip (if any) for 1) the current check (Receipt), 
2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all checks for the 
register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center Report), or 5) 
all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all @{PAYMENT_} 
tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYMENT_TRANSACTION_TYPE} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the type of transaction (for example, “Payment”, “A/R Paid 
In”, “Debitek Paid In”, and so on). 

@{PAYMENT_VERIFICATION} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Receipts, Sales Report, Server 
Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts “No Verification” if the staff member pays with a receipt 
type that does not require a verification. However, if the receipt type requires a 
verification, then the @{PAYMENT_VERIFICATION} token inserts the text from 
the Verification list on the Main tab of the Receipt Window Maintenance window. 
The @{PAYMENT_VERIFICATION} token will insert this text for 1) the current 
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check (Receipt), 2) all checks for the staff member (Cashier or Server Report), 3) all 
checks for the register (Sales Report), 4) all checks in the profit center (Profit Center 
Report), or 5) all checks in the system (System Report). To work as intended, all 
@{PAYMENT_} tokens should appear between a @{PAYMENT_LOOP} and 
@{PAYMENT_NEXT} token. 

@{PAYOUTS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all paid out transactions. 

@{PERIOD_END} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the date that the current period ends. 

@{PERIOD_START} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the date that the current period starts. 

@{PERIODIC_SALES_REPORT} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts an hourly sales figures, broken down by Sales Type, Main 
Group, Main Type and dollar amounts. 

@{PERSON_NO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the person number associated with the menu item ordered. 
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@{PERSON_NUMBER} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the person number associated with paying by credit card. 

@{PLAN_MEMO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text from the Memo tab of the Frequent Dining Plan 
Maintenance window associated with the plan linked to the customer. 

@{POINTS_DIFFERENCE} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the points a Frequent Diner/Delivery customer needs to 
receive a coupon/reward. The points a customer needs is equal to the value in the 
Level box on the Main tab of the Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window minus 
the value in the FD Points box [Available area] on the Main tab of the Customer 
Record Maintenance window) 

@{POS_MSG} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text from the POS Message box on the Messages 
tab of the Customer Record Maintenance window. 
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@{PREP_GROUP_BY_COURSE} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Groups menu items by course on the prep ticket. When you send the 
order, the program prints the entire order on one prep ticket grouped by course.   

@{PREP_GROUP_BY_NONE} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Stops grouping menu items that was started with the 
@{PREP_GROUP_BY_PRSNUM} token. When you use the 
@{PREP_GROUP_BY_NONE} token, the POS will print the menu items 
(represented by the remaining tokens in the layout) in the order in which they were 
ordered.   

@{PREP_GROUP_BY_PRSNUM} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Starts grouping menu items (represented by subsequent tokens in 
the layout) by the person number of the customer who ordered the menu items. To 
stop grouping menu items by the person number, use the 
@{PREP_GROUP_BY_NONE} token. 
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@{PREP_LABEL_COUNT} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: If you have multiple occurrences of the same menu item on a prep 
ticket, you can use the @{PREP_LABEL_COUNT} and 
@{PREP_LABEL_NUMBER} tokens to insert a sequence number and a total 
number for the items. For instance, if you order three identical menu items (such as 
pizzas), the @{PREP_LABEL_COUNT} token can insert the sequence number of 
each item, and the @{PREP_LABEL_NUMBER} token can insert the total number 
of items. Together, they can display the sequence of each menu item within the total, 
such as “1 of 3”, “2 of 3”, and “3 of 3”. The @{PREP_LABEL_COUNT} token 
represents the sequence count, and the @{PREP_LABEL_NUMBER} token 
represents the total number.  

 

@{PREP_LABEL_NUMBER} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: If you have multiple occurrences of the same menu item on a prep 
ticket, you can use the @{PREP_LABEL_COUNT} and 
@{PREP_LABEL_NUMBER} tokens to insert a sequence number and a total 
number for the items. For instance, if you order three identical menu items (such as 
pizzas), the @{PREP_LABEL_COUNT} token can insert the sequence number of 
each item, and the @{PREP_LABEL_NUMBER} token can insert the total number 
of items. Together, they can display the sequence of each menu item within the total, 
such as “1 of 3”, “2 of 3”, and “3 of 3”. The @{PREP_LABEL_COUNT} token 
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represents the sequence count, and the @{PREP_LABEL_NUMBER} token 
represents the total number.  

 

@{PREP_ORD_READY_TIME_MINUTES} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the estimated time (in minutes) until the order is ready. You 
can use this feature for to-go orders.  

@{PREP_PRINTER_NAME} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Some restaurants print multiple prep tickets from one printer and 
distribute them to different prep areas in the kitchen. The 
@{PREP_PRINTER_NAME} token inserts the short description of the printer 
location associated with the prep printer definition, allowing the prep tickets to be 
labeled as hot, cold, pantry, and so on. 

@{PREP_SUMMARY_ALL} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all the prep types used in all of the menu items on 
the prep ticket.  
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@{PREP_TYPE} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of the prep types for the menu items on the current 
check. 

@{PREPTYPE_COUNT_} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the quantity or count of sales for the prep type you select. 
You can select any prep type that you have defined with Menu Prep Type 
Maintenance window. 

@{PREPTYPE_SALES_} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of sales for the prep type you select. 
You can select any prep type that you have defined with Menu Prep Type 
Maintenance window. 

 

@{PRINT_ORDER_1 THRU 10} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the menu items in the print order you specify. If you are 
using print order for your prep types, then you must use the print order token on the 
prep ticket. 
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@{PROFIT_CENTER_DESC} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the long description of the profit center from which the order 
started. 

@{PROFIT_CENTER_ID} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of the profit center from which the order started. 
The profit center you create first will get the number “1”, the next profit center you 
create will be “2”, and so on for all the profit centers you create. 

@{PROFIT_CENTER_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total amount of sales by profit center for 1) the system 
(System Report), 2) a register (Sales Report), 3) a Profit Center (Profit Center 
Report), or 4) an individual staff member (Server Report).  

@{PROFITCENTER_CHECKS_ } 

Layouts: Server Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of checks associated with the profit center that 
you select. You can select any profit center that you have defined with Profit Center 
Maintenance window.   
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@{PROFITCENTER_COUNT_ } 

Layouts: Server Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the count of menu items sold within the profit center that 
you select. You can select any profit center that you have defined with Profit Center 
Maintenance window.   

@{PROFITCENTER_COVERS_ } 

Layouts: Server Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of covers from all checks associated with 
the profit center that you select. You can select any profit center that you have 
defined with Profit Center Maintenance window.  

@{PROFITCENTER_SALES_ } 

Layouts: Server Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the amount of sales for menu items purchased within the 
profit center that you select. You can select any profit center that you have defined 
with Profit Center Maintenance window.   
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@{PSNNUM_NAMES} 

Layouts: Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the name(s) you have associated with person number(s). The 
@{PSNNUM_NAMES} token only works if all the names are A/R names; they 
cannot be names that a staff member types at the POS. 

@{PTD_COMPLAINT_NO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of complaints for the current period from the 
customer. 

@{PTD_MNUITM} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of menu items purchased by this customer for 
the current period. 

@{PTD_PURCH_NO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of purchases (that is, checks opened) by this 
customer for the current period. 

@{PTD_PURCH_VAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of purchases by this customer for the 
current period. 
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@{QRCODE} 

Layouts: Checks 

Intended Use: The @{QRCODE} token can convert a string of text into a QR 
code and insert the code into a check layout. You can use the token to include a QR 
code for a defined number or text string, which customers can scan with properly 
enabled mobile phones.  

The token includes one parameter that allows you to specify the text or number that 
will be converted into a QR code. In the parameter, you can type a text string (such 
as an IP address) in quotations after the token, and the program will convert the text 
into a QR code. For example, if you add this token to a layout, the program will 
insert a QR code that, when scanned, will access the Menusoft webpage:  

@{QRCODE}(“www.menusoft.com”) 

You can also use other tokens as a parameter, and the program will convert the 
token’s value into a QR code. For instance, you can also use the @{QRCODE} 
token to add a QR code for a mobile payment ID number. If the site supports a 
mobile payment system (such as Tabbedout or LevelUp) and a customer pays a 
check with a mobile payment receipt, you can use the @{QRCODE} token with the 
@{MOBILEPAY_ID} as the parameter to insert a QR code for the customer’s 
mobile payment ID number in the check:  

@{QRCODE}(@{MOBILEPAY_ID}) 
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@{RECEIPT_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the amount and the type of receipt (for example, Cash, Visa, 
AMEX) that a customer used to pay the associated check. 

@{RECEIPT_DROPS_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the details of all drops (server, blind, and/or implied drops) 
performed, including the name of each staff member who performed each drop and 
the time of each drop was performed. 

@{RECEIPT_DROPS_IN} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of a drop (server, blind, and/or 
implied drops) that a staff member receives. 

@{RECEIPT_DROPS_OUT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of a drop (server, blind, and/or 
implied drops) that a staff member “gives.” 

@{RECEIPT_DROPS_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount totals for each staff member who made a 
drop (server, blind, and/or implied drops). 
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@{RECEIPT_DROPS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of drops (server, blind, and/or 
implied drops), which will be positive or negative depending on whether the staff 
member receives more drops or gave more drops. 

@{RECEIPT_INPUT_DETAILS} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the text a staff member types as paying with a receipt whose 
Enter Details check box (on the Misc tab of the Receipts Window Maintenance 
window) is selected. 

@{RECEIPT_TIP_REFUND} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of a refunded tip. 

@{RECEIPT_TIP_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total amount of a tip for a check. 

@{RECEIPTS_AUDIT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all payment transactions broken down by time and 
receipt type. 
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@{RECEIPTS_AUDIT_CASHIER} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all payment transactions broken down by cashier. 

@{RECEIPTS_CONTROL_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of sales – less any discounts, charges, 
tips, commissions, drops, transfers, paid outs, or server banks – for the current shift.  

The range of the receipts included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the receipts from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the 
receipts from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the receipts from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, 
the token includes all receipts from all checks within the system.  

@{RECEIPTS_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts each receipt by its time for all receipts for 1) a staff member 
(Server or Cashier Report), 2) a register (Sales Report), 3) a profit center (Profit 
Center Report), or 4) the system (System Report). 
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@{RECEIPTS_OTHER} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of receipts – minus the receipts 
associated with cash – during the current shift. The range of the receipts included by 
the token depends on the type of report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, 
the token includes all of the receipts from checks associated with the profit center. In 
a Sales Report, the token includes all of the receipts from checks associated with the 
register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of the receipts from checks 
performed by the server. In a System Report, the token includes all receipts from all 
checks within the system.   

@{RECEIPTS_QTY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of all receipts during the current shift.  

The range of the receipts included by the token depends on the type of report you are 
printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the receipts from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the 
receipts from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the receipts from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, 
the token includes all receipts from all checks within the system.  
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@{RECEIPTS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount for all receipts during the current 
shift. The range of the receipts included by the token depends on the type of report 
you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the receipts from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of 
the receipts from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the receipts from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, 
the token includes all receipts from all checks within the system.   

@{RECEIPTS_TURNEDIN} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all receipt types whose Turned In 
Receipt check box (on the Main tab of the Receipts Window Maintenance window) 
is selected. 

@{RECEIPTTYPE_COUNT_ } 

Layouts: Server Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the count of menu items sold associated with the receipt type 
that you select. You can select any receipt type that you have defined with Receipt 
Definition Maintenance window. 
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@{RECEIPTTYPE_SALES_ } 

Layouts: Server Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the amount of sales for the menu items purchased with the 
receipt type that you select. You can select any receipt type that you have defined 
with Receipt Definition Maintenance window.  

 

@{RECEIPTTYPE_TIP_ } 

Layouts: Server Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the server’s total amount of tips in the selected receipt type.  
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@{RED_OFF} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Sends the standard codes you have inserted in the Red Off boxes 
on the STD Codes tab of the Device Type Maintenance window. These standard 
codes (which you can get from your printer manual) will turn off red printing (if it is 
turned on). 

 

@{RED_ON} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Sends the standard codes you have inserted in the Red On boxes 
on the STD Codes tab of the Device Type Maintenance window. These standard 
codes (which you can get from your printer manual) will make the following text or 
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tokens print in red until you use the @{RED_OFF} token to return to normal black 
printing. 

 

@{REFUND_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a summary of the refunds performed by the staff member, 
including the total number of refunds and the total dollar amount of the refunds.  

@{REGISTER_DESC} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the text from the Register ID box on the Main tab of the 
Register Definition Maintenance window for the associated register. 

@{REGISTER_ID} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of the register for the associated register. The 
register you create first will get the number “1”, the next register you create will be 
“2”, and so on for all the registers you create. 

@{REGISTER_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all transactions initiated on the 
associated register. 

@{REM} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Allows you to type text that will not appear on the printed output of 
the resulting layout. Typically, you will use the @{REM} (REM stands for remark) 
to type text that will remind you how you wanted to use the current layout. The 
@{REM} token is not a toggle (meaning that you do not turn it on and off) token 
like @{RED_ON} and @{RED_OFF}; it must precede each line that you do not 
want printed. 

 

@{REQUEST_STATUS} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the text (approved or declined) of the credit card verification 
result. 

@{RESET_CASHIER} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: During clock out the @{RESET_CASHIER} token will prompt 
staff members if they want to reset their sales totals. You can protect this 
functionality using password protection on the Reset Cashier Report register option. 
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@{RESET_SERVER} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: During clock out the @{RESET_SERVER} token will prompt staff 
members if they want to reset their sales totals. You can protect this functionality 
using password protection on the Reset Server Report register option. 

@{RESTAURANT_ADDR} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the restaurant’s street address from the Street Address 
box on the Restaurant tab of the Options window.  

@{RESTAURANT_CITY} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the restaurant’s city from the City State ZIP box on the 
Restaurant tab of the Options window.  

@{RESTAURANT_NAME} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the restaurant’s name, as it appears in the Name area on the 
Restaurant tab of the Options window. You type the name that appears here when 
you first load the Digital Dining software.  

@{RESTAURANT_STATE} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the restaurant’s state from the City State ZIP box on the 
Restaurant tab of the Options window.  
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@{RESTAURANT_PHONE} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the restaurant’s telephone number from the Phone box on 
the Restaurant tab of the Options window.  

@{RESTAURANT_ZIP} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the restaurant’s ZIP code from the City State ZIP box on 
the Restaurant tab of the Options window.  

@{REWARD_AMOUNT} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number that appears in the Amount box on the Main 
tab of the Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window. 

@{REWARD_CONVERSION} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number that appears in the Convert box on the Main 
tab of the Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window. 

@{REWARD_COST} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number that appears in the Cost box on the Main tab of 
the Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window. 
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@{REWARD_DESC} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text that appears in the Reward box on the Main tab of 
the Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window. 

@{REWARD_LEVEL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number that appears in the Level box on the Main tab 
of the Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window. 

@{RIGHT} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts “@{RIGHT}(,0)” and returns the rightmost number (the 
second parameter) of characters for a string (the first parameter). For example, 
@{RIGHT}(“Monday”, 3)” returns “day”. You can use other tokens or plain text for 
the first parameter. 
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@{SALES_BY_PROFITCNTR} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of sales by one or each profit center 
for that day. 

 

@{SALES_BY_REGISTER} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of sales by one or each register for 
that day. 
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@{SALES_BY_TYPE} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of sales by each sales type for that 
day. 

 

@{SALES_CONTEST_LIST} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Displays a list of all servers currently clocked in and each server’s 
average sales of items included in the sales contest (if any).  

@{SALES_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of sales for that day.  

@{SALES_TOTAL_IRS8027} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Server Report, Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of sales for that day. The total will 
include the sales of menu items from all checks, both with and without tip amounts. 
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You can use this token to create a version of the IRS8027 Time and Attendance 
Report in POS Cashier Reports, Server Reports, and Time Clock Slips.  

@{SALES_TOTAL_IRS8027_NONTIPPED} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Server Report, Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of nontipped sales for that day. The 
total will include the sales of menu items from all checks not associated with tip 
amounts. You can use this token to create a version of the IRS8027 Time and 
Attendance Report in POS Cashier Reports, Server Reports, and Time Clock Slips.  

@{SALES_TOTAL_IRS8027_TIPPED} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Server Report, Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of tipped sales for that day. The total 
will include the sales of menu items from all checks that include tip amounts. You 
can use this token to create a version of the IRS8027 Time and Attendance Report in 
POS Cashier Reports, Server Reports, and Time Clock Slips.  

@{SALES_TYPE_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount that totals all sales types sales. 
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@{SALESTYPE_COUNT_} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of menu items sold associated with the sales 
type that you select. 

 

@{SALESTYPE_SALES_} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the amount of sales for the menu items sold associated with 
the sales type that you select. 
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@{SCHEDULE_CURRENT} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the staff member’s work schedule for the current week. 

@{SCHEDULE_NEXT} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the staff member’s work schedule for the upcoming week. 

@{SCHEDULE_OPEN_END} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: The @{SCHEDULE_OPEN_END} token influences the behavior 
of the @{SCHEDULE_CURRENT} and @{SCHEDULE_NEXT} tokens. 

If you include the @{SCHEDULE_OPEN_END} token with the 
@{SCHEDULE_CURRENT} token, the program will insert the staff member’s 
work schedule for the current week with each shift’s opening time, but not the 
closing time.  

Likewise, if you include the @{SCHEDULE_OPEN_END} token with the 
@{SCHEDULE_NEXT} token, the program will insert the staff member’s work 
schedule for the current week with each shift’s opening time, but not the closing 
time.  

@{SCHEDULE_SHOW_END} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: The token inserts the opening time and the closing time of the staff 
member’s shift.  

Intended Use: The @{SCHEDULE_OPEN_END} token influences the behavior 
of the @{SCHEDULE_CURRENT} and @{SCHEDULE_NEXT} tokens.  
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If you include the @{SCHEDULE_OPEN_END} token with the 
@{SCHEDULE_CURRENT} token, the program will insert the staff member’s 
work schedule for the next week with each shift’s opening time and closing time.  

Likewise, if you include the @{SCHEDULE_OPEN_END} token with the 
@{SCHEDULE_NEXT} token, the program will insert the staff member’s work 
schedule for the next week with each shift’s opening time and closing time.  

@{SCHEDULE_USE_RULE} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: The @{SCHEDULE_USE_RULE} token influences the behavior 
of the @{SCHEDULE_CURRENT} and @{SCHEDULE_NEXT} tokens. 

If you include the @{SCHEDULE_USE_RULE} token with the 
@{SCHEDULE_CURRENT} token, the program will insert the staff member’s 
work schedule for the current week with each shift’s opening time and apply the shift 
rule (if any) associated with the staff member’s labor post.  

For instance, the staff member’s labor post might be associated with a shift rule that 
has the Clock In check box selected and the Clock Out check box cleared. In such 
a case, the @{SCHEDULE_CURRENT} and @{SCHEDULE_USE_RULE} tokens 
would include the opening shift times but not the closing shift times.  

Likewise, if you include the @{SCHEDULE_USE_RULE} token with the 
@{SCHEDULE_NEXT} token, the program will insert the staff member’s work 
schedule for the next week with each shift’s opening time and apply the shift rule (if 
any) associated with the staff member’s labor post.  
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@{SELECT_BEGIN} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Tells the system that the layout uses select tokens. 

 

@{SELECT_CASE} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Identifies the situations/criteria that you want the layout to test. The 
select tokens do not evaluate every @{SELECT_CASE} token; instead, the 
@{SELECT_CASE} tokens find the first case that is true and prints the subsequent 
tokens and text up to the next @{SELECT_CASE} token or the @{SELECT_END} 
token. Once one case is found to be true and the tokens/text gets printed, the tokens 
jump to the @{SELECT_END} token, thereby skipping any intervening tokens/text. 
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@{SELECT_END} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Tells the system that the select case decision structure is complete. 
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@{SERVER_BANK_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of money given to a server through 
the Server Bank register option. 

@{SERVER_DROPS_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the details of any server and drops (server and/or blind 
drops) performed, including the name of each staff member who performed each 
drop and the time of each drop was performed. 

@{SERVER_DROPS_IN} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of a drop (server and/or blind drops) 
that a staff member receives. 

@{SERVER_DROPS_OUT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of a drop (server and/or blind drops) 
that a staff member “gives.” 

@{SERVER_DROPS_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount totals for each staff member who made a 
drop (server and/or blind drops). 
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@{SERVER_DROPS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of a drop (server and/or blind drops), 
which will be positive or negative depending on whether the staff member receives 
more drops or gave more drops. 

@{SERVER_ID} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Check, Authorization Slip, Profit Center Report, Prep 
Ticket, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the ID number of the staff member associated with the 
transaction or the report. 

@{SERVER_NAME} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Check, Authorization Slip, Profit Center Report, Prep 
Ticket, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the staff member associated with the transaction 
or the report. 

@{SERVERSALES_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all sales performed during the 
current shift. The range of the sales included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all sales from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all 
sales from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token includes 
all sales from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the token includes 
all sales from all checks within the system.  
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@{SKIP_BLANK} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Tests the token immediately following it; the subsequent token 
must be a token that returns text (not a number). If the subsequent token returns no 
text, then the layout jumps to the @{SKIP_END} token. If the subsequent token 
returns some text (for example, an account member’s name), then the layout prints 
the tokens and text following the @{SKIP_BLANK} token. 
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@{SKIP_END} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Marks the position a @{SKIP_} token will jump to. 

 

@{SKIP_IF} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Jumps to the @{SKIP_END} token if the condition the token 
evaluates is true. (You must include the evaluated condition in parentheses 
immediately following the @{SKIP_IF} token.) If the condition that the 
@{SKIP_IF} token evaluates is false, then the layout prints the tokens and text 
following the @{SKIP_IF} token. If you want to evaluate a token that returns text, 
then you must place an apostrophe (single quotation mark) around the token and the 
text you want to test (see the example below). 
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@{SKIP_NO} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Jumps to the @{SKIP_END} token if the staff member responds 
“No” to the prompt at the POS. If the staff member responds “Yes” to the prompt at 
the POS, then the layout prints the tokens and text following the @{SKIP_NO} 
token. 
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@{SKIP_NOTBLANK} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Tests the token immediately following it; the subsequent token 
must be a token that returns text (not a number). If the subsequent token returns 
some text (for example, an account member’s name), then the layout jumps to the 
@{SKIP_END} token. If the subsequent token returns no text, then the layout prints 
the tokens and text following the @{SKIP_NOTBLANK} token. 
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@{SKIP_NOTZERO} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Tests the token immediately following it; the subsequent token 
must be a token that returns a number (not text). If the subsequent token returns a 
value other than zero, then the layout jumps to the @{SKIP_END} token. If the 
subsequent token returns a value of zero, then the layout prints the tokens and text 
following the @{SKIP_NOTZERO} token. 
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@{SKIP_YES} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Jumps to the @{SKIP_END} token if the staff member responds 
“Yes” to the prompt at the POS. If the staff member responds “No” to the prompt at 
the POS, then the layout prints the tokens and text following the @{SKIP_YES} 
token. 

 

@{SKIP_ZERO} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Tests the token immediately following it; the subsequent token 
must be a token that returns a number (not text). If the subsequent token returns a 
value of zero, then the layout jumps to the @{SKIP_END} token. If the subsequent 
token returns a value other than zero, then the layout prints the tokens and text 
following the @{SKIP_ZERO} token. 
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@{SPEC_INT_1 THRU 6} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the label of the special interest that you select for the 
associated customer. You can change the text of the special interest using the Special 
Interest Maintenance window. 

@{SPEC_INT_MAIN} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the label for the special interest that is set as primary for the 
associated customer. You can set or change the primary special interest for any 
customer on the Interests tab of the Customer Record Maintenance window. 
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@{SPEC_INT_MAIN_MEMO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text on the Memo tab (of the Special Interest 
Maintenance window) of the primary special interest for the associated customer. 

@{SPEC_INT_MEMO_1 THRU 6} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the text on the Memo tab (of the Special Interest 
Maintenance window) of the special interest that you select for the associated 
customer. 

@{SPECIALS_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all special items ordered during the current shift. For 
each special item, the token includes the check number and the price of the item. The 
range of the special items included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the special items 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the special items from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, 
the token includes all of the special items from checks performed by the server. In a 
System Report, the token includes all special items from all checks within the 
system.  
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@{SPECIALS_QTY} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of all special items ordered during the 
current shift. The range of the special items included by the token depends on the 
type of report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the 
special items from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the 
token includes all of the special items from checks associated with the register. In a 
Server Report, the token includes all of the special items from checks performed by 
the server. In a System Report, the token includes all special items from all checks 
within the system.  
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@{SPECIALS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount for all special items ordered during 
the current shift. The range of the special items included by the token depends on the 
type of report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the 
special items from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the 
token includes all of the special items from checks associated with the register. In a 
Server Report, the token includes all of the special items from checks performed by 
the server. In a System Report, the token includes all special items from all checks 
within the system.   

@{STAFF_ID} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the ID number of the staff member associated with the 
transaction. 

@{STAFF_NAME} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the name of the staff member associated with the 
transaction. 

@{STAFF_POS_NAME} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the text that appears in the POS Name box on the Main tab 
of the Staff Member Maintenance window. 

@{STAFF_SALES} 

Layouts: Server Report, Profit Center Report, System Report, Sales Report 
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Intended Use: Inserts a list of staff members with sales. The list includes each staff 
member’s open sales, closed sales, and total sales. The program will group the staff 
members in the list by staff department.  

@{STATE} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: For the current customer, the @{STATE} token inserts the text you 
have typed in the State box on the Main tab of the Customer Record Maintenance 
window. 

@{STATION_NUMBER} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the server’s station number to a layout.  

@{TAB_NO} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the table number associated with the transaction or check. 

@{TAX_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxes collected for that day. 

@{TAX_TOTAL_1} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxes collected for that day that 
are associated with tax rate 1. 
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@{TAX_TOTAL_2} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxes collected for that day that 
are associated with tax rate 2. 

@{TAX_TOTAL_3} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxes collected for that day that 
are associated with tax rate 3. 

@{TAX_TOTAL_4} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxes collected for that day that 
are associated with tax rate 4. 

@{TAXABLE_TOTAL_0} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all nontaxable sales. 

@{TAXABLE_TOTAL_1} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxable sales belonging to tax 
rate 1. 
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@{TAXABLE_TOTAL_2} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxable sales belonging to tax 
rate 2. 

@{TAXABLE_TOTAL_3} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxable sales belonging to tax 
rate 3.  

@{TAXABLE_TOTAL_4} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all taxable sales belonging to tax 
rate 4. 

@{TEST_TOKENS_} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: By including this token in a layout and viewing the layout in a 
preview window, the program will display a list of all the tokens in the program and 
their values, if any. 

@{TIME} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the current time, which it retrieves from the computer 
system. The format of the time (for example, whether it’s 8:15 am or 08:15 am) 
depends on how you format the time to appear to your system. That is, you can 
change how the time appears in your printed layout by changing the selection from 
the Time Style and Time Separator lists on the Time tab of the Regional 
Settings Properties dialog box (which you can access through the Control Panel). 
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@{TIME_CLOSE} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the time that a check was closed. 

@{TIME_DELIVERY} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the latest time a delivery order should be delivered to a 
customer. The @{TIME_DELIVERY} token must be used with a check option that 
uses the Set Delivery Time check option function. When you add the Set Delivery 
Time check option function to a check option, you can choose either a default time 
or have the POS prompt the staff member. The @{TIME_DELIVERY} token 
calculates the latest time based on the time the check is opened (current time) plus 1) 
the default time you set when create the new check option OR 2) the time the staff 
member enters when prompted at the POS. 

@{TIME_DRIVER} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the time that a driver was assigned to a check. 

@{TIME_OPEN} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 
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Intended Use: Inserts the time that a check was opened. 

@{TIME_ORDER} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the time that the last order for the check was placed. 

@{TIME_PREP} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the time that appears in the Prep Time (minutes) box on 
the Main tab of the Menu Prep Type Maintenance window. 

@{TIME_PRINT} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the time the check, authorization slip, prep ticket, or receipt 
was printed. 

@{TIME_READY} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the value that appears in the Order Ready Time box on 
the Main tab of the Profit Center Maintenance window plus the time the check was 
ordered. 

@{TIP_10_PERCENT} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts a calculation (ten percent of the check total). 
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@{TIP_15_PERCENT} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts a calculation (fifteen percent of the check total). 

@{TIP_20_PERCENT} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts a calculation (twenty percent of the check total). 

@{TIP_ACTUAL} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the actual tip recorded for the associated check. 

@{TIP_EXPECT} 

Layouts: Check, Authorization Slip, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the expected tip using the Tips check option function. 

@{TIPS_AUDIT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts each tip paid out by a cashier or server.  

@{TIPS_AUDIT_TIPRECEIPTS} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts each tip paid out by a cashier or server, including each tip 
transaction’s check number, receipt amount, and tip amount. Unlike the 
@{TIPS_AUDIT} token, the @{TIPS_AUDIT_TIPRECEIPTS} token only 
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includes receipts that have a tip mode of Tip (as set in the Tip Mode list on the 
Main tab of the Receipts Definition Maintenance window). It excludes charge and 
gift certificate tips.  

@{TIPS_CHARGE_COMMISSION_DAY} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Displays the total of the server’s commission on charged tips for the 
day.  

@{TIPS_CHARGE_COMMISSION_PERIOD} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Displays the total of the server’s commission on charged tips for the 
period-to-date.  

@{TIPS_CHARGE_COMMISSION_SHIFT} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Displays the total of the server’s commission on charged tips for the 
shift.  

@{TIPS_CHARGED_BALANCE} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total amount of charged tips that the cashier owes each 
server.   

@{TIPS_CHARGED_DAY} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of charged tips for the current day, 
which starts with the creation of new daily files. 
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@{TIPS_CHARGED_GIVEN} 

Layouts: Server Report, Cashier Report 

Intended Use: Displays the amount of charged tips a server gave to other staff 
members. 

@{TIPS_CHARGED_PAIDOUT} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of charged tips that the cashier has 
paid out to other staff members during the current pay period.  

@{TIPS_CHARGED_PERIOD} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of charged tips for the current pay 
period. 

@{TIPS_CHARGED_QTY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of all charged tip transactions in the current 
shift. The range of the tips included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the tips from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the tips 
from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of 
the tips from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the token includes 
all tips from all checks within the system.  
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@{TIPS_CHARGED_RECEIVE} 

Layouts: Server Report, Cashier Report 

Intended Use: Displays the amount of charged tips a server received in cash from 
the cashier or bartender. 

@{TIPS_CHARGED_SHIFT} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of charged tips for the current shift. 

@{TIPS_CHARGED_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all charged tip transactions in the 
current shift. The range of the tips included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the tips 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the tips from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the tips from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the 
token includes all tips from all checks within the system.  

@{TIPS_DECLARED_DAY} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of declared tips for the current day, 
which starts with the creation of new daily files. 

@{TIPS_DECLARED_PERIOD} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of declared tips for the current pay 
period. 
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@{TIPS_DECLARED_QTY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of all declared tip transactions in the 
current shift. The range of the tips included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the tips 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the tips from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the tips from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the 
token includes all tips from all checks within the system.  

@{TIPS_DECLARED_SHIFT} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of declared tips for the current shift. 

@{TIPS_DECLARED_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all declared tip transactions in the 
current shift. The range of the tips included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the tips 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the tips from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the tips from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the 
token includes all tips from all checks within the system.  

@{TIPS_GIVEN_DAY} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of tips given by the staff member to 
other staff members during the current day, which starts with the creation of new 
daily files. 
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@{TIPS_GIVEN_PERIOD} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of tips given by the staff member to 
other staff members during the current pay period. 

@{TIPS_GIVEN_QTY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of all given tip transactions in the current 
shift. The range of the tips included by the token depends on the type of report you 
are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the tips from checks 
associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of the tips 
from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token includes all of 
the tips from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the token includes 
all tips from all checks within the system.  

@{TIPS_GIVEN_SHIFT} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of tips given by the staff member to 
other staff members during the current shift. 

@{TIPS_GIVEN_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all given tip transactions in the 
current shift. The range of the tips included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the tips 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the tips from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the tips from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the 
token includes all tips from all checks within the system.  
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@{TIPS_RECEIVED_AUDIT_DAY} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of tips that the staff member has received from other 
staff members during the current day, which starts with the creation of new daily 
files. The token also inserts a line for the staff member’s signature.  

@{TIPS_RECEIVED_AUDIT_PERIOD} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of tips that the staff member has received from other 
staff members during the current pay period. The token also inserts a line for the 
staff member’s signature.  

@{TIPS_RECEIVED_AUDIT_SHIFT} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of tips that the staff member has received from other 
staff members during the current shift. The token also inserts a line for the staff 
member’s signature.  

@{TIPS_RECEIVED_DAY} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of tips received by the staff member 
from other staff members during the current day, which starts with the creation of 
new daily files. 

@{TIPS_RECEIVED_PERIOD} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of tips received by the staff member 
from other staff members during the current pay period. 
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@{TIPS_RECEIVED_QTY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of all received tip transactions in the 
current shift. The range of the tips included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the tips 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the tips from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the tips from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the 
token includes all tips from all checks within the system.  

@{TIPS_RECEIVED_SHIFT} 

Layouts: Time Clock Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of tips received by the staff member 
from other staff members during the current shift. 

@{TIPS_RECEIVED_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all received tip transactions in the 
current shift. The range of the tips included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the tips 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the tips from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the tips from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, the 
token includes all tips from all checks within the system.  

@{TIPS_SUMMARY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of tip outs received for each server. 
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@{TOT_COMPLAINT_NO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of complaints for the associated customer. 

@{TOT_CREDIT} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of credit for the associated customer.  

@{TOT_MNUITM} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of menu items purchased for the associated 
customer. 

@{TOT_POINTS} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of Frequent Dining points the associated 
customer has earned. 

@{TOT_PURCH_NO} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of purchases (that is, checks) that the 
associated customer has opened. 

@{TOT_PURCH_VAL} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount of all purchases for the associated 
customer. 
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@{TOTAL_OWING} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the dollar amount that the customer owes.  

@{TOTAL_PAID} 

Layouts: Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount already paid by the customer. 

@{TRANSFERS_IN_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a total dollar amount of checks transferred to the staff 
member. 

@{TRANSFERS_OUT_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a total dollar amount of checks transferred from the staff 
member. 

@{TRANSPORT_STATUS} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip 

Intended Use: Inserts the status of the Credit Card Server or Gift Card Server 
program. When you print a layout that includes this token, the program checks the 
status of either the Credit Card Server or the Gift Card Server program (depending 
on which kind of transaction you are performing). When you print a layout that 
includes this token, the token will display whether the Server’s status is online or 
offline.  

The @{TRANSPORT_STATUS} token applies to both credit card transactions and 
gift card transactions. If you are performing a gift card transaction, the token will 
display the following information, depending on how you use it: 
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 If the site is not configured to use multistore gift cards, the result is “Offline”. 

 If the site is the headquarters store, the result is “Online”. 

 If the site is a multistore member and the last successful connection was within 
two times the interval, then the status is “Online”. 

 If the site is a multistore member and the last successful connection was more 
than two times the interval, then the status is “Offline”. 

You can set the duration of the interval on the External Servers tab of the Servers 
window (in the Misc menu of the Setup program). 

@{USER_} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts the text on the Memo tab of the user layout token that you 
specify. You can create new user layout tokens (up to 24) with the User Layout 
Token Maintenance window. 

@{VAL} 

Layouts: All Layouts 

Intended Use: Inserts “VAL()”. The @{VAL} token will extract the first number 
string (a “string” can be only one character) that occurs in the parameter that you 
insert in the parentheses. For example, if you insert any of the following into a 
layout, the token will return “12”: @{VAL}(12abc345), @{VAL}(a12bc345), 
@{VAL}(abc12d345). The parameter can be either plain text (as above) or another 
token. (The @{VAL} token functions exactly like the @{DEC} token, except that 
the @{VAL} token cannot return decimal values.) 
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@{VER_AMOUNT} 

Layouts: Authorization Slip, Check 

Intended Use: If you run the POS in Verification mode, the @{VER_AMOUNT} 
token will insert the amount that the server verified for the card transaction. If you 
run the POS in Preauthorization mode, the @{VER_AMOUNT} token will insert 
either the total amount of all the card’s verifications or the amount of the check 
(whichever is lower). 

The @{VER_AMOUNT} token applies to both gift cards and credit cards.  

@{VOID_BODY} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Receipts 

Intended Use: Inserts the quantity, the description, and the price of all menu items 
that a staff member voided for the current check. The list of menu items that this 
token inserts is cumulative; that is, it includes all menu items on the check (not just 
the current order) that a staff member has voided. 

 

@{VOID_REASON} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the reason associated with a void transaction. Void reasons 
are set up in the Void Reasons Window Maintenance window. 
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@{VOIDS_DETAIL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts a list of all void transactions performed during the current 
shift. For each transaction, the token includes the check number and the amount of 
the void. The range of the voids included by the token depends on the type of report 
you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the voids from 
checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes all of 
the voids from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the token 
includes all of the voids from checks performed by the server. In a System Report, 
the token includes all voids from all checks within the system.  

@{VOIDS_QTY} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total number of all void transactions performed during 
the current shift. The range of the voids included by the token depends on the type of 
report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the voids 
from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token includes 
all of the voids from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, the 
token includes all of the voids from checks performed by the server. In a System 
Report, the token includes all voids from all checks within the system.  

@{VOIDS_TOTAL} 

Layouts: Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the total dollar amount of all void transactions performed 
during the current shift. The range of the voids included by the token depends on the 
type of report you are printing. In a Profit Center Report, the token includes all of the 
voids from checks associated with the profit center. In a Sales Report, the token 
includes all of the voids from checks associated with the register. In a Server Report, 
the token includes all of the voids from checks performed by the server. In a System 
Report, the token includes all voids from all checks within the system.  
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@{ZEROSALES_QTY} 

Layouts: Cashier Report, Profit Center Report, Sales Report, Server Report, 
System Report 

Intended Use: Inserts the number of times the staff members opened the drawer 
for a $0.00 sale. 

@{ZIP} 

Layouts: Check, Prep Ticket, Reward Coupon, Complaint Coupon, Status Report 

Intended Use: For the current customer, the @{ZIP} token inserts the text you 
have typed in the Zip box on the Main tab of the Customer Record Maintenance 
window. 
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Register Options 

Overview 

The register options allow you to perform actions that will affect all the transactions 
for the current register. When working with the register options at the POS, you can 
view any notes that you may have created for that register option in the Setup 
program. You can reload the register with the default settings by using the Reload 
Register register option or restarting the POS. 

Register Options 

To make a register option available at the POS, you must include it in a Window of 
Register Options and then assign that Window of Register Options to a register 
definition. 

 

Allow Offline Processing 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Allow Offline Processing register option allows you to set the 
Credit Card Server to run in offline mode. If the Credit Card Server is running in 
online mode and its connection to the Internet is interrupted (for whatever reason), 
you can run the Allow Offline Processing register option to switch the Credit Card 
Server to offline mode. While running in offline mode, the Credit Card Server will 
process credit card transactions that are equal to or less than the offline floor limit.  
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Assign Driver Select 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Assign Driver Select register option allows you to assign one 
or more delivery orders to a delivery driver. When you run the register option, the 
POS lists all delivery drivers currently logged in as buttons in the Selection panel. 
Select a driver, then tap Accept. The POS will then list all unassigned orders as 
buttons in the Selection panel. Select the orders you want to assign to the driver, then 
tap Assign. (You can select all orders by tapping Include All or clear all orders by 
tapping Exclude All.) If you need to change the orders assigned to the driver, use 
the Change Driver Assignment register option.  

Assign Driver Single 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Assign Driver Single register option allows you to assign one 
or more delivery orders to a delivery driver. When you run the register option, the 
POS lists all delivery drivers currently logged in as buttons in the Selection panel. 
Select a driver, then tap Accept. The POS will then list all unassigned orders as 
buttons in the Selection panel. Select the orders you want to assign to the driver, then 
tap Assign. (You can select all orders by tapping Include All or clear all orders by 
tapping Exclude All.) If you need to change the orders assigned to the driver, use 
the Change Driver Assignment register option. 

Assign Staff Pager 

Transaction Duration: N/A 

Intended Use: The Assign Staff Pager register option allows staff members to 
assign pagers to themselves any time during their shift. When you run this register 
option, the program displays the alphanumeric keypad for you to enter the pager ID. 
When you tap Enter, the program assigns the pager to you and exits the register 
option automatically. It also allows you to change the pager for a staff member or 
assign no pagers. To assign no pager to the staff member, you must run the register 
option and tap Enter without typing anything on the keypad (i.e., leaving it blank). 

Requirements: You must have the Pager Server program running to use this 
register option.  
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Canadian Debit Admin Tasks 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: If you run the Canadian Debit Admin Tasks register option, Digital 
Dining will open a screen listing various tasks for managing the Canadian Debit 
service on the POS.  

Canadian Debit Key Change 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: If you run the Canadian Debit Key Change register option, Digital 
Dining will generate a new Canadian Debit security encryption key. If the existing 
security key is ever compromised, you can run this register option to generate a new 
one.  

Change Area/Room 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Area/Room register option allows you to change the 
area or room associated with the register. If you run the Change Area/Room register 
option, the POS will display all the areas and rooms that you have associated with 
the current register definition. If you have associated the register definition with an 
area (not a room), then the POS displays all the areas in the Selection panel. If you 
tap an appropriate area, the POS will display all the rooms for the area you have 
selected.  

Change Cash Drawer No 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: If the register uses a cash drawer, you can use the Change Cash 
Drawer No register option to reset which printer definition receives information for 
the cash drawer. To use a cash drawer at the POS, you must create a printer 
definition (in the Setup program) to represent the cash drawer and then associate the 
register definition to the cash drawer’s printer definition. The Change Cash Drawer 
No register option allows you to associate the register with a cash drawer printer 
definition.  
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When you run the Change Cash Drawer No register option, the POS displays all 
available printer definitions as buttons in the Selection panel. To associate the POS 
with a cash drawer printer definition, select the printer definition’s button, then tap 
Change. If you tap Restore, the POS will use its original cash drawer printer 
definition. 

Change Check Details 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction   

Intended Use: The Change Check Details register option allows you to change the 
details of an open check, such as the check’s table number, number of covers, 
customer name, or Staff ID number. You can change the details, for example, when 
customers change tables, the number of covers changes, or the service staff for a 
table changes.  

When you run the Change Check Details register option, the POS lists all of your 
open checks as buttons in the Selection panel. Tap the check that you want to 
change, or tap Enter Check or Enter Table on the Command panel to specify a 
check/table. The POS displays the details of the check in the Display panel. Tap 
Verify Check on the Command panel. On the Selection panel, you can tap Table 
(to change the table number), Name (to change the name), Covers (to change the 
number of covers), or Staff ID (to change the Staff ID). After you tap which detail 
you want to change, the POS will display a keypad or keyboard so that you can make 
your change(s). After you change a detail and tap ENTER on the keypad or 
keyboard, the POS program will allow you to change the other details.  

The Server Team button allows you to add one or more staff members to a service 
team serving an open check. When you tap Server Team, the POS displays a list of 
available servers as buttons in the Selection panel. To add a staff member to a 
service team, select the staff member’s button, then tap Assign Service Team. 
The POS will allow the server that you selected to access and edit the open check. 
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When you have changed the details you want, tap Save to save your changes and 
return to the Log In screen or tap Cancel to abort any changes.   

Change Driver Assignment 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Change Driver Assignment register option allows you to 
unassign a driver you have assigned to a delivery order. When you run register 
option, the POS lists all of the drivers (currently clocked in) in the Display panel. 
Select the driver(s) whose order you want to unassign. (You can select all of the 
checks by tapping Include All, or you can exclude all of the checks by tapping 
Exclude All.) After you select the appropriate driver(s), tap Accept.  

If you use delivery zones, the POS will display all the delivery zones as buttons in 
the Selection panel. Select one or more delivery zones, then tap Accept. (You can 
select all of the zones by tapping Include All, or you can exclude all of the zones by 
tapping Exclude All.)  

The POS will then list all of the driver’s assigned orders as buttons in the Selection 
panel. (If you selected one or more specific delivery zones, the POS will only list the 
orders associated with those zones.) Select the check(s) that you want to unassign 
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from the current driver and then tap Unassign. To reassign the check to a new 
driver, use the Driver Single or Driver Select register option. 

Requirements: In the Back Office program, you must have created a staff 
department and set it as a driver department (in the Staff Department Maintenance 
window). You must also have at least two staff members currently clocked in to that 
driver department. Finally, you must have at least one order assigned to one of the 
drivers currently clocked in. 

Change Floor Plan 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Floor Plan register option allows you to change the 
floor plan associated with the register. If you run the Change Floor Plan register 
option, the POS will display all the floor plans for the room that you have associated 
with the current register definition. If you have associated the register definition with 
an area (not a room), then the POS displays all the rooms in the Selection panel; tap 
the appropriate room and then the POS displays all the floor plans for the room you 
have selected. 

Change Host Orders 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: If you are running a Host register, the Change Host Orders register 
option allows you to change the register’s Host Orders settings. When you run the 
Change Host orders register option, the program displays three buttons on the 
Selection panel: Seat Directly, Seat From Waiting List, and Add to Waiting 
List. These buttons reflect the check boxes in the Host Orders area on the Table 
tab of the Register Definition Maintenance window. The POS will display the 
buttons of the register’s currently active options as selected.  

If you select Seat Directly, the Host register will display the Order screen 
immediately after the host seats a customer that is not on the wait list. If you select 
the Seat from Waiting List, the Host register will display the Order screen 
immediately after the host seats a customer that is on the wait list. If you select the 
Add to Waiting List, the Host register will display the Order screen immediately 
after the host adds a customer to the wait list. If you clear all three buttons in the 
Host Orders area, the Host register will not display the Order screen.  

To change the host register’s Host Order settings, select one or more of the 
appropriate buttons in the Selection panel, then tap Change. To restore the host 
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register’s original Host Orders settings, tap Restore. To exit the register option 
without editing the Host Orders settings, tap Cancel.  

Change Item Out List 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Item Out List register option allows you to edit the 
Item Out List. In the Setup program, you can set a POS register to display the Item 
Out List (in the Display panel of the Log In screen) each time a staff member logs in. 
The Item Out List is a list of menu items with limited quantities. Each time a staff 
member logs in, the POS lists the menu items and their current quantity in the 
Display panel. Thus, the Item Out List helps inform staff members when certain 
items become unavailable. (You can also add or remove items from the Item Out List 
and edit their quantities in the Back Office program.)  

When you run the Change Item Out List register option, the POS displays the Item 
Out List in the Display panel and the register’s POS window buttons in the Top 
panel. To add an item to the Item Out List, tap one of the POS window buttons in the 
Top panel to access the appropriate menu item. After you select a menu item, the 
POS displays a keypad, allowing you to enter the number of those items you have 
remaining. To remove the menu item from the Item Out List, tap ESC on the 
keypad. 

Change Password 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Change Password register option allows you to change your 
password at the POS. When you run the Change Password register option, the POS 
displays a keypad, allowing you to type a new password. 

Change Prep Printer Group 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Prep Printer Group register option allows you to 
change the register’s prep group. In the Setup program, you must associate each 
register definition with a prep group, but you can use this register option to change 
the register’s prep group manually at the POS. When you run the register option, the 
POS lists all available prep groups as buttons in the Selection panel, with the 
register’s current prep group as highlighted. Select the prep group you want to 
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associate with the register, then tap Change. If you tap Restore, the POS will use 
its original prep group.  

You can reset the register’s default prep group in three ways: run the Change Prep 
Printer Group register option and tap Restore in the Command panel, run the 
Reload Register register option, or restart the POS program. 

Change Printer 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Printer register option allows you to change which 
printer definitions receive print jobs (or other output) from the register. For example, 
if the register’s check printer is malfunctioning, you can use the Change Printer 
register option to set the POS to send check print jobs to a different printer.  

When you run the Change Printer register option, the POS displays a list of buttons 
in the Selection panel, each button representing a type of output device (such as a 
check printer, receipt printer, cash drawer, or pole display) that the register uses. If 
you tap the output device that you want to change, the POS displays a list of 
available printer definitions as buttons in the Selection panel. Select the printer 
definition that you want to use for the device type, then tap Change. If you tap 
Restore, the POS will restore its original printer definition settings. 

When you use this register option, you change the default output device you have set 
on the Printer tab of the Register Definition Maintenance window. However, staff 
register settings might override the default register. Those staff members who have 
staff register settings to override the default register will continue to use their staff 
register’s printer. The register will revert to its default output setting when you 
reload the register with the Reload Register register option, or when you restart the 
POS program. Any notes that you made about this register option on the Memo tab 
of the register option Maintenance window will appear in the Display panel. 

Change Profit Center 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Profit Center register option allows you to change the 
profit center currently associated with the register. In the Setup program, you must 
associate each register with a profit center, but you can use this register option to 
change the register’s profit center manually at the POS. When you run the register 
option, the POS lists all available profit centers as buttons in the Selection panel. 
Select the profit center you want to associate with the register, then tap Change. If 
you tap Restore, the POS will use its original profit center.  
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You can reset the register’s default profit center in three ways: run the Change Profit 
Center register option and tap Restore in the Command panel, run the Reload 
Register register option, or restart the POS program. 

Change Receipt Details 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Change Receipt Details register option allows you to change 
the receipt details of any check you have closed. This register option allows you to 
add a brief message or change the tip, account number, or receipt type for any one of 
your closed checks. After you tap Register Options from the Command panel and 
Change Receipt Details from the Selection panel, the POS program displays 
buttons for all the closed checks for the appropriate server. Tap the check whose 
details you want to modify, and tap the button again to have the POS program 
display the details of that check in the Display panel. Use the options in the Selection 
panel to access the details you want to modify, including details, tip, account 
number, and receipt type. 

Change Register Pricing 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Register Pricing register option allows you to change 
the price level that the register is currently using. In the Setup program, you must set 
each register to use a certain price level, but you can use this register option to 
change the register’s price level manually at the POS.   

When you run the register option, the POS program displays the available print 
levels as buttons in the Selection panel, with the current price level highlighted. 
Select the price level you want the register to use, then tap Change (or tap Cancel 
to retain the current setting). If you tap Restore, the POS will use its original price 
level. (Any notes that you made about this register option on the Memo tab of the 
register option Maintenance window will appear in the Display panel.) 

The register will revert to its default price level when you reload the register with the 
Reload Register register option, when you restart the POS program, or when you tap 
Restore on the Command panel after you access this register option. 
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Change Staff Cash Drawer 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: If the register uses a cash drawer, you can use the Change Staff 
Drawer register option to set the register to use a specific cash drawer printer 
definition when you use the register. To use a cash drawer at the POS, you must 
create a printer definition (in the Setup program) to represent the cash drawer and 
then associate the register definition with the cash drawer’s printer definition. The 
Change Staff Cash Drawer register option allows you to set the register to use a 
different cash drawer printer definition when you log in and conduct transactions.  

When you run the Change Staff Cash Drawer register option, the POS displays all 
available printer definitions as buttons in the Selection panel. To associate the POS 
with a cash drawer printer definition, select the printer definition’s button, then tap 
Done.  

The Change Staff Cash Drawer register option only changes the cash drawer that the 
POS uses when a specific staff member log in. In contrast, you can use the Change 
Cash Drawer No register option to change the cash drawer that the POS uses for all 
staff members. 

Change Staff Department 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Staff Department register option allows you to change 
your staff department at the POS without logging out. When you run the Change 
Staff Department register option at the POS, the program displays a list of buttons in 
the Selection panel, each representing a staff department associated with your staff 
member record. To change your current staff department, select an appropriate staff 
department button and then tap Accept. The POS will display the Log In screen. 
When you log back into the POS, the program will load the register definition 
associated with the new staff department. 

Change Station 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction or All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Station register option allows you to change your 
current station. You can change your station either temporarily (until you log out) or 
permanently (until you clock out). When you run the register option, the POS lists 
the available stations as buttons in the Selection panel, with your current station 
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highlighted. (If the restaurant has multiple rooms, the POS first prompts you to select 
an appropriate room and then lists the available stations in that room.) If you select a 
new station and then tap Temp Change, the POS will allow you to access tables in 
that station until you log out. If you select a new station and then tap Perm 
Change, the POS will allow you to access tables in that station until you clock out.  

(Any notes that you made about this register option on the Memo tab of the Register 
Option Maintenance window will appear in the Display panel.) 

Requirements: In the Setup program, you must have stations defined. You must 
also set the Table Access list (on the Table tab of the Register Definition 
Maintenance window) to Tables by Station for the active register definition. 

Change Table Access Method 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Table Access Method register option allows you to 
change the register’s table access method. In the Register Definition Maintenance 
window, you must select a table access method for each register, which determines 
how servers access tables and checks at the POS. When a server logs in, the POS 
displays a table access screen, which allows the server to open new checks or access 
existing open checks. By selecting a table access method, you determine which 
version of the table access screen displays when servers log into the register and 
what functions will be available.  

You can use the Change Table Access Method register option to change the 
register’s original table access method manually at the POS. When you run the 
register option, the POS lists all available table access methods as buttons in the 
Selection panel. Select the table access method you want to associate with the 
register, then tap Change. If you tap Restore, the POS will reset the register to use 
its original table access method.  

Change Tax Table 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Tax Table register option allows you to change the tax 
table currently associated with the register. In the Setup program, you must associate 
each register with a tax table, but you can use this register option to change the 
register’s tax table manually at the POS. When you run the register option, the POS 
lists all available tax tables as buttons in the Selection panel. Select the tax table you 
want to associate with the register, then tap Change. If you tap Restore, the POS 
will use its original tax table.   
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You can reset the register’s default tax table in three ways: run the Change Tax Table 
register option and tap Restore in the Command panel, run the Reload Register 
register option, or restart the POS program. 

Change Timed Hold 

Transaction Duration: Single Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Timed Hold register option allows you to change the 
time setting of any open check with held items. When you run the register option, the 
POS lists all checks with held items as buttons in the Selection panel. Each button 
displays the check number and the time of day when the POS will send the held 
items to the prep printers.  

If you tap a check button, the POS will display the check’s held items in the Display 
panel. If you tap Change Print Time, the POS will display a key pad, allowing 
you to enter the time of day when the POS should send the held items to the prep 
printers. If you tap Print Now, the POS will send the held items to the prep printers 
immediately. If you tap Delete Check, the POS will delete the check and exit the 
register option. 
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Change Wait List Adjustment 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Change Wait List Adjustment register option allows you to 
change the time wait adjustment in the Host register’s Wait List screen. When you 
run the Change Wait List Adjustment register option, the POS displays a list of 
buttons in the Selection panel, each one representing a number of minutes. If you 
select a button and then tap Accept, the POS will adjust the wait time estimates by 
the number of minutes represented by the selected button. (For instance, if you select 
10, the POS will add ten minutes to the estimated wait times on the Wait List 
screen.) 

Requirements: You must be licensed to use the Table Management module. 

Clock Out 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Clock Out register option allows you to clock out of the POS. 
When you run the Clock Out register option, the POS will display your first and last 
name, the time you clocked in, the time you are clocking out, today’s date and the 
staff department in which you have been working. For all tipped employees, the POS 
program will first prompt you to enter your tips. Using the keypad, type the amount 
of your tips and tap ENTER. At this point, you can tap Clock Out (to complete the 
clocking out procedure), Comment (to add any comments) or Cancel (to remain 
clocked in). If you tap Comment, use the keyboard to type your comments and tap 
ENTER; you can then clock out or cancel the clock out procedure. If you cancel the 
clock out procedure, the POS program will not save your comments. The POS 
program will print a verification slip on the designated printer so that you have a 
receipt for the clocking out procedure. 

Computer Based Training 

Transaction Duration: N/A 

Intended Use: The Computer Based Training register option allows you to access 
and run any of the available POS tutorials. We provide a variety of tutorials to teach 
restaurant staff members how to perform certain fundamental tasks at the POS, such 
as opening and paying a check, reordering drinks, or preverifying a credit card. 
When you run the Computer Based Training register option at the POS, the Selection 
panel displays four buttons, Open, Reorder, Preverify, and Pay. Tap Open to 
run a tutorial explaining how to open a check. Tap Reorder to run a tutorial 
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explaining how to reorder a round of drinks on a check. Tap Preverify to run a 
tutorial explaining how to preverify a customer’s credit card. Tap Pay to run a 
tutorial explaining how to pay a check. 

Current Register Settings 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Current Register Settings register option allows you to view the 
register’s current settings. If you run this register option, the POS will display the 
current register settings in the Display panel. You will most likely use this option as 
a trouble-shooting tool. For example, if the current register does not function as you 
expect it, you can view the register settings to verify that it has the proper settings. 
You can also view the current register settings to verify that that the register 
overrides (if any) are working correctly. 

DD-Mail 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The DD-Mail register option allows you to send messages to one or 
more other staff members. When a staff member logs in, the POS displays any newly 
received messages in the Selection panel.  

When you run the DD-Mail register option, the POS accesses the DD-Mail screen 
and prompts you with a keypad to enter the staff ID of the staff member who will 
receive the message. In the DD-Mail screen, the Selection panel displays any 
existing messages. In the Command panel, if you tap Print Message, the POS 
prints the text of the message. If you tap Add Message, the POS displays a keypad, 
allowing you to type a new message to add to the existing message. If you tap Clear 
Message, the POS clears all text from the message. If you tap Select Staff, the 
POS prompts you to enter the staff ID of the staff member who will receive the 
message. Tap Exit to cancel the register option.  

Using the DD-Mail register option, you can only send a message to a single staff 
member at a time. To send a message to all staff members, use the DD-Mail Message 
Maintenance window in the Back Office program. 
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Declare Cash Tips 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Declare Cash Tips register option allows you to declare an 
amount of cash tips without clocking out. If necessary, managers can use this register 
option to declare appropriate tip amounts on behalf of servers and bussers.  

When you run the Declare Cash Tips register option, the POS displays a keypad. In 
the keypad, type the amount of cash tips you want to declare. When you clock out, 
the POS will display the total of all the cash tips you have declared during the 
current shift.  

In certain circumstances, the managers may need to declare cash tips on behalf of 
other staff members. For instance, in some restaurants, servers give a percentage of 
their tips to a manager, who then divides the tips and gives an appropriate share to 
each busser. In such an operation, the manager can log in as each busser and declare 
the appropriate amount of cash tips.  

The register option can also be useful when serving a large party. In some 
restaurants, multiple servers might help serve a large party, but the check (and the 
tip) might be associated with a single server. In such cases, a manager can divide the 
tip between the various servers and use the Declare Cash Tips register option to 
declare an accurate amount on behalf of each server. 

Default Charge 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Default Charge register option allows you to change the POS 
register’s default charge type. When you run the Default Charge register option, the 
POS lists all the charge types as buttons in the Selection panel. To change the 
register’s default charge, select the charge type you want to use as the default and 
then tap Change. If you tap Restore, the POS will use its original default charge 
type.  

You can reset the default charge type in three ways: run the Change Default Charge 
register option and tap Restore, run the Reload Register register option, or restart 
the POS program. 
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Default Discount 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Default Discount register option allows you to change the POS 
register’s default discount type. When you run the Default Discount register option, 
the POS lists all the discount types as buttons in the Selection panel. To change the 
register’s default discount, select the discount type you want to use as the default and 
then tap Change. If you tap Restore, the POS will use its original default discount 
type.  

You can reset the default discount type in three ways: run the Change Default 
Discount register option and tap Restore, run the Reload Register register option, or 
restart the POS program. 

Default Gift Certificate 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Default Gift Certificate register option allows you to change 
the POS register’s default gift certificate type. When you run the Default Gift 
Certificate register option, the POS lists all the gift certificate types as buttons in the 
Selection panel. To change the register’s default gift certificate type, select the gift 
certificate type you want to use as the default and then tap Change. If you tap 
Restore, the POS will use its original default gift certificate type.  

You can reset the default gift certificate type in three ways: run the Change Default 
Gift Certificate register option and tap Restore, run the Reload Register register 
option, or restart the POS program. 

Default Tip 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Default Tip register option allows you to change the POS 
register’s default tip. When you run the Default Tip register option, the POS lists all 
the tips as buttons in the Selection panel. To change the register’s default tip, select 
the tip you want to use as the default and then tap Change. If you tap Restore, the 
POS will use its original default tip.  

You can reset the default tip in three ways: run the Change Default Tip register 
option and tap Restore, run the Reload Register register option, or restart the POS 
program. 
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Delete Table Check 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: When you run the Delete Table Check register option, the POS lists 
all of your open checks as buttons in the Selection panel. If you select a check in the 
Selection panel, the POS displays the check’s information in the Display panel. You 
can also search for a check by table number or check number. If you tap Check in 
the Command panel, the POS displays a keypad and prompts you to enter the check 
number of the check you want to delete. If you tap Table in the Command panel, the 
POS displays a keypad and prompts you to enter the table number of the check you 
want to delete. (You can use the Delete Table Check register option to delete the 
checks of other staff members.)  

To delete the selected check, tap Verify Check. When the POS prompts you to 
verify that you want to delete the open check, tap Yes. The POS will display a list of 
void reasons as buttons in the Selection panel. Select an appropriate reason for 
voiding the check. The POS will then delete the check. 

Delivery Late Orders Report 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Delivery Late Orders Report register option allows you to 
review all delivery orders that exceed the late time. (You can set the duration of the 
late time by using the Delivery Set Late Time register option.) you have set with the 
Delivery Set Late Time register option. When you run the Delivery Late Orders 
Report register option, the POS displays all checks that have been open longer than 
the designated late time as buttons in the Selection panel. To view the details of one 
or more specific orders, select the order(s) in the Selection panel and tap Detail. The 
POS will display the details of the order(s) in the Display panel. 

Requirements: In the Frequent Diner/Delivery program, in the POS Entries 
window, you must select a report layout in the Order Reports list and set an 
appropriate duration in the Late order min box. 

Delivery Set Late Time 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Delivery Set Late Time register option allows you to set the 
late time for your delivery orders. (The late time is the period of time that must pass 
before a delivery order is considered late.) When you run the register option, the 
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POS displays a keypad, prompting you to type (in minutes) the duration of the late 
time. 

Display Table Status 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Display Table Status register option allows you to review the 
status of all open and closed checks. If you run the Display Table Status register 
option, the POS program will prompt you to verify that you only want to view open 
checks. If you tap Yes, the POS lists all of your open checks in the Display panel. If 
you tap No, the POS lists all of your open and closed checks (for the shift) in the 
Display panel. For each check, the POS displays the check number, the table or tab 
number, the server ID, the time that the server opened the check, the time of the last 
order, the time the check was printed, and the time the check was closed (which 
should be N/A for open checks).  

You can navigate the Display panel by using the six buttons in the Command panel. 
If you tap Line Up, the POS selects the check preceding the current one. If you tap 
Line Down, the POS selects the check following the current one. If you tap Page 
Up, the POS selects the check at the top of the current page. If you tap Page Down, 
the POS selects the check at the bottom of the current page. If you tap Top, the POS 
selects the first check the server opened. If you tap End, the POS selects the last 
check the server opened. 

Edit Floor Plan 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Edit Floor Plan register option allows you to edit a floor plan. 
For instance, using this register option, you can move or block a table, join two 
tables, or change the tables in a station.  

When you run this register option, the POS displays a list of floor plans as buttons in 
the Selection panel. If you tap the floor plan you want to change, the POS displays 
the floor plan in the Change Table screen.  

To make any changes to the tables in a floor plan, you must first select the tables that 
you want to change. You can select a table by tapping it. (The icons of selected 
tables display a thin border.) Some options, such as Join Table and Reseat Customer, 
require you to select more than one table. You can clear a selected table by tapping 
its icon again.  
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The Free Table button allows you to clear occupied tables without closing the 
table’s check. If you select one or more tables and then tap Free Table, the POS 
designates the tables as clear and in need of bussing.  

The Join Table button allows you to join two or more small tables into a single 
large table. For instance, you can use the Join Table button to join two four-seat 
tables into a single eight-seat table. To join two tables, select both of the tables you 
want to join and then tap Join Table.  

The Move Table button allows you to move a table from one position in the floor 
plan to another. To move a table, select the table you want to move, then tap Move 
Table, then tap the point within the floor plan where you want to place the table. 
You can only move one table at a time.  

The Block button allows you to block a table so that it appears unavailable in the 
Host screen. You can use the Block button to reserve a table for a future customer. 
To block a table, select the table and then tap Block.   

The Reseat Customer button allows you to move a party of customers already 
seated at one table to another table. To reseat a customer, select an occupied table 
(that is, the table with the customers you want to reseat) and an unoccupied table 
(where you want to seat them), then tap Reseat Customer. The POS moves the 
customer to the unoccupied table and displays the previously occupied table as 
yellow (in need of bussing). If you move a customer to a table in a station assigned 
to a different server, the POS will prompt you to select which server will serve the 
reseated customer. You can select the server who originally opened the check (at the 
first table), or you can select the server assigned with the new table.  

The Change Station button allows you to change a table’s station. Select a table 
and then tap Change Station. The POS displays a list of buttons in the Selection 
panel, each one representing an existing station. (Each button also displays the 
number of tables current within that station.) The POS also includes a button to allow 
you to create a new station for the table. To change the table’s station, tap an 
appropriate station button.  

The Restore Table button allows you to restore tables in a floor plan to their 
original state. For instance, if you join two tables, you can use the Restore Table 
button to separate the tables later and restore them to their original positions. If you 
select a table that was modified earlier and then tap Restore Table, the POS 
restores the table to its original state.  

If you tap Restore Table without selecting a specific table, the POS clears any 
changes you made during this session, but does not clear changes made in earlier 
sessions. To restore a table changed in an earlier session, you must select it first. For 
instance, if you access the Change Table screen, join two tables, then tap Restore 
Table, the POS will automatically separate the tables. But if you join two tables, 
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close the Change Table screen, access the Change Table screen later, and tap 
Restore Table, the POS will not automatically separate the tables. 

Requirements: In the Setup program, you must be using the graphical table 
display, which means that you have defined stations with assigned tables for the 
floor plan. It also requires that you have defined the appearance of combined tables 
using the Table Maintenance window. It also requires the register definition to use 
the Tables by Room table access method. 

Edit Station Tables 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Edit Station Tables register option allows you to add or remove 
tables from a station, or to move tables from one station to another. The stations will 
retain these new tables until Digital Dining creates a new set of daily POS files (that 
is, until the next business day), or until you edit the station tables again.   

If you run the Edit Station Tables register option, the POS lists all available stations 
as buttons in the Selection panel. If you tap one of the station buttons, the POS 
displays the Edit Station Tables screen. The Selection panel includes a button for 
each table currently in the station, as well as various “blank” table buttons labeled 
with an asterisk (*).  

To add a new table to the station, tap one of the blank table buttons. The POS will 
display a keypad, prompting you to enter a table number. Type the number of the 
new table and tap ENTER. To remove a table from the station, select the table’s 
button in the Selection panel, then tap Delete. To move a table from one station to 
another, select the table’s button and then tap Move. The POS will display a list of 
available stations in the Selection panel. Tap the button of the station where you 
want to move the table. The POS will display the Edit Station Tables screen and list 
the station’s tables (including the moved table) in the Selection panel. Tap Done to 
save your changes and exit the register option. Tap Done & Next to save your 
changes to the current station and select another station. Tap Restore to undo your 
current changes. Tap Cancel to exit the register option without saving your changes. 

Edit Time and Attendance 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Edit Time and Attendance register option allows you to edit 
time and attendance transactions (the clock in and clock out times) of staff members 
at the POS. When you run the register option, the POS displays a list of buttons in 
the Selection panel, each representing a staff member currently clocked in. If you tap 
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a staff member’s button, the POS lists all of the staff member’s time and attendance 
transactions as buttons in the Selection panel. If you tap a transaction button, the 
POS displays the transaction’s information (the staff member’s name, the staff 
department name, the clock in time, and the clock out time) in the Display panel. If 
you tap Time In, the POS displays a keypad, prompting you to type a new clock in 
time. If you tap Time Out, the POS displays a keypad, prompting you to type a new 
clock out time. After you edit the clock in or clock out time, tap Save. The POS will 
display a keypad, prompting you to enter a reason for the change.  

When you edit the clock in or clock out time, the keypad has a default setting of AM. 
To change the time to PM, tap the PM button (on the keypad) before editing the 
time. 

Enter Blind Drop 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Blind Drop register option allows staff members to perform 
“blind” drop transactions at the POS. You can drop receipts based on either a 
specific dollar amount or a specific currency count (for instance, a specific numbers 
of 100 dollar bills). Unlike deposit or server drop transactions, the receipt amounts of 
blind drop transactions do not appear on Server Reports or Cashier Reports.  

If you run the Blind Drop register option, the POS displays a keypad, prompting you 
to enter the staff ID of the manager who is receiving the drop. Enter a manager’s ID 
in the keypad, then tap Enter. The POS then displays the Select Receipts screen. 
The Selection panel includes a list of buttons, each representing a receipt type. The 
Display panel displays a list of the staff member’s current sales in each receipt type, 
including the total amount, the amount the staff member wants to deposit, and the 
remaining balance.  

In the Command panel, if you tap Select All, the program will assign all of the staff 
member’s receipts to all receipt types. If you tap Cancel All, the program will clear 
all of the staff member’s receipts in all receipt types. If you select a receipt button 
and then tap Cancel, the program will clear the receipt assigned for that receipt 
type. If you tap Drop, the program will deposit all assigned receipts.  

The Amount/Denomination button allows you to switch the program between 
Amount mode and Denomination mode. If you set the program to Amount mode and 
then tap a receipt button, the program displays a keypad to allow you to type the 
amount of the selected receipt type you want to deposit. If you set the program to 
Denomination mode and then tap a receipt button, the program displays the 
Denomination screen.  

In the Denomination screen, the program displays a list of buttons in the selection 
panel, each representing a denomination of currency. The Display panel displays a 
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list of denominations, including the total of each denomination that you want to 
deposit. When you tap a denomination button in the Selection panel, the POS 
displays a keypad, allowing you to type the amount of receipts in that specific 
denomination that you want to deposit. In the Command panel, if you tap Clear 
Totals, the program will clear all totals for all denominations. When you finish 
assigning amounts to all necessary denominations, tap Exit to return to the Deposit 
screen. 

Enter Deposit 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Enter Deposit register option allows staff members to perform 
deposit transactions at the POS. When you run the Enter Deposit register option, the 
POS displays a list of buttons in the Selection panel, each representing a deposit 
type. (You can create deposit types in the Deposit Type Maintenance window.) Tap 
an appropriate deposit type, then tap Accept. The POS will then display the Select 
Receipts screen. The Selection panel displays a list of buttons, each representing a 
receipt type. The Display panel displays a list of the staff member’s current sales in 
each receipt type, including the total amount, the amount the staff member wants to 
deposit, and the remaining balance.  

In the Command panel, if you tap Select All, the program will assign all of the staff 
member’s receipts to all receipt types. If you tap Cancel All, the program will clear 
all of the staff member’s receipts in all receipt types. If you select a receipt button 
and then tap Cancel, the program will clear the receipt assigned for that receipt 
type. If you tap Drop, the program will deposit all assigned receipts.  

The Amount/Denomination button allows you to switch the program between 
Amount mode and Denomination mode. If you set the program to Amount mode and 
then tap a receipt button, the program displays a keypad to allow you to type the 
amount of the selected receipt type you want to deposit. If you set the program to 
Denomination mode and then tap a receipt button, the program displays the 
Denomination screen.  

In the Denomination screen, the program displays a list of buttons in the selection 
panel, each representing a denomination of currency. The Display panel displays a 
list of denominations, including the total of each denomination that you want to 
deposit. When you tap a denomination button in the Selection panel, the POS 
displays a keypad, allowing you to type the amount of receipts in that specific 
denomination that you want to deposit. In the Command panel, if you tap Clear 
Totals, the program will clear all totals for all denominations. When you finish 
assigning amounts to all necessary denominations, tap Exit to return to the Deposit 
screen. 
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Enter Paid Ins 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Enter Paid Ins register option allows you to perform paid in 
transactions at the POS. A paid in transaction is a payment from a customer into an 
existing A/R account or Debitek card account.  

After you tap Register Options from the Command panel and Enter Paid Ins 
from the Selection panel, the POS program displays the paid in options, AR 
Payment or Debitek Payment, in the Selection panel. If you tap Debitek 
Payment, the POS prompts you to swipe the Debitek card and enter the amount of 
the payment.  

If you tap AR Payment, the POS displays all A/R accounts as buttons in the 
Selection panel. Select the account of the customer making the pay in transaction. 
You can search for a specific account number by tapping Account Number; the 
POS will display a keypad and prompt you to enter the account number of the 
desired account. You can also search for accounts with specific account names by 
tapping Account Search; the POS will display a keypad and prompt you to enter 
the account name of the desired account.   

 

Once you select an A/R account, the POS displays the account’s total balance, the 
balance from last month, and other information in the Display panel. The Command 
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panel also displays several payment options. If you tap Opening, the POS will 
display the Payment screen and allow you to select receipts to pay the amount of last 
month’s balance. If you tap Total Balance, the POS will display the Payment 
screen and allow you to select receipts to pay the entire total balance. If you tap 
Enter Amt, the POS displays a keypad, allowing you to enter the amount you want 
to pay. If you type an amount and tap Enter, the POS will display the Payment 
screen and allow you to select receipts to pay the selected amount.  

If the select a customer with a picture, the picture might cover part of the customer’s 
balance information. To hide the customer’s picture, tap the Hide Picture button. 
To display the customer’s picture, tap the Show Picture button.  

You cannot transfer a paid in to the same A/R account, and the POS runs a new 
security check for transferring an A/R balance from one account to another. You can 
also give the account holder a refund by entering a paid in with a negative amount. 
By entering a paid in with a negative amount, you effectively give the account holder 
a refund. 

Requirements: To apply a payment to a Debitek card balance, the POS 
workstation computer must be equipped with Debitek hardware. You must also set 
the POS to use the Debitek system (in the POS Settings screen). You must also 
create a receipt type in the Receipts Window Maintenance window (located in the 
Setup program) that uses the Debitek Smart Card verification mode. 

Enter Paid Outs 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Enter Paid Outs register option allows you to perform a paid 
out transaction. Paid outs are expenditures for restaurant expenses that you make 
from the POS rather than from the back office. For example, you can use this register 
option to pay out money from the POS to a vendor. When you perform a paid out 
transaction, the POS records the details of the transaction.  

When you run the Enter Paid Outs register option, the POS lists your paid out 
reasons as buttons in the Selection panel. Select an appropriate paid out type and tap 
Pay Out. The POS will then display a keypad, prompting you to enter the amount of 
the paid out. Type an appropriate amount, then tap Enter. The POS will then display 
the Memo keypad, prompting you to enter any details about the paid out. Type an 
appropriate memo, then tap Enter. The POS will then display the details of the paid 
out transaction in the Display panel. To finish the transaction, tap Payout. The POS 
will record the details of the paid out transaction and deduct the transaction amount 
from the register’s expected receipts. To change the details of the transaction, select 
a new transaction type in the Selection panel and enter a new set of details. To cancel 
the transaction, tap Cancel.  
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Requirements: You must create one or more paid out types in the Paid Out 
Maintenance window, located in the Setup program. 

Enter Server Drop 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Server Drop register option allows staff members to perform 
server drop transactions at the POS. You can drop receipts based on either a specific 
dollar amount or a specific currency count (for instance, a specific numbers of 100 
dollar bills). The dropped receipt amounts will appear on the POS reports, either as a 
negative amount for drops made, or a positive amount for drops received. A 
complete report of all the details of the drops performed on a given day is available 
in the Server Drop report. 

If you run the Server Drop register option, the POS displays a keypad, prompting 
you to enter the staff ID of the manager who is receiving the drop. Enter a manager’s 
ID in the keypad, then tap Enter. The POS then displays the Select Receipts screen. 
The Selection panel includes a list of buttons, each representing a receipt type. The 
Display panel displays a list of the staff member’s current sales in each receipt type, 
including the total amount, the amount the staff member wants to deposit, and the 
remaining balance.  

In the Command panel, if you tap Select All, the program will assign all of the staff 
member’s receipts to all receipt types. If you tap Cancel All, the program will clear 
all of the staff member’s receipts in all receipt types. If you select a receipt button 
and then tap Cancel, the program will clear the receipt assigned for that receipt 
type. If you tap Drop, the program will deposit all assigned receipts.  

The Amount/Denomination button allows you to switch the program between 
Amount mode and Denomination mode. If you set the program to Amount mode and 
then tap a receipt button, the program displays a keypad to allow you to type the 
amount of the selected receipt type you want to deposit. If you set the program to 
Denomination mode and then tap a receipt button, the program displays the 
Denomination screen.  

In the Denomination screen, the program displays a list of buttons in the selection 
panel, each representing a denomination of currency. The Display panel displays a 
list of denominations, including the total of each denomination that you want to 
deposit. When you tap a denomination button in the Selection panel, the POS 
displays a keypad, allowing you to type the amount of receipts in that specific 
denomination that you want to deposit. In the Command panel, if you tap Clear 
Totals, the program will clear all totals for all denominations. When you finish 
assigning amounts to all necessary denominations, tap Exit to return to the Deposit 
screen. 
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Enter Tips 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Enter Tips register option allows you to add a tip amount to a 
closed check that has no tip. If you paid a check with a receipt type that uses the Tip 
or Expected Tip tip mode (such as a credit card) but added no tip, you can use the 
Enter Tips register option to apply a tip to the check.  

You might use this register option in a busy bar environment, where bartenders are 
rushed to close checks and remove inactive tabs from their queue. Bartenders can 
verify credit card transactions and close checks without taking the time to calculate 
tips; later, they can use the Enter Tips register option to apply appropriate tips to the 
closed checks.   

When you run the Enter Tips register option, the POS displays a list of buttons (each 
labeled with a check number and table number) in the Selection panel. Each button 
represents a closed check that was paid with a receipt type with the Tip or 
Expected Tip tip mode, but that has no tip amount.  

The Selection panel includes the Enter Check button and the Checks Without 
Tips button. If you tap the Enter Check button, the POS displays a keypad, 
allowing you to type the check number of the specific check you want to modify. If 
you tap the Checks Without Tips button, the POS will display all of the checks 
that have no tips as buttons in the Selection panel.  

If you tap a check button in the Selection panel, the POS displays the check’s details 
(including the receipt amount, profit center, and the server’s name and ID) in the 
Display panel. The Command panel includes three options for adjusting the check’s 
tip amount: Replace Total Tip, Replace Additional Tip, and Tip Adjustment.  

If you tap Replace Total Tip, the POS displays a numeric keypad, which will 
display the amount of existing charge tips (if any) already on the check. In the 
keypad, you can enter the new total tip amount for the check, which will include the 
total charge tips and additional tips.  

If you tap Replace Additional Tip, the POS displays a numeric keypad, which 
will display the amount of existing additional tips (tips other than charge tips) 
already on the check. If you enter a new amount in the keypad, the POS will add that 
amount to the amount of existing charge tips. (The Replace Additional Tip button 
only displays if the check includes an existing charge tip.)  

If you tap Tip Adjustment, the POS displays a numeric keypad, allowing you to 
enter an adjustment to the existing additional tip amount. If you enter an amount, the 
POS will add that amount to – or subtract that amount from – the existing amount of 
additional tips. If you want to reduce the existing amount of additional tips, you can 
enter a negative amount in the Tip Adjustment keypad.  
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If you select a check that was paid with two or more receipt types (that use the Tip 
or Expected Tip tip mode), the POS displays a list of buttons in the Selection, each 
representing one of the receipt types used to pay the check. If you tap a receipt type 
button, the POS displays the check details that pertain to that specific receipt type 
(including the receipt total paid with that specific receipt type).   

Free Table Number 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Free Table Number register option allows you to free an 
occupied table without closing its check. The Free Table Number register option can 
be useful in operations where customers pay a cashier, rather than a server. For 
example, some restaurants allow customers to eat a meal, leave the table, shop for 
items in other areas (such as a gift shop), and then pay a total amount for everything 
to a cashier upon leaving. In such an operation, you could use the Free Table 
Number register option to free a customer’s table while the customer browsed the 
gift shop.  

When you run the Free Table Number register option, the POS lists all of your open 
checks as buttons in the Selection panel. In the Display panel, the POS will list the 
details of the open checks, in the order that the server opened them. From the 
Selection panel, select the table whose table number you want to free. The POS will 
display the check’s details in the Display panel, including the check number, table or 
tab number, the time the check was opened, the time of the last order, the time the 
check was printed, and the time the check was closed (N/A for open checks). In the 
Command panel, tap Verify Check. 

The POS returns to the table access screen, and the freed table will display yellow 
(unoccupied and in need of bussing). If you tap Toggle View in the Command 
panel, the POS lists all open checks as buttons in the Selection panel, including the 
check of the table you just freed. The POS modifies the check by adding the suffix 
“A” to the tab number.   

Frequent Diner Card Removal 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Frequent Diner Card Removal register option allows you to 
remove credit card numbers associated with a frequent diner customer record from 
within the POS. When you run the register option, the POS displays a list of frequent 
diner customers (with at least one credit card number) as buttons in the Selection 
panel. If you tap a customer's button, the POS displays the customer's credit card 
numbers as buttons in the Selection panel. (The program only displays the last four 
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digits of each number.) To remove credit card numbers from the customer's record, 
select one or more number buttons, then click Done.   

Future Orders 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: You can enter orders that the POS will send to the appropriate 
preparation printers at a future date. After you tap Register Options from the 
Command panel and Future Orders from the Selection panel, the POS will display 
a keypad so that you can enter the date that you want to send the order you are about 
to create. The POS will allow you to enter a new order. Tap the appropriate menu 
items from the speed windows and tap New Tab from the Command panel. The 
POS will display another keypad so that you can enter the time that you want the 
POS to send the order to the preparation printers. 

Requirements: Exit the POS and tap Change Settings from the Command 
panel. You can change any of your POS.ini file settings from here. The POS.ini file 
must have profit center settings that allow them to make future orders. Mark the 
profit centers that you want to allow to take future orders. You can access the future 
order checks through the Future Orders register option. After the POS verifies the 
daily files, you can tap Tab from the Command panel to view all future orders for 
that day, even if the person who created them is not logged in. 

Gift Certificate Balance 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Gift Certificate Balance register option allows you to review 
the current balance of an existing gift certificate. If you run the Gift Certificate 
Balance register option at the POS, the POS displays a keypad prompting you to type 
a valid gift certificate ID number. Type the gift certificate ID number, then tap 
Enter. If you use gift certificate types with different verification modes, the POS 
will then prompt you to select the type of gift certificate you are reviewing. Select 
the appropriate gift certificate type, then tap Done. The POS displays the gift 
certificate’s available balance, activation date, expiration date, and other gift 
certificate information. (To check the balance on a gift certificate card, you must 
type the card’s number manually). 
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Item Out Variance 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Item Out Variance register option enables you to maintain an 
inventory variance count on the items in the Item Out list. When you run the register 
option, the POS lists the items in the Item Out list as buttons in the Selection panel. 
(Each item’s button will display the item’s current count.) If you select an item’s 
button, the POS displays a keypad, prompting you to enter a new quantity. If you 
enter a new quantity and tap Enter, the POS lists the item in the Display panel, 
listing its old quantity, the new quantity, and the variance quantity. If you tap Print 
Variance, the POS will print a variance report listing the changes you’ve made. If 
you tap Reset Count, the POS will reset the quantities of all items. (If you do not 
use Digital Dining’s Inventory program, you can use the Item Out Variance register 
option to manage the inventories of a limited number of items on a day-to-day basis.) 

Join Table/Tab 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Join Table/Tab register option allows you to join an open table 
or bar tab with another open table or bar tab, consolidating two checks into one. 
When you run the register option, the POS displays the Join Table/Tab screen. In the 
Join Table/Tab screen, you can select one table to “join from” and a second table to 
“join to.” When the POS joins the two tables, it will take the covers and items from 
the “join from” table and add them to the “join to” table. Therefore, the Join 
Table/Tab screen has a “Join From” mode and a “Join To” mode. If you select a 
table or check in “Join To” mode, the POS designates a selected table as the “Join 
To” table. If you select a table in “Join From” mode, the POS designates a selected 
table as the “Join From” table. You can tap the Join From/Join To button (in the 
Command panel) to switch from one mode to another.  

When you run the register option, it opens the Join Table/Tab screen in “Join To” 
mode. The POS lists all of your occupied tables as buttons in the Selection panel. If 
you select a table button, the POS designates it the “join to” table, displays the 
table’s details in the Display panel, and switches to “Join From” mode. If you select 
a second table in the Selection panel, the POS designates it the “join from” table and 
displays the table’s details in the Display panel (below the details of the “join to” 
table).  

To search for a specific table by number, tap Table. The POS will display a keypad, 
prompting you to type the number of the table you want to add. To search for a 
specific table by check number, tap Check. The POS will display a keypad, 
prompting you to type the check number of the table you want to add. (You can use 
the Table and Check buttons to join tables assigned to other servers.)   
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Once you select a “join to” table and a “join from” table, tap Join. The POS will ask 
if the orders belong to the same person(s). If you tap No, then the POS will assign a 
new person number to each existing person. If you tap Yes, then the POS will assign 
every order to person number one. (If the two checks have different numbers of 
covers, the joined check will inherit the number of covers from the older of the two 
checks.) 

List All Assigned 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The List All Assigned register option allows you to view a report of 
all orders currently assigned to delivery drivers. When you run the register option, 
the POS displays all of the drivers currently clocked in as buttons in the Selection 
panel. Select one or more drivers. You can select all of the drivers by tapping 
Include All, or you can exclude all of the drivers by tapping Exclude All. After 
you select the drivers, tap Accept. 

If you use delivery zones, the POS will display all the delivery zones as buttons in 
the Selection panel. Select one or more delivery zones, then tap Accept. (You can 
select all of the zones by tapping Include All, or you can exclude all of the zones by 
tapping Exclude All.) 

The POS will then list all of the drivers’ orders as buttons in the Selection panel. (If 
you selected one or more specific delivery zones, the POS will only list the orders 
associated with those zones.) Select one or more orders, then tap Detail. The POS 
will display the text of the selected orders in the Display panel.  

You can navigate the Display panel by using the buttons in the Command panel. If 
you tap Up, the POS scrolls up one line. If you tap Down, the POS scrolls down one 
line. If you tap Page Up, the POS scrolls up by one page. If you tap Page Down, 
the POS scrolls down by one page. If you tap Top, the POS scrolls to the top of the 
first order. If you tap End, the POS scrolls to the bottom of the last order. If you tap 
Print, the POS prints the orders. If you tap Exit, the POS exits the register option. 

Requirements: In the Back Office program, you must have created a department 
and selected the Driver Department check box on the Main tab of the Staff 
Department Maintenance window. You must also have staff members currently 
clocked in to the department that you’ve identified as the driver department who 
have orders assigned to them. Finally, you must have at least one order assigned to 
one of the drivers currently clocked in. 
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Load Alternate Register 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Load Alternate Register register option allows you to load the 
alternate register definition. When you run the register option, the POS immediately 
loads the register’s alternate register definition and displays the Log In screen. 

Requirements: You must associate the register definition with an alternate register 
definition by selecting an appropriate register definition in the Alt Register list (on 
the Main tab of the Register Definition Maintenance window). 

Login as Staff 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Login as Staff register option allows you to log into the POS as 
a different staff member, provided you have the appropriate password level. When 
you log in as a different staff member, you can perform any transaction on that 
person’s checks or tables that you need. When you run the Login as Staff register 
option, the POS displays a keypad, prompting you to type a staff ID. After you tap 
ENTER on the keypad, the POS will log you in as that staff member. When you log 
in as a different staff member, you do not retain your original access rights or 
password level. Rather, when you log in as a different staff member, you “inherit” 
the access rights and password level of that staff member. 

Menu Item Waste 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Menu Item Waste register option allows you to designate a 
menu item and its recipe items as waste. If, for whatever reason, a menu item is 
rendered unusable, you can use the Menu Item Waste register option to remove it - 
and its ingredient items - from your restaurant’s inventory.  

When you run the Menu Item Waste register option, the POS lists the void reasons 
that affect ingredients as buttons in the Selection panel. After you select a valid void 
reason, the POS displays the Enter Menu Item Waste screen, which allows you to 
add menu items for the future order. The Enter Menu Item Waste screen includes the 
same POS window and Top panel as the standard order screen, enabling you to 
navigate the menu and select items to waste. As you select items to waste, the POS 
lists the items in the Display panel.  
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To add a modifier to a waste item, select the item in the Display panel and tap 
Modifier in the Command panel. The POS will display a modifier window and 
allow you to select a modifier, as you would in the standard order screen. You can 
switch the quantity mode by tapping Enter Qty. If you switch the quantity mode on, 
the POS will prompt you to enter a quantity each time you add a waste item.  

After you select the items you want to designate as waste, tap Finish. Later, during 
end-of-day processing, the program will deduct the ingredients of the menu items 
you wasted from your inventory count. 

Requirements: You must create one or more void reasons in the Void Reason 
Maintenance window (in the Setup program), and you must set them to affect 
ingredients by selecting the Affects Ingredients check box (on the Main tab). 

Move Orders 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Move Orders register option allows you to remove ordered 
menu items from one check and add them to another check. When you run the 
register option, the POS displays the Select Checks screen. In the Select Checks 
screen, you can select one check to “move from” and a second check to “move to.” 
When the POS moves items, it takes items from the “move from” check and adds 
them to the “move to” check. Therefore, the Select Checks screen has a “Move 
From” mode and a “Move To” mode. If you select a check in “Move To” mode, the 
POS designates a selected check as the “Move To” check. If you select a table in 
“Move From” mode, the POS designates a selected check as the “Move From” 
check. You can tap the Move From/Move To button (in the Command panel) to 
switch from one mode to another.  

When you run the register option, it opens the Move Orders screen in “Move To” 
mode. The POS lists all of your open checks as buttons in the Selection panel. If you 
select a check button, the POS designates it the “move to” check, displays the 
check’s details in the Display panel, and switches to “Move From” mode. If you 
select a second check in the Selection panel, the POS designates it the “move from” 
check and displays the check’s details in the Display panel (below the details of the 
“move to” table).  

To search for a specific check by its table number, tap Table. The POS will display 
a keypad, prompting you to type the number of the table you are searching for. To 
search for a check by check number, tap Check. The POS will display a keypad, 
prompting you to type the number of the check you are searching for. 

Once you select a “move to” check and a “move from” check, tap Select Orders. 
The POS will display the Select Orders screen, which allows you to select the 
specific items on the “move from” check to move to the “move to” check. The Select 
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Orders screen lists all of the items on the “move from” check in the Display panel. 
To select an item to move, tap the item in the Display panel and then tap Mark. 
(Marked items display in red text.)  

You can also select an item by using the navigation buttons in the Command panel. 
If you tap Line Up, the POS selects the item preceding the current one. If you tap 
Line Down, the POS selects the item following the current one. If you tap Page 
Up, the POS selects the item at the top of the current page. If you tap Page Down, 
the POS selects the item at the bottom of the current page. If you tap Top, the POS 
selects the first item in the list. If you tap End, the POS selects the last item in the 
list. If you tap Exit, the POS moves the marked items to the “move to” check and 
exits the register option. 

NO SALE 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: If you are running a table service register with a cash drawer, you 
can use the No Sale register option to open the cash drawer without performing a 
sales transaction. When you run the No Sale register option, the POS reports the 
action to the security printer. 

None 

Transaction Duration: N/A 

Intended Use: The None register option allows you to insert a blank space in the 
Window of Register Options. 

Page Check 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: If the site uses a pager system, the Page Check register option 
allows you to fire a pager associated with a check number. When you run the Page 
Check register option, the POS will display a keypad, prompting you to enter the last 
three digits of the check number of the check you want to page. The POS will find 
the most recent check whose check number ends with those three digits and, if the 
check has a pager associated with it, the POS will fire the pager. The POS will 
display a message notifying you that the pager was paged, or that the check was not 
associated with a pager. Tap Cancel to close the register option.  
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Page Staff 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: If the site uses a pager system, the Page Staff register option allows 
you to fire a pager assigned with a staff member. When you run the Page Staff 
register option, the POS will display a list of all staff members with pagers assigned 
to them as buttons in the Selection panel. If you tap a staff member button, the POS 
will fire that staff member’s pager and send the staff member a DD-Mail message 
with the name of who sent the page.  

Pay Charge Tips 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Pay Charge Tips register option allows you to pay charge tips 
to other servers. The register option allows you to pay the total tips at once or in 
smaller increments.  

When you run the Pay Charge Tips register option, the POS displays a keypad, 
prompting you to enter the Staff ID of the server receiving the tips. Once you enter 
the Staff ID, the POS displays the total amount of charge tips for that staff member 
in the Display panel.  

To pay the total amount of charge tips, tap Pay All. To pay a portion of the total 
amount, tap Pay Some; the POS will display a keypad, prompting you to enter the 
amount of charge tips to pay to the server. If you tap Details, the POS will list all of 
the server’s charge transactions during the shift, including the amount of each 
transaction’s charge tip, in the Display panel. 

Pay Driver Run 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: When drivers return from delivering their order(s), they can use the 
Pay Driver Run register option to pay the checks for the delivered orders. When you 
run the register option, the POS displays all of the drivers currently clocked in as 
buttons in the Selection panel. Select one or more drivers who want to pay their 
orders. You can select all of the drivers by tapping Include All, or you can exclude 
all of the drivers by tapping Exclude All. After you select the drivers, tap Accept.  

If you use delivery zones, the POS will display all the delivery zones as buttons in 
the Selection panel. Select one or more delivery zones, then tap Accept. (You can 
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select all of the zones by tapping Include All, or you can exclude all of the zones by 
tapping Exclude All.) 

The POS will then list all of the drivers’ delivered orders as buttons in the Selection 
panel. (If you selected one or more specific delivery zones, the POS will only list the 
orders delivered to those zones.) If you select one or more checks, the Command 
panel will display several payment options.  

If you tap Pay Other, the POS will display the Payment screen, allowing you to 
select a payment option for each selected check. If you tap Pay Cash, the POS 
displays the Payment keypad, allowing you to enter a cash amount for each selected 
check. If you tap Pay Fast, the POS asks if you want to pay the check(s) as one 
transaction. If you tap Yes, the POS automatically pays all the checks with cash and 
exits the register option. 

Requirements: In the Back Office program, you must have created a staff 
department and set it as a driver department (in the Staff Department Maintenance 
window). You must also have at least two staff members currently clocked in to that 
driver department. Finally, you must have at least one order assigned to one of the 
drivers currently clocked in. 

Pay Multiple Checks 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Pay Multiple Checks register option allows you to pay multiple 
open checks simultaneously, including open checks associated with other servers. 
This register option can be useful in restaurants where customers give payment to a 
single cashier, rather than a particular server.  

When you run the Pay Table Checks register option, the POS displays all open 
checks (from all staff members) as buttons in the Selection panel. The POS also 
displays the details of these checks in the Display panel.  

To search for a specific check by its table number, tap Table in the Command panel. 
The POS will display a keypad, prompting you to type the number of the table you 
are searching for. To search for a check by check number, tap Check in the 
Command panel. The POS will display a keypad, prompting you to type the number 
of the check you are searching for.  

To pay a check, select one or more check buttons in the Selection panel and then tap 
Pay in the Command panel. The POS displays the payment screen, allowing you to 
pay and close the check(s) as you normally would. After you close the check, the 
POS will return to the check screen and allow you to select another open check. Tap 
Cancel to exit the register option.  
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Pay Table Checks 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Pay Table Checks register option allows you to pay one or 
more open checks, including open checks associated with other servers. This register 
option can be useful in restaurants where customers give payment to a single cashier, 
rather than a particular server.  

When you run the Pay Table Checks register option, the POS displays all open 
checks (from all staff members) as buttons in the Selection panel. To search for a 
specific check by its table number, tap Table in the Command panel. The POS will 
display a keypad, prompting you to type the number of the table you are searching 
for. To search for a check by check number, tap Check in the Command panel. The 
POS will display a keypad, prompting you to type the number of the check you are 
searching for. 

To pay a check, tap the appropriate check button in the Selection panel. The POS 
then accesses the payment screen, allowing you to pay and close the check as you 
normally would. After you close the check, the POS will return to the check screen 
and allow you to select another open check. Tap Cancel to exit the register option.  

PMS Inquiry 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: If your restaurant uses the Property Management System (PMS), 
you can use the PMS Inquiry register option to access a remote PMS system (for 
example, the front desk of a hotel) to verify a customer’s account. If you run the 
register option, the POS displays the Enter Room Number keypad. If you type a 
customer’s room number and tap Enter, the POS will access the PMS database and 
display the names of the customers who have booked the room. (To use a customer’s 
name from a PMS account as a check name, you can create a PMS receipt type and 
set it to use the PMS Inquiry verification mode.) 

Requirements: You must install and run the PMS server. You must also set the 
Digital Dining network to use the PMS system by setting the appropriate options (on 
the PMS & Club tab of the Options window, in the Setup program). 
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Post Authorization Switch 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: You can change the credit card verification settings for every active 
POS so that the modem does not try to dial out. Instead, the POS will require you to 
enter an authorization number for the credit card transaction. Most likely, you will 
use this register option when the modem is broken or if the modem cannot contact 
the clearinghouse. 

Print CD Slip 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Print CD Slip register option allows you to print credit card 
slips for any closed or open checks for the current day. When you run the register 
option, the POS displays a numeric keypad that prompts you to enter the last four 
digits of the credit card number. The POS displays a button for the check on the 
Selection panel; if the program finds more than one check, the Selection panel will 
display multiple buttons, each of them representing a check for this card. The 
button(s) display a check number, verification amount and the type of the credit card. 
Tap the check that you want to print, then tap Exit. The POS prints the requested 
credit card slip and exits the screen automatically. You can select and print credit 
card slips for multiple checks if necessary.   

Print Selected Checks 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Print Selected Checks register option allows you to print one or 
more selected checks. The register option also allows you to filter which checks you 
want to print. For instance, you can set the register option to only print checks that 
are open or closed, checks from specific profit centers, or checks with check 
numbers or table numbers that fall within a specific range.   

When you run the register option, the POS displays the Print Checks screen, which 
includes various options that allow you to specify which checks you want to print. If 
you tap Open/Closed, the POS displays three buttons in the Selection panel: Open 
Checks, Closed Checks, and All Checks. If you select Open Checks and tap 
Done, the register option will only include open checks. If you select Closed 
Checks and tap Done, the register option will only include closed checks. If you 
select Open Checks and tap Done, the register option will include both open and 
closed checks.  
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If you tap Profit Center, the POS displays all of the available profit centers as 
buttons in the Selection panel. Select the profit centers whose checks you want to 
include, then tap Done. (You can select all of the zones by tapping Include All, or 
you can exclude all of the zones by tapping Exclude All.) 

The Table Range button allows you to specify a range of specific table numbers. If 
you tap Table Range, the POS will display a keypad and prompt you to enter the 
table number that begins the range. Enter a table number and tap Enter. The POS 
will then prompt you to enter the table number that ends the range. Enter a table 
number and tap Enter. The POS will display the table range in the Display panel. 
When you print the checks, the POS will only include checks associated with tables 
within that table number range.    

The Check Range button allows you to specify a range of specific check numbers. 
If you tap Check Range, the POS will display a keypad and prompt you to enter 
the check number that begins the range. Enter a table number and tap Enter. The 
POS will then prompt you to enter the check number that ends the range. Enter a 
check number and tap Enter. The POS will display the check range in the Display 
panel. When you print the checks, the POS will only include checks within that 
check number range.  

If you tap Reset, the POS will clear your search options. If you tap Print, the POS 
will print the included checks.  

If you tap Preview, the POS will display the text of all the included checks in the 
Display panel. You can navigate the Display panel by using the buttons in the 
Command panel. If you tap Up, the POS scrolls up one line. If you tap Down, the 
POS scrolls down one line. If you tap Page Up, the POS scrolls up by one page. If 
you tap Page Down, the POS scrolls down by one page. If you tap Top, the POS 
scrolls to the top of the first order. If you tap End, the POS scrolls to the bottom of 
the last order. If you tap Print, the POS prints the orders. If you tap Exit, the POS 
returns to the Print Checks screen.  

Print Server Information 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Print Server Information register option displays information 
about the register’s print server and allows you to select a different print server. 
When you run the register option, the POS displays information about the register’s 
primary print server (such as version number, server location, status, and local ports) 
in the Display panel. The program also displays a list of other available print servers 
as buttons in the Selection panel. To change the register’s primary print server, select 
a print server button in the Selection panel, then tap Done in the Command panel.  
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Print Staff Checks 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Print Staff Checks register option allows you to print either all 
open checks or checks that have not yet been printed. When you run the register 
option, the POS displays the Print Staff Checks screen, which includes the Open 
Checks and Open Checks Not Printed buttons. If you tap Open Checks, the 
program prints all of your open checks. If you tap Open Checks Not Printed, the 
program prints all of your open checks that have not yet been printed. If a check 
includes more than one person, the program includes all persons together on one 
check.  

Register Fingerprint 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Register Fingerprint register option allows you to record the 
fingerprint identification of a staff member. When you run the register option, the 
POS displays a keypad, prompting you to enter the ID of the staff member whose 
fingerprint you want to register. After you enter the staff ID, the POS will prompt the 
staff member to touch the fingerprint scanner five separate times. Each time the staff 
member touches the scanner, the POS will verify if each touch is scanned 
successfully. Once the POS scans the fingerprint five successful times, the POS 
verifies you that the staff member’s fingerprint is successfully registered. 
Afterwards, the staff member can touch the fingerprint scanner to log in. When the 
staff member logs in, the POS will use the fingerprint, rather than the password, to 
verify the staff member’s identity. 

Requirements: To use the Register Fingerprint register option, the POS must use 
Digital Persona’s U.Are.U 4000 or 4000B fingerprint scanner and Digital Persona’s 
software (version 3.1.0 or better). 

Release System Locks 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: When you run the Release System Locks register option at the POS, 
the CodeBase Server program will quit and restart. By restarting the CodeBase 
Server with the Release System Locks register option, you can release records that 
have been locked due to an improper shutdown of the POS. 
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Reload Register 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: If you run the Reload Register register option, the POS will reload 
the POS program’s default register. If you make any temporary changes to a POS 
register’s settings, you can use this register option to restore the register’s original 
settings. 

To set a POS program’s default register, access the POS Settings screen. If the POS 
is set to load a register by default, tap Register and select an appropriate default 
register definition. If the POS is set to load a timer by default, tap Timer and select 
an appropriate default timer. When you reload the register, the POS will use the 
default to determine which register to load.  

Remove Reset Cashier Report 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Remove Reset Cashier Report register option allows you to 
“remove” the previous reset of the Cashier Report and restore the data from the 
preceding shift. When you run the Remove Reset Cashier Report register option, the 
POS restores the sales data that was cleared by the last reset of the Cashier Report. If 
you view or print the Cashier Report after running this option, the program will 
include all of the sales data that was cleared by the previous reset, along with the 
data from any transactions performed after the reset. (You can reset the Cashier 
Report with the Reset Cashier Report register option or the @{RESET_CASHIER} 
token in the Time Clock Slip layout). 

The Remove Reset Cashier Report register option can be helpful in circumstances 
where unexpected transactions are made after a reset. For instance, if a check is 
reopened and modified after a cashier has printed a Cashier Report and reset the 
totals, you can use this register option to “remove” the reset and restore the sales 
data, allowing the cashier to print a new Cashier Report with accurate data.  

Remove Reset Server Report 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Remove Reset Server Report register option allows you to 
“remove” the previous reset of the Server Report and restore the data from the 
preceding shift. When you run the Remove Reset Server Report register option, the 
POS restores the sales data that was cleared by the last reset of the Server Report. If 
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you view or print the Server Report after running this option, the program will 
include all of the sales data that was cleared by the previous reset, along with the 
data from any transactions performed after the reset. (You can reset the Server 
Report with the Reset Server Report register option or the @{RESET_SERVER} 
token in the Time Clock Slip layout). 

The Remove Reset Server Report register option can be helpful in circumstances 
where unexpected transactions are made after a reset. For instance, if a check is 
reopened and modified after a server has printed a Server Report and reset the totals, 
you can use this register option to “remove” the reset and restore the sales data, 
allowing the server to print a new Server Report with accurate data.  

Reopen a Check 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: You can use the Reopen a Check register option to reopen a closed 
check (or a paid in transaction) if you need to change its information. When you run 
the Reopen a Check register option, the POS displays a screen with various search 
options. If you tap Table, the POS displays a keypad, prompting you to enter the 
table number of the check you want to reopen. After you type a table number and tap 
Enter in the keypad, the POS lists all of the closed checks associated with that table 
as buttons in the Selection panel. If you tap Check, the POS displays a keypad, 
prompting you to enter the number of the check you want to reopen. If you tap 
Profit Center, the POS displays a list of profit centers as buttons in the Selection 
panel. If you tap a profit center button, the POS lists all of your closed checks 
associated with that profit center. If you tap Server, the POS displays a list of the 
servers currently clocked in as buttons in the Selection panel. If you tap a server 
button, the POS lists all of the server’s closed checks. 

If you select a check, the POS displays the check’s information in the Display panel. 
To reopen the check, tap Reopen. 

Reset Cashier Report 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Reset Cashier Report register option allows you to reset the 
sales and receipts totals for cashiers to zero. If cashiers work more than one shift in a 
given day, they can use this register option to reset their totals when starting a new 
shift. If you run the register option, the POS immediately resets the report and 
returns to the Log In screen.  
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Reset Contest Values 

Transaction Duration: All transactions 

Intended Use: If you have set the POS to calculate totals for a server sales contest, 
you can use the Reset Contest Values to reset the contest’s sales totals. If you run the 
Reset Contest Values register option, the POS resets the contest sales totals of all 
applicable staff members to zero. 

Reset Register Report 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Reset Register Report register option allows you to reset the 
sales and receipts totals for the Register Sales Report to zero. If you run the register 
option, the POS immediately resets the report totals and returns to the Log In screen. 

Reset Server Report 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Reset Server Report register option allows you to reset the 
sales and receipts totals for servers to zero. If servers work more than one shift in a 
given day, they can use this register option to reset their totals when starting a new 
shift. If you run the register option, the POS immediately resets the report and 
returns to the Log In screen. 

Server Bank 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Server Bank register option allows you to give a server bank (a 
supplemental amount of cash) to a server. When you run the Server Bank register 
option, the POS displays a keypad, prompting you to enter the staff ID of the 
manager who is providing the bank. Enter the manager’s ID in the keypad, then tap 
Enter. The POS will then display a keypad, prompting you to enter the amount that 
the server is receiving. The POS will add that amount as a server bank to the server’s 
receipts (and include it in the Cashier Report and Server Report). You can provide a 
server bank multiple times; the POS will itemize these transactions and total them in 
the reports. The POS does not track who provides the server bank; it only tracks who 
receives it. 
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Set Credit Card Verify Mode 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: You can use the Set Credit Card Verify Mode register option to 
change the register’s credit card verification mode. When you run the Set Credit 
Card Verify Mode register option, the POS displays the verification modes as 
buttons in the Selection panel. If you tap Preverify, then the POS will require you to 
verify a credit card before you pay the check. If you tap Payment, then the POS 
will automatically verify a check’s credit card when you pay the check. If you tap 
Both, the POS will use the Preverify mode when running a Table Service register, 
and it will use the Payment mode when running a Quick Service, Counter Service, 
Drive Thru Service, Drive Thru Sales, or Drive Thru Pay register. 

Requirements: To use this register option, you must be licensed to use Digital 
Dining’s Credit Card Server program.   

Set Gift Card Verify Mode 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: You can use the Set Gift Card Verify Mode register option to 
change the register’s gift card verification mode. When you run the Set Gift Card 
Verify Mode register option, the POS displays the verification modes as buttons in 
the Selection panel. If you tap Preverify, then the POS will require you to verify a 
gift card before you pay the check. If you tap Payment, then the POS will 
automatically verify a check’s gift card when you pay the check. If you tap Both, 
the POS will use the Preverify mode when running a Table Service register, and it 
will use the Payment mode when running a Quick Service, Counter Service, Drive 
Thru Service, Drive Thru Sales, or Drive Thru Pay register. 

Requirements: To use this register option, you must be licensed to use Digital 
Dining’s Multistore Gift Certificate Server program. 

Set Order Ready Time 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Set Order Ready Time register option allows you to edit the 
order ready time (ORT) of any profit center from the POS. When you run the Set 
Order Ready Time register option, the POS displays a list of profit center buttons in 
the Selection panel, each button displaying the profit center’s ORT. To edit a profit 
center’s ORT, select the profit center’s button and then tap Change ORT>. The 
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POS will display a keypad, prompting you to type the new order ready time. After 
you type a new ORT and tap Enter in the keypad, the POS will return to the Log In 
screen.  

You can use the Set Order Ready Time register option, for example, if you have a 
15-minute lunch guarantee. By using the Set Order Ready Time register option and 
including the appropriate token on the preparation layout, your cooks will know 
when each order should be completed. 

Set Prep Times 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Set Prep Times register option allows you to edit the default 
prep time of one or more prep types. (The default prep times are set on the Main tab 
of the Menu Prep Type Maintenance window). When you run the Set Prep Times 
register option, the POS displays a list of buttons in the Selection panel, each button 
representing a prep type. If you tap a prep type button, the POS displays a keypad, 
allowing you to enter a new prep time. After you enter a new prep time and tap 
Enter in the keypad, the POS will close the keypad and allow you to edit other prep 
types. When you have finished editing prep times, tap Done in the Command panel.    

Set Register Time 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Set Register Times register option allows you to change the 
time setting for the current register without affecting the time setting on the system 
clock. (Typically, you would use this register option to access a different register 
definition, such as the preceding or subsequent register.)   

When you run the Set Register Time register option, the POS displays a keypad, 
prompting you to enter a new time. After you type a time and tap ENTER, the POS 
displays the new time setting in the status bar of the POS. To reset the register’s time 
to coincide with the system clock, run the Set Register Times register option. when 
the POS displays the keypad, tap ESC. The POS will synchronize the register’s time 
setting with the system clock. (You cannot use the Reload Register register option to 
coordinate the register time with the system clock.)  
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Set to Online 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Set to Online register option allows you to set the Credit Card 
Server to run in online mode. If the Credit Card Server is running in offline mode, 
you can run the Set to Online register option to switch it to online mode. When you 
run the Set to Online register option, the Credit Card Server sends a test verification 
to the clearinghouse to verify the status of the connection. If the connection is 
verified, the Credit Card Server will run in online mode. If the connection is not 
verified, the Credit Card Server will continue to run in offline mode.  

Staff Break Override 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Staff Break Override register option allows you to override a 
staff break. If you take a staff break but need to log back into the POS before the 
break is expired, you can use this register option to override the break and log back 
in. When you run the Staff Break Override register option, the POS lists all staff 
members currently on break as buttons in the Selection panel. To override a staff 
member’s break, select the staff member and then tap Done. The POS will return to 
the Register Option screen and will allow the staff member to log back in. 

Requirements: In the Back Office program, you must define staff breaks in the 
Staff Break Maintenance window. 

Staff Breaks 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Staff Breaks register option allows you to access staff breaks. 
You can record when you go on break by using the Staff Breaks register option. 
When you run the Staff Breaks register option, the POS displays your available staff 
breaks as buttons in the Selection panel. To take a break, select an appropriate staff 
break and tap Done. While on break, you cannot log into the POS. If you try, the 
POS will display a message with the end break time. If you need to log back into the 
POS, you can use the Staff Break Override register option to override the staff break 
and log back in. 

Requirements: In the Back Office program, you must define staff breaks in the 
Staff Break Maintenance window. 
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Staff Card Functions 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: If your staff members use staff ID (swipe) cards to log in and out of 
the POS, you can use the Staff Card Functions register option to program or clear a 
staff member’s card. When you run the Staff Card Functions register option, the POS 
displays three option buttons in the Selection panel.  

If you tap Program Card, the POS displays a keypad, allowing you to type the ID 
number of the staff member who will use the card. (You can only program cards for 
staff members who have a lower security level than yourself.) Type the staff 
member’s ID number, then tap Enter, then swipe the card. The POS will associate 
the swiped card with the selected staff member record. 

If you tap Clear Card by Swipe, the POS will prompt you to swipe the card you 
want to clear. If you swipe the card, the POS will clear the card’s ID number from 
the staff member’s record.   

If you tap Clear Card by ID, POS displays a keypad, allowing you to type the ID 
number of the staff member whose card you want to clear. If you type the staff 
member’s ID number, then tap Enter, the POS will clear the staff member’s card 
number. 
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Team Service 

Transaction Duration: Single Transactions 

Intended Use: The Team Service register option allows you to split tips with other 
staff members at the POS. For instance, if more than one server serves a single table, 
a single “head” server can receive the whole tip and then use the Team Service 
register option to declare the total amount and split an appropriate amount with each 
of the other servers who served the table.  

When you run the Team Service register option, the POS displays a list of buttons in 
the Selection panel, each button representing one of your closed checks. Each check 
button displays the check number, customer name (if any) and the percentage of the 
table’s tips that you have already split with others.  

 

Tap the button of the table whose tips you want to split. When you tap a table button, 
the POS access the Team Service screen. The Team Service screen is similar to the 
Tip Sharing screen, but it has some additional controls.  
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Before you can split any of your tips, you must first declare your tips. To declare a 
quantity of tips, tap Declare Tips in the Top panel. The POS displays the Declare 
Tips keypad. Type the amount of tips you want to declare in the keypad, then tap 
ENTER. The POS will adjust the totals in the Display panel to include the tips you 
have just declared.  

In the Selection panel, the program displays a list of buttons, each button 
representing a staff member who has sales associated with the check. Each button 
displays the staff member’s name, staff department, and current tip amounts. To split 
tips with a staff member, select that staff member’s button in the Selection panel. 
You can select multiple staff members at one time.  

If you select one or more staff members and then tap Split Tip Evenly in the Top 
panel, the POS will split your declared tips evenly between yourself and all of the 
staff members you selected. If you tap Split Tip by Sales %, the program will split 
all of your declared tips proportionally among all of the staff members on the check, 
based on each server’s amount of sales on the check. For instance, if one server 
performed 25% of the check’s total sales, then the Based on Sales method will give 
that server 25% of the declared tips.  

If you select one or more staff member buttons in the Selection panel, the POS will 
display the tip share method buttons (Enter Tip Amount, Enter % of Total Tip, 
and Enter Tip as Sales Percent) in the Top panel. You can configure the POS to 
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exclude specific tip share method buttons in the Tip Configuration window (in the 
Setup program).  

If you tap Enter Tip Amount, the POS displays a keypad, allowing you to type the 
specific amount of the tips you want to split with the selected staff members. If you 
selected more than one staff member, the POS will divide the tip amount evenly 
between the selected members. (For instance, if you select two staff members and 
then enter a tip amount of $3.00, the POS will give $1.50 to each of the two selected 
staff members.)  

If you tap Enter % of Total Tip, the POS will display a keypad, allowing you to 
type a percentage amount of your declared tips that you want to split with the 
selected staff members. For instance, if you tap Enter % of Total Tip and then type 
“50”, the POS will split 50% of your declared tips with the selected staff members. If 
you selected more than one staff member, the POS will divide the split amount 
evenly among the selected staff members.  

If you tap Enter Tip as Sales Percent, the POS will display a keypad, allowing 
you to type a percentage of the total sales that you want to split as tips with the 
selected staff members. For instance, if you tap Enter Tip as Sales Percent and 
then type “10”, the POS will split an amount of tips equal to 10 percent of your total 
sales. If you selected more than one staff member, the POS will divide the split 
amount evenly among the selected staff members.  

If you tap Include All in the Command panel, the POS will select all of the staff 
member buttons in the Selection panel. If you tap Exclude All, the POS will clear 
all of the selected staff member buttons in the Selection panel.  

If you want to split tips with a staff member who is not included in the Selection 
panel, tap Add Staff. The POS displays a keypad, allowing you to enter the ID 
number of the staff member you want to add.  

To add a comment to the tip transaction, tap Enter Comments. The POS displays 
a keypad, allowing you to type any miscellaneous comments. The program will save 
the comments with the other transaction information. The Clear button allows you 
to reset all entries to the initial settings. If you enter the data and then decide to make 
changes, the Clear button allows you to clear all your entries and restore the default 
settings.  

When you have finished declaring and sharing tips, tap Done. The POS will save 
your transaction, exit the register option, and print a Team Service Report that lists 
the amount given to each of the receiving staff members. The report also includes a 
signature line for each staff member that receives tips from the transaction.  
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Time Clock 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: If you are logged into the POS, you can run this register option and 
allow a second staff member to access the Time Clock screen without logging 
yourself out. When you run the register option, the POS displays a keypad, 
prompting you for a different staff member’s ID and password. When you enter the 
staff ID and password, the POS displays the Time Clock screen. The second staff 
member can then clock in, clock out, or make whatever other changes are needed. 

Tip Sharing 

Transaction Duration: Single Transactions 

Intended Use: The Tip Sharing register option allows you to share tips with other 
staff members at the POS. For instance, if a server wanted to share a part of a tip 
with a bartender, the server could run the Tip Sharing register option, declare the 
total amount of the table’s tip, and then share a portion of the tip with the bartender.  

When you run the Tip Sharing register option, the POS displays the Tip Sharing 
screen. In the Display panel, the program displays your current and total tip and sales 
amounts for the current shift (including subtotals for declared tips and charge tips).  
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Before you can share any of your tips, you must first declare your tips. To declare a 
quantity of your tips, tap Declare Tips in the Top panel. The POS displays the 
Declare Tips keypad. Type the amount of tips you want to declare in the keypad, 
then tap ENTER. The POS will adjust the totals in the Display panel to include the 
tips you have just declared.  

In the Selection panel, the program displays a list of buttons, each button 
representing a staff member who is currently logged in and eligible to receive shared 
tips. Each button displays the staff member’s name, staff department, and current tips 
amounts.  

If you select one or more staff member buttons in the Selection panel, the POS will 
display the tip share method buttons (Enter Tip Amount, Enter % of Total Tip, 
and Enter Tip as Sales Percent) in the Top panel. You can configure the POS to 
exclude specific tip share method buttons in the Tip Configuration window (in the 
Setup program).  

If you tap Enter Tip Amount, the POS displays a keypad, allowing you to type the 
specific amount of the tips you want to share with the selected staff members. If you 
selected more than one staff member, the POS will divide the tip amount evenly 
between the selected members. (For instance, if you select two staff members and 
then enter a tip amount of $3.00, the POS will give $1.50 to each of the two selected 
staff members.)  
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If you tap Enter % of Total Tip, the POS will display a keypad, allowing you to 
type a percentage amount of your declared tips that you want to share with the 
selected staff members. For instance, if you tap Enter % of Total Tip and then type 
“50”, the POS will share 50% of your declared tips with the selected staff members. 
If you selected more than one staff member, the POS will divide the shared amount 
evenly among the selected staff members.   

If you tap Enter Tip as Sales Percent, the POS will display a keypad, allowing 
you to type a percentage of the total sales that you want to share as tips with the 
selected staff members. For instance, if you tap Enter Tip as Sales Percent and 
then type “10”, the POS will share an amount of tips equal to 10 percent of your total 
sales. If you selected more than one staff member, the POS will divide the shared 
amount evenly among the selected staff members.  

If you tap Include All in the Command panel, the POS will select all of the staff 
member buttons in the Selection panel. If you tap Exclude All, the POS will clear 
all of the selected staff member buttons in the Selection panel.  

If you want to share tips with a staff member who is not included in the Selection 
panel, tap Add Staff. The POS displays a keypad, allowing you to enter the ID 
number of the staff member you want to add.   

If you want to add a comment to the tip transaction, tap Enter Comments. The 
POS displays a keypad, allowing you to type any miscellaneous comments. The 
program will save the comments with the other transaction information. The Clear 
button allows you to reset all entries to the initial settings. If you enter the data and 
then decide to make changes, the Clear button allows you to clear all your entries 
and restore the default settings.  

When you have finished declaring and sharing tips, tap Done. The POS will save 
your transaction, exit the register option, and print a Tip Share Report that includes 
the amount given by the staff member and the amounts given to each of the receiving 
staff members. The report also includes a signature line for each staff member that 
receives tips from the transaction.  

Training Mode 

Transaction Duration: All Transactions 

Intended Use: The Training Mode register option allows you to run the POS in 
training mode, which new staff members can use as a practice POS workstation. 
When running in training mode, the POS does not send orders to prep printers and 
record the orders as sales outside of the training register. Also, all documents 
generated by the POS (such as checks, receipts, or prep tickets) will only print 
locally and will be marked “Training.” 
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When you run the Training Mode register option, the POS will switch to training 
mode and return to the Log In screen. The status bar will appear yellow and display 
the “TRAINING” banner to indicate that the register is running in training mode. To 
exit training mode, run the Training Mode register option again. 

Transfer Check From 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Transfer Check From register option allows you to transfer an 
entire check, including its table and check number, from another server to yourself. 
When you run the Transfer Check From register option, the POS displays all staff 
members who are currently logged in as buttons in the Selection panel. Tap the 
button of the staff member from whom you want to transfer a check. The POS will 
then display all of that staff member’s open checks as buttons in the Selection panel. 
Select the check(s) you want to transfer. You can select all of the checks by tapping 
Include All, or you can exclude all of the checks by tapping Exclude All. After 
you select the checks you want to transfer to yourself, tap Transfer. The POS exits 
the register option. When you log back into the POS, you will have the transferred 
checks and be able to access their tables. 

Transfer Check Reassign 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Transfer Check Reassign register option allows you to transfer 
an entire check, including its table and check number, from one server to another. 
(Unlike the Transfer Check From register option, this register option allows you to 
transfer checks to any staff member, not just yourself). When you run the Transfer 
Check Reassign register option, the POS displays all staff members who are 
currently logged in as buttons in the Selection panel. Tap the button of the staff 
member from whom you want to transfer a check. The POS will then display all of 
that staff member’s open checks as buttons in the Selection panel. Select the check(s) 
you want to transfer. You can select all of the checks by tapping Include All, or you 
can exclude all of the checks by tapping Exclude All. After you select the checks 
you want to transfer, tap Transfer. The POS will again display all staff members 
currently logged in as buttons in the Selection panel. Tap the button of the staff 
member receiving the check(s). The POS will transfer the check(s) and exit the 
register option. 
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Transfer Open Check 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Transfer Open Check register option allows you to transfer any 
or all of your open checks to another server. When you run the Transfer Open Check 
register option, the POS displays all your open checks as buttons in the Selection 
panel. Select the check(s) you want to transfer. You can select all of the checks by 
tapping Include All, or you can exclude all of the checks by tapping Exclude All. 
After you select the checks you want to transfer, tap Transfer. The POS will again 
display all staff members currently logged in as buttons in the Selection panel. Tap 
the button of the staff member receiving the check(s). The POS will transfer the 
check(s) and exit the register option. 

Who Is Clocked In? 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: You can use this register option to view a list of all staff members 
who are clocked in, including their department, the time they clocked in, and the 
amount of time that has passed since they clocked in. When you run the register 
option, the POS displays a brief report of who is clocked in on the Display panel.  

If necessary, you can use the controls in the Command panel to navigate this report. 
If you tap Up, the POS selects the staff member preceding the current one. If you tap 
Down, the POS selects the staff member following the current one. If you tap Page 
Up, the POS selects the staff member at the top of the current page. If you tap Page 
Down, the POS selects the staff member at the bottom of the current page. If you tap 
Top, the POS selects the first staff member the server opened. If you tap End, the 
POS selects the last staff member the server opened. If you tap Print, the POS prints 
the selected staff members on the designated printer. If you tap Exit, the POS exits 
the register option. 

Zip Data 

Transaction Duration: Single Transaction 

Intended Use: The Zip Data register option allows you to create a zip file (from 
the POS) that contains all the main data files and the POS daily files for the current 
day. When the POS creates a zip file, it will place the file in the Zip subfolder that is 
located in the Data folder (C:\DDWin\Data\DDZip) and name the file based on the 
exact time and date that the POS created the file. For example, if you use the Zip 
Data register option at 11:45 A.M. on September 5, 2001, then the POS will a create 
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a file named 20010905114500.zip (where 2001 represents the year; 0905 represents 
the month and day; 114500 represents the hour, minute, and second of the day). 
When you run the register option, the POS displays a keypad. If you want to 
supplement the name of the zip file with a descriptive label (such as adding a call 
ticket number), type the label in the keypad and tap Enter. When the POS creates 
the zip file, it will add this text to the end of the standard file name (for example, you 
could have a file named 20010905114500_1111.zip, where “1111” is what you type 
at the POS). 
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Register Reports 

Overview 

Register Reports allow you to generate specialized reports at the POS (such as a 
Server Report, System Report, and so on). You can use passwords to restrict access 
to sensitive reports. You enable the Register Reports and set passwords for them in 
the Register Report Maintenance window (accessible from the Passwords menu) 
in the Setup program. You can customize the names for the manager reports; those 
names will appear on the buttons in the Selection panel at the POS. Any notes that 
you make about a report on the Memo tab of the Register Report Maintenance 
window will appear in the Display panel.  

Furthermore, you can modify each report for appearance and content by using tokens 
(for more information, see the Digital Dining Setup User’s Guide). 

At the POS, you can view each report on screen or print it on the designated printer. 

 



 

 

Register Reports 

Cashier Report 

The Cashier Report shows a cashier’s sales activity, including the cashier’s sales 
total by receipt and the amount of money the cashier is responsible for. Managers 
can use the report to balance the cashier’s receipts.  

The Cashier Report includes all sales activity since the last time the report was reset. 
You can reset the Cashier Report with the Reset Cashier Report register option or the 
@{RESET_ CASHIER} token (in the Time Clock Slip layout). Cashiers typically 
print the report at the end of a work day or a shift and then reset the report.  
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Profit Center Report 

The profit center report shows the total sales figures, by menu item main group, for 
each profit center. You can view this report at the POS or print it on the designated 
printer. A typical profit center report shows the  

 Total number of covers 

 Average sale per cover 

 Total of applied charges, discounts, and tips 

 Total taxes 

 Total charged tips 

 Total amount of paid outs 

 Total receipts 

 Total sales by receipt 
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Register Sales Report 

The register sales report commonly shows the current sales totals, by any or all profit 
centers. A typical register sales report shows sales by menu items sales type, listing 
the dollar value and quantity sold. You can modify the report to include the sales 
data that you need by changing its layout in the Sales Report Layout Maintenance 
window (in the Setup program). You can view this report at the POS or print it on 
the designated printer. The following is a typical register sales report: 

 
 
   

N
o

te
 

A typical POS Sales Report includes the current sales totals. However, 
the Sales Report in the Back Office program will only include the cash 
sales and discounts data if you select the appropriate check boxes on the 
Misc tab of the Sales Report Maintenance window (in the Back Office 
program). 
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Server Report 

The Server Report shows a server’s sales activity, including an audit trail of checks 
and various sales transactions. Managers can use the report to balance the server’s 
receipts. The Server Report includes all sales activity since the last time the report 
was reset. You can reset the Server Report with the Reset Server Report register 
option or the @{RESET_SERVER} token (in the Time Clock Slip layout). Servers 
typically print the report at the end of a work day or a shift and then reset the report.  

A Server Report includes the following information:  

 The number of covers served 

 The number of checks by receipt and as a total 

 Total receipts by type, and the total of all receipts 

 Amount of money the server is responsible for (after charge tips have been paid) 

 Amount of applied charges, discount, and tips 

 Total amount of any checks transferred to or from other servers 

 Taxes, declared tips, charge tips, and voids 

 Any server drops and paid outs 

 The average amount sold, by cover and by check 

 Special items 

 Open checks 
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System Report 

A system report shows all transactions that your staff entered into the system since 
the beginning of the day. You can view this report at the POS or print it on the 
designated printer. A typical system report shows all the receipts rung on all the 
registers in the restaurant. The following is a typical system report: 

 

Future Orders Report 

The future orders report displays a prep summary for all future orders for a day. The 
default day is “Today”, but you can change the date to one in the future. However, 
you cannot change the date to one that has passed.  
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Check Option Functions 

Overview 

A check option (for example, Check Status, Order by PLU, or Special Item) is a 
powerful and flexible timesaving command that you can use to perform a series of 
functions (up to nine) at the POS. Check options are distinct from register options in 
that check options are usually temporary, affecting only the current check. You have 
complete control over the performance of check options through their check option 
functions. 

To access a check option at the POS, you must include the check option in a check 
options window and include that check option window in the register definitions, or 
you can assign a check option window to the Top panel, and finally you can assign 
an individual check option to the Top panel. For information about the check options 
window, see the Setup User’s Guide. 

In this chapter, we describe the check option functions that you will use to create 
your personalized check options. 

Password Level 

You can protect check options with a password. When a staff member attempts to 
use a check option at the POS, the system will compare the server’s assigned POS 
password level with the password level required to use the check option. If the 
server’s password level is the same as the required password level (or greater), the 
server can use the check option. If the server’s password level is lower than the 
required password level, the system will display a message indicating that access to 
the check option has been denied. 

Check Option Functions and Check Options 

In the Setup program, you define (that is, create) your own check options. You create 
their names, and you create how they work (that is, you build them). You build your 
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check options with check option Functions, which are commands that we have built 
in the Digital Dining program. You simply tell the Setup program to run one or more 
of these commands in a certain order. For each check option you create, you can 
build in up to nine check option functions (or commands). When you use the check 
option at the POS, then, it will run each command in the exact order you created in 
the Setup program. 

Check Option Functions 

We have devoted the remainder of this chapter to listing and describing each check 
option function that we have built in the Digital Dining program.   

 

Assign Service Team 

Intended Use: The Assign Service Team check option function allows you to add 
one or more staff members to checks when they work in teams. When you run the 
Assign Service Team check option function, the POS program displays a list of the 
staff members that are currently logged in. Each staff member's name displays on a 
separate button in the Selection panel.  

To add a staff member to the check, select the staff member's button, then tap 
Assign Service Team in the Command panel. The selected staff member will 
now be able to access the check. (The Assign Service Team check option is based on 
the check number and not the table number, so as soon as one of the team members 
closes the check, the Point-of-Sale program automatically dissolves the team.) 

Assign TabbedOut Code 

Intended Use: If the restaurant uses the TabbedOut service, you can use the Assign 
TabbedOut Code check option function to assign the code of a pending TabbedOut 
open tab to a customer’s check. When you run the check option function, the POS 
will prompt you to enter or select a five-letter TabbedOut code. The POS will then 
associate the pending TabbedOut open tab with the check.  

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list that allows you to 
select which selection method the POS will use when you run the check option 
function. If you select Prompt, the POS will prompt you with a keypad, allowing 
you to type the fiver-letter code. If that code matches a code on a pending 
TabbedOut open tab, the POS will associate the open tab with the check.  If you 
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select List, the POS will display a list of codes from all pending TabbedOut open 
tabs, allowing you to select the valid code for the customer’s check.  

Cancel Check 

Intended Use: The Cancel Check check option function deletes the check you have 
open. When you run the check option, the POS will prompt you to verify that you 
want to delete the check. If you tap Yes, the POS will display a list of void reasons 
as buttons in the Selection panel. Select an appropriate reason for voiding the check. 

Change Cover Method 

Intended Use: The Change Cover Method check option function changes the cover 
method for the current check. For each register definition you create in the Setup 
program, you must select a default cover method that the register uses to determine 
the number of covers for each table. However, you can use the Change Cover 
Method check option function to apply a different cover method to the current check. 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list that allows you to 
select which cover method the POS will use when you run the check option function. 

Change Covers 

Intended Use: The Change Covers check option function allows you to change the 
number of covers you have associated with the current check. 

Parameters: In the second parameter list, if you select Prompt, the POS will 
prompt you to enter the new number of covers. If you select No Prompt, the POS 
will automatically apply the number of covers you’ve entered in the first parameter 
box. 
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Change Layout 

Intended Use: The Change Layout check option function allows you to change the 
layout of a specific type of document (tab check, cash check, receipt, prep ticket, or 
credit card slip) for the current check.   

Parameters: In the first parameter list, you can select the type of document whose 
layout you want to change (such as tab check, cash check, receipt, prep ticket, or 
credit card slip). In the second parameter list, you can select the new layout that the 
POS should use. 

 

Change Quantity 

Intended Use: The Change Quantity check option function allows you to edit the 
quantity of a menu item on the current check. When you run the check option 
function, the POS displays a list of all items on the current check with quantity 
amounts in the Display panel. To change an item’s quantity, select the item in the 
Display panel, then tap Change Quantity in the Command panel. The POS will 
display a keypad, allowing you to type a new quantity for the item.  
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Change Selection Size 

Intended Use: The Change Selection Size check option function allows you to 
change the size of the speed window that displays in the Order screen of the POS.  

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list that allows you to 
set the size of the speed window. If you select Half, the speed window will fill the 
left half of the Order screen. If you select Wide, the speed window will fill the left 
two-thirds of the Order screen. If you select Full, the speed window will fill the 
entire Order screen. If you select Prompt, the POS will prompt you to select a 
selection size when you run the check option function.  

Change Table Number 

Intended Use: The Change Table Number check option function allows you to 
change the table number of an open check. When you run the Change Table Number 
check option function, the POS displays a keypad. Using this keypad, you can type 
an appropriate new table number. After you enter the new table number and tap 
Enter, the POS moves the check to the new table and designates the previous table 
as ready for bussing. (You can only change the table number for open checks.) 
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Change to Delivery 

Intended Use: The Change to Delivery check option function allows you to 
designate a dine-in order as a delivery order. If you run the Change to Delivery 
check option function within a check designates as a dine-in order, the POS will 
designate the check as a delivery order and allow you to assign it to a delivery driver. 

Change to Dine-in 

Intended Use: The Change to Dine-in check option function allows you to 
designate a delivery check as a (non-delivery) dine-in check. If you run the Change 
to Dine-in check option function within a check designated as a delivery order, the 
POS redesignates the check as a dine-in order and removes it from the driver’s 
queue. 

Change/Add Delivery Instr 

Intended Use: The Change/Add Delivery Instr check option function allows you to 
add or change the delivery instructions (such as “deliver to basement door” or 
“deliver to rear of house”) in a delivery customer’s record. When you run the check 
option function, the POS displays the customer’s existing delivery instructions (if 
any) in the Display panel. If you tap Change in the Command panel, the POS 
displays the Delivery Instructions keypad, allowing you to add or edit the customer’s 
delivery instructions. (The POS saves the customer’s delivery instructions, so you 
won’t need to reenter the instructions when the customer calls back.) 

Charges 

Intended Use: The Charges check option function allows you to add a charge to a 
check. More specifically, it allows you to access a window of charges, from which 
you can select a charge to add to the check. When you run the Charges check option 
function, the POS displays a charges window. To add a charge to a check, tap the 
appropriate charge button in the Selection panel. 

Parameters: The Charges check option function has one parameter, a list of charge 
windows. The list includes all of the charge windows you have created in the Charge 
Window Maintenance window (in the Setup program). If you select a charge window 
in the list, the POS will display that charge window when you run the check option 
function. If you select All Charges, the POS will display a window containing all 
of the charge types you have created in the Charge Definition Maintenance window 
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(also in the Setup program). Smaller restaurants usually use the All Charges setting 
because they do not need more than one window of charges. 

 

Check Status 

Intended Use: The Check Status check option function allows you to review a 
brief report on the status of the current check for the current person, a person you 
select (which allows you to view “tray totals”), or all the people on the check. For 
example, if you’re working with a cafeteria or fast food restaurant, you might get a 
group of people who order at the same time but want to pay separately. You can now 
take the whole order simultaneously and then provide each person with a total based 
on the menu items on the person’s “tray.” 
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Parameters: The Check Status check option function has one parameter, a list that 
sets how the check option function selects persons on the check to include in the 
report. If you select Prompt for Person, then the POS will prompt you to select 
the person whose information you want to see in the report. When you run the check 
option function, if the check has more than one person number, the POS will list the 
person numbers as buttons in the Selection panel. You can select one or more of the 
person numbers, the tap Done. The POS will display the report with the total for the 
person numbers you selected.  

If you select Current Person, then the POS will automatically display the check 
information and total amount for the last person to order. If you click All Persons, 
then the POS will display the check information and total amount for all persons on 
the check. 
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Check Total 

Intended Use: The Check Total check option function displays a brief report that 
shows the check number, the subtotal, the tax, and the total for one or more persons 
on the current check. 

 

Parameters: The Check Total check option function has one parameter, a list that 
sets how the check option function selects persons on the check to include in the 
report. If you select Prompt for Person, then the POS will prompt you to select 
the person whose information you want to see in the report. When you run the check 
option function, if the check has more than one person number, the POS will list the 
person numbers as buttons in the Selection panel. You can select one or more of the 
person numbers, the tap Done. The POS will display the report with the total for the 
person numbers you selected. If you select Current Person, then the POS will 
automatically display the total amount for the last person to order. If you click All 
Persons, then the POS will display the total amount for all persons on the check. 

Check Transfer From 

Intended Use: The Check Transfer From check option function allows you to 
transfer a check and its tips from another staff member to yourself. For example, you 
can create a check option that transfers the check at payment, so that the person who 
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pays and closes the check becomes responsible for the check and receives its tips. 
This can be especially helpful in sites that use handhelds.  

To use the Check Transfer From check option function, you must access another 
staff member’s check and then run the check option. The POS will assign the check 
to you.   

Check Transfer To 

Intended Use: The Check Transfer To check option function allows you to transfer 
an open check to another server. If you run the Check Transfer To check option 
function, the POS displays a list of all available staff members as buttons in the 
Selection panel. Tap one of the staff member's buttons, then tap Transfer in the 
Selection panel. The POS will return to the open check, but the check will be 
associated with the selected staff member.   

Clear Fire Holds 

Intended Use: If you used the Select Fire Holds check option function to set the 
POS to fire one or more “held” items, you can use the Clear Fire Holds check option 
function to return the items to “Hold” status. When you run the check option 
function, the POS resets all menu items on the check with a status of “F” (Fire) to a 
status of “H” (Hold). 

Clear Frequent Diner/Delivery 

Intended Use: If the check is associated with a frequent diner or delivery 
customer, you can use the Clear Frequent Diner/Delivery check option function to 
dissociate (or clear) the customer’s name from the check. 

Clear Holds 

Intended Use: If you have set the POS to “hold” any menu items in the current 
order, the Clear Holds check option function will reset the status of these items from 
“H” (Hold) back to “N” (New). The check option will only clear the hold status of 
items in the current order. If you set the POS to hold items in a previously sent order, 
you must set the POS to fire them with the Select Fire Holds check option function. 
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Clear Table Number 

Intended Use: When you run the Clear Table Number function, the POS will clear 
the existing table number from the current check. When the server associated with 
the check logs into the POS, the program will prompt the server to enter a new table 
number for the check.   

You can use the Clear Table Number check option function with the Check Transfer 
To check option function to prompt servers to enter a table number for each newly 
received check. For instance, you could create a check option for a bar service 
register with the Check Transfer To function and the Clear Table Number function. 
In the POS, a bartender could run this check option to transfer a check from the bar 
to a table server. Later, when the server logs in, the POS will prompt the server to 
enter a table number for the newly transferred check.  

 

Clear Timed Holds 

Intended Use: If you have applied a timed hold to any menu item in the current 
order (with the Select Timed Holds or Start Timed Holds check option functions), 
you can use the Clear Timed Holds check option function to reset the status of these 
items from “H” (Hold) back to “N” (New). The check option will only clear the hold 
status of items in the current order. 

Course Prep Now 

Intended Use: The Course Prep Now check option function allows you to send a 
message to the kitchen to tell the kitchen staff to start preparing the next course. You 
can use this check option only with the prep ticket layout that has the 
@{PREP_GROUP_BY_COURSE} token paired with the @{ORDER_DETAIL} 
token.   
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Customer Complaint 

Intended Use: The Customer Complaint check option function allows you to 
record a complaint from a frequent diner customer and issue a compensatory coupon. 
When you run the Customer Complaint check option function, the POS displays a 
list of complaint reasons as buttons in the Selection panel. Tap a complaint reason 
button to select an appropriate complaint. If you select a complaint reason and tap 
Detail, the POS will display the Enter Complaint Details keypad, allowing you to 
type any details of the complaint. If you tap Save in the Command panel, the POS 
assigns the complaint to a check and attaches the associated complaint coupon (if 
any) to the customer’s check. 

Customer Search 

Intended Use: The Customer Search check option function allows you to associate 
the current check with a frequent diner or delivery customer. When you run the 
check option function, the POS displays a keypad that prompts you to enter the 
customer’s telephone number or some other type of information. The POS uses that 
information to search for the customer’s record. In the Setup program, you can set 
the check option function to prompt for different types of customer information, such 
as telephone number, member ID, or customer name.  

The POS searches the customer database for records that match the search 
information and displays the results in the Select a Customer screen. If the POS finds 
a record that matches, it displays the customer’s information in the Display panel. If 
the POS finds more than one matching record, the POS lists the customers as buttons 
in the Selection panel. If you select a customer’s button, the POS displays the 
customer’s information in the Display panel.  

If you tap Accept, the POS will associate the check with the selected customer 
record. If you tap Edit, the POS will allow you to edit the information in the 
customer’s record. If you tap Retry, the POS will display the original keypad again 
and prompt you to run a new search. If you tap Different Search, the POS will allow 
you to run a new search based on different information (such as the customer’s 
name, card number, or member ID number). If you tap Skip, the POS exits the 
check option and returns to the order screen without associating the check with a 
customer.   

If the POS does not find any matching customer records, it displays a message 
prompting you to create a new customer record. If you tap Yes, the POS will prompt 
you (with a series of keypads) to create a new record for the customer. When you 
finish creating the customer record, the POS displays the new customer record in the 
Select a Customer screen. 
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Parameters: The first parameter is a list that allows you to set how the POS 
searches for customer records when you run the check option function. If you click 
Phone Number, then the POS will prompt you to enter the customer’s telephone 
number. If you click Caller ID, the POS will allow your staff member to select the 
phone line that he or she is using. If you click Search Name or Search 
Company, then the POS will display an alphanumeric keypad and prompt you to 
enter the customer’s name or company. If you click Card Number (Swipe), the 
POS will prompt you to enter the customer’s alternate card ID number. (You can 
associate each customer record with an alternate card ID number.) If you click 
Member Number, then the POS will prompt you to enter the customer’s ID 
number.  

The second parameter is a list that sets whether the POS allows you to cancel a 
search without selecting a customer. If you select No Abort Warning, the POS will 
allow you to exit the Select a Customer screen without selecting a customer. If you 
select Show Abort Warning, the POS will allow you to exit the Select a Customer 
screen without selecting a customer, but it will display a warning. If you select No 
Abort, the POS will not allow you to exit the Select a Customer screen without 
selecting a customer. 
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Discounts 

Intended Use: The Discounts check option function allows you to access a 
window of discounts, from which you can select a discount to add to the check. 

Parameters: The Discounts check option function has one parameter, a list of 
discount windows. The list includes all of the discount windows you have created in 
the Discount Window Maintenance window (in the Setup program). If you select a 
discount window in the list, the POS will display that discount window when you run 
the check option function. If you select All Discounts, the POS will display a 
window containing all of the discount types you have created in the Discount 
Definition Maintenance window (also in the Setup program). (Most smaller 
restaurants use the All Discounts setting because they do not need more than one 
window of discounts.) 

 

Display Check 

Intended Use: The Display Check check option function displays the check’s 
ordered items in the Display panel. You can use this check option function to review 
checks or to return to the top of an unusually large check. 
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Display Last Order 

Intended Use: If the check is associated with a frequent dining or delivery 
customer, the Display Last Order check option function will list the items of 
customer’s last order as menu item buttons in the Selection panel. If the customer 
tends to order the same items repeatedly, this check option function allows you to 
add the items to a new check more quickly. 

Downsize 

Intended Use: The Downsize check option function allows you to replace a menu 
item on the check with its downsize item. In the Back Office program, you can 
associate a menu item with a downsize item, which is usually a smaller version or 
portion of the same item. For instance, you might create a “medium sized” combo 
meal menu item (which includes a medium order of french fries and a medium 
drink), and associate it with a “small sized” combo meal item (which includes a 
small order of fries and a small drink). When you run the check option function, the 
POS will either automatically replace the last menu item on the check with its 
downsize item or allow you to select a menu item to replace (depending on how you 
set the function’s parameter). You can associate a menu item with a downsize item 
on the Misc tab of the Menu Item Maintenance window. 
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Parameters: The Downsize check option function has one parameter, a list that 
determines how the POS selects which menu item on the check to downsize. If you 
click Item, when you run the check option function, the POS will automatically 
select the last menu item on the check and replace it with its downsize item. If you 
click Select, when you run the check option function, the POS will allow you to 
manually select the item you want to downsize. To downsize an item, select the item 
in the Display panel, then tap Select (Less). The POS will replace the selected item 
with its downsize item. 

 

Edit Course Number 

Intended Use: The Edit Course Number check option function allows you to 
change the menu course of any menu item on a check. Sometimes customers may 
request appetizers served as entrees and vice versa. In such cases, this check option 
function allows servers to change the course of a menu item in an order without 
affecting the menu item’s default course.  

In the Setup program, you can set the check option function to run in either Select 
Course mode or Move Items mode. When you run the check option function in 
Select Course mode, the POS lists the items in the check in the Display panel. The 
POS also displays a list of menu courses as buttons in the Selection panel. To 
associate a menu item with a different menu course, select the item in the Display 
panel and then tap the appropriate course button in the Selection panel.  

When you run the check option function in Move Items mode, the POS displays a 
screen with four columns, each column representing a different member course. If 
you have more than four courses defined, then you can tap the Prev Page and the 
Next Page buttons to access different courses. To move an item from one course to 
another, tap the item and then tap the column of the desired course. 
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Parameters: The Edit Course Number check option function has one parameter, a 
list that allows you to select the function’s mode. If you select Select Course, the 
check option function will run in Select Course mode. If you select Move Items, 
the check option function will run in Move Items mode.  

If you select Select Course in the first parameter list, the window will display the 
second parameter list. If you select Highlight First Item, the program will 
automatically select the first item on the check when you run the check option 
function. If you select Highlight Last Item, the program will automatically select 
the last item on the check when you run the check option function.  

Edit Customer Points 

Intended Use: The Edit Customer Points check option function allows you to edit 
a frequent dining customer’s reward points. If the check is associated with a frequent 
dining customer, when you run the check option function, the POS displays a 
keypad, prompting you to enter a new number of reward points. If you enter a new 
amount and tap Enter, the POS will prompt you to verify the change.   

Edit/Display PN 

Intended Use: The Edit/Display PN check option function allows you to split a 
check by associating the menu items on the check with different person numbers. In 
the Setup program, you can set the check option function to run in either Select 
Person mode or Move Items mode.   

When you run the Edit/Display PN check option function in Select Person mode, the 
POS lists the items in the check in the Display panel. The POS also displays a list of 
person numbers as buttons in the Selection panel. To associate a menu item with a 
different person number, select the item in the Display panel and then tap the 
appropriate person number button in the Selection panel.  
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When you run the Edit/Display PN check option function in Move Items mode, the 
POS displays a screen with four columns, each column representing a different 
person number. All of the existing items on the check will display in the first 
column, which represents person number 1. To “move” an item from the Person 
Number 1 column to a different column, select the item and then tap the column of 
the recipient. For instance, to reassign an item from Person Number 1 to Person 
Number Three, tap the item in the Person Number 1 column and then tap anywhere 
in the Person Number 3 column. 
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Parameters: The Edit/Display PN check option function has one parameter, a list 
that allows you to select the function’s mode. If you select Select Person, the 
check option function will run in Select Person mode. If you select Move Items, the 
check option function will run in Move Items mode.  

If you select Select Person in the first parameter list, the window will display the 
second parameter list. If you select Highlight First Item, the program will 
automatically select the first item on the check when you run the check option 
function. If you select Highlight Last Item, the program will automatically select 
the last item on the check when you run the check option function.  
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Employee Meal Discount 

Intended Use: If you open a check for another staff member, you can use the 
Employee Meal Discount check option function to apply the staff meal discount (if 
any) to the check. When you run the check option function, the POS displays a 
keypad, prompting you to enter the staff ID of the staff member purchasing the 
items. After you enter the staff member’s ID and tap Enter, the POS verifies that the 
staff member has worked enough minutes to qualify for the discount. If so, the POS 
applies the discount to the check. (In the Back Office program, in the Staff 
Department Maintenance window, you can associate a staff department with a meal 
discount and set its time qualification.) 

End Hold Items 

Intended Use: The End Hold Items check option function stops the Start Hold 
Items, Start Timed Holds, or the Start Set Time Holds check option function from 
running. If you are using the Start Hold Items, Start Timed Holds, or the Start Set 
Time Holds check option function to add “held” menu items to a check, you can use 
the End Hold Items function to stop adding held items.  

When you run the Start Hold Items, Start Timed Holds, or the Start Set Time Holds 
check option functions and then add items to a check, the POS automatically sets 
those items with a status of “H” (Hold). If you run the End Hold Items check option 
function and then add new items to the check, the POS will set those items with a 
status of “N” (New). 

Enter Check Name 

Intended Use: The Enter Check Name check option function allows you to 
associate an open check with a customer’s name. By assigning a name to an open 
check, you can use that name as an additional method of identifying a check. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a list that allows you to set how the check 
option function acquires the name to assign to the check. If you click Manual 
Entry, the POS will display a keypad and prompt you to type the customer’s name 
manually. If you click Account Number, the POS will prompt you to enter an A/R 
account number and then assign the name of the A/R account’s contact person to the 
current check. If you click Member Number, the POS will prompt you to enter a 
Diamond member identification number and then assign the member’s name to the 
current check. If you click Vanguard Member, the POS will prompt you to enter a 
Vanguard member identification number and then assign the member’s name to the 
current check. If you click National Guest, the POS will prompt you to enter a 
National Guest member identification number and then assign the member’s name to 
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the current check. If you click Smyth Systems, the POS will prompt you to enter a 
Smyth Systems member identification number and then assign the member’s name to 
the current check. If you click FD Customer, the POS will prompt you to enter a 
frequent dining customer ID number and then assign the customer’s name to the 
current check.  

If the customer is associated with a default payment method, you can set the POS to 
use that payment method automatically by clicking the Default check box. Only 
frequent diner customers, delivery customers, or customers with A/R accounts can 
have a default payment method. You can also set the POS to force staff members 
into using the name mode from the first parameter. If you click the Force check 
box, the POS will force staff members to enter the information specified by the name 
mode. If you clear the Force check box, the POS will allow staff members to choose 
an appropriate name mode. 

 

Enter Value 

Intended Use: The Enter Value check option function allows you to enter a value 
amount that can be used later by a value-based discount or a value-based receipt 
type.  

The first parameter is a box that allows you to set a default value amount. If you 
enter an amount in the parameter box, the program will use that amount when you 
run the check option at the POS. If you clear the parameter box, the POS will display 
a keypad and allow you to manually enter a value amount. 

The second parameter is a list that allows you to apply a limit to the value amount. If 
you select No Limit, the POS will allow you to enter any amount when you run the 
check option. If you select Amount Owed, the POS will only allow you to enter 
amounts that are less than or equal to the amount of the check (excluding the tax).  
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Estimated Time 

Intended Use: The Estimated Time check option function shows the estimated 
time that the current order should take to prepare and deliver. You can set the 
Estimated Time function to provide estimated times for delivery orders or for carry 
out (“to go”) orders.  

Parameters: The Estimated Time check option function has one parameter, a list 
that determines how the POS calculates the estimated wait time.  

 

If you select To Go, the POS will calculate the estimated time by adding the 
following times:  

 The Prep Time of the longest prep type. (The POS searches the prep type of 
each item on the check and uses the one with the longest prep time.)  

 The Order Ready Time of the register’s profit center.  

If you select Delivery, the POS will calculate the estimated time by adding the 
following times:  

 The Prep Time of the longest prep type.  

 The Order Ready Time of the register’s profit center.  

 The Minimum Driver Out Time from the Delivery program. 

You can set the prep time of each prep type in the Menu Prep Type Maintenance 
window (in the Back Office program). You can set the Order Ready Time of each 
profit center in the Profit Center Maintenance window (in the Setup program). You 
can set the Minimum Driver Out Time in the POS Entries window (in the Delivery 
program).  

Exit 

Intended Use: The Exit check option function closes the current check options 
window. 
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Exit Condition 

Intended Use: The Exit Condition check option function cancels a check option if 
the check’s number does not meet specific conditions, allowing you to create check 
options that perform specific check option functions for randomly selected checks. 

When you run a check option that includes the Exit Condition check option function, 
the program examines the check’s number. If the check number meets the conditions 
of the Exit Condition check option function’s parameters, the program performs the 
remainder of its functions in the check option. If the check number does not meet the 
conditions in the Exit Condition check option function’s parameters, the program 
cancels the check option without performing the remainder of its functions. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a box that allows you to set the numeric interval 
that the program uses to determine when it should or should not exit the check 
option. The second parameter is a list that determines if the program selects checks at 
regular or random intervals.  

For instance, if you type “5” in the first parameter box and click Check Number in 
the second parameter list, the Exit Condition check option function will exit the 
check option for checks with check numbers divisible by the number five. (It would 
exit the check option for checks with numbers such as 1017, 1019, and 1021, but it 
would not exit the check option for checks with numbers like 1015, 1020, and 1025). 
As a result, the POS will perform any additional check option functions that follow 
the Exit Condition check option function only for every fifth check (checks 1015, 
1020, 1025, and so on).  

However, if you type “5” in the first parameter box and click Random in the second 
parameter list, the Exit Condition check option function will exit all but one 
randomly selected check in every group of five checks. As a result, the POS will 
perform any additional check option functions that follow the Exit Condition check 
option function for a random check in every group of five (one check from 1011 
through 1015, one check from 1016 through 1020, and so on).  

The Exit Condition check option function allows you to create check options that run 
addition functions at random or infrequent intervals. For instance, you could create 
an alternate check layout that included a customer survey in its footer. You could 
then create a check option that included the Exit Condition check option function and 
the Change Layout check option function, allowing you to set the POS to print the 
alternate check layout at certain intervals. 



 

 

Check Option Functions 

 

Exit on Cancel 

Intended Use: The Exit on Cancel check option function cancels a check option if 
the server taps the Cancel button while running the previous check option function. 
The Exit on Cancel function allows you to exit a check option (by tapping Cancel in 
the POS) without running the remaining functions. For instance, you might add the 
Exit on Cancel function to a check option after the Check Transfer To function. In 
the POS, when you run the check option, the Check Transfer To function will run 
and prompt you to select a staff member to receive the check. If the server taps 
Cancel, the Exit on Cancel function will exit the check option without running the 
following functions.  

 

FD-Reorder by Prep Type 

Intended Use: The FD-Reorder by Prep Type check option function allows you to 
set how reorder works for the current check based on prep type. The POS will 
automatically reorder any menu items that belong to the prep types you place in the 
Include list. If none of the menu items on the check belongs to the prep types in the 
Include list, then the POS will reorder nothing, and the Check Options window will 
close.   
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Parameters: The check option function has an Include list and an Exclude list, 
which allow you to select which prep types the check option function should reorder. 
If you add a prep type to the Include list, the check option function will reorder 
items associated with that prep type. The check option function will not reorder 
items associated with prep types in the Exclude list. 

 

FD-Reorder by Sales Type 

Intended Use: If the check is associated with a frequent diner or delivery 
customer, you can use the FD-Reorder by Sales Type check option function to 
automatically reorder items from the customer’s last order. You can set the check 
option function to only reorder menu items associated with specific sales types. For 
instance, you could set the check option function to reorder menu items associated 
with an “appetizer” sales type. Later, when you run the check option function, the 
POS will reorder every appetizer menu item from the customer’s last order. 

Parameters: The check option function has an Include list and an Exclude list, 
which allow you to select which sales types the check option function should 
reorder. If you add a sales type to the Include list, the check option function will 
reorder items associated with that sales type. The check option function will not 
reorder items associated with sales types in the Exclude list. 
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Final Split 

Intended Use: If you have split a check (with the Edit/Display PN check option 
function) between two or more customers, the Final Split check option function will 
print the split checks. When you run the Final Split check option function, the POS 
lists all of the split checks as buttons in the Selection panel. By default, all of the 
split checks are selected. You can clear a check by tapping the check’s button. (You 
can select all of the checks by tapping Include All, or you can clear all of the checks 
by tapping Exclude All.) If you tap Done, the POS will print all of the selected 
split checks. 

 

Fire Holds by Course 

Intended Use: The Fire Holds by Course check option function allows you to send 
one or more “held” menu items on the current check, if they are associated with a 
specific menu course. If you used the Select Holds by Course check option function 
to “hold” one or more menu items on the check, you can use the Fire Holds by 
Course check option function to fire them (that is, send them to their prep printers). 
You can set the check option function to fire held menu items from one or more 
menu courses. When you run the check option function, the POS automatically 
switches the status of all held menu items (associated with the specified courses) 
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from “H” (Hold) to “F” (Fire). When you send the check, the POS will send the 
items you have set to fire.  

 

Parameters: The check option function has an Include list and an Exclude list 
that allow you to select which prep types the check option function should hold. If 
you add a prep type to the Include list, the check option function will hold items 
associated with that prep type. The check option function will not hold items 
associated with prep types in the Exclude list. 

To move a course from the Exclude list to the Include list, select the course and 
then click . To exclude a course from the Include list, select the course and click 

. To include all courses in the Include list, click . To exclude all courses from 
the Include list, click .  

Fire Holds by Type 

Intended Use: The Fire Holds by Type check option function allows you to send 
one or more “held” menu items on the current check, if they are associated with a 
specific prep type. If you used the Select Hold Items check option function to “hold” 
one or more menu items on the check, you can use the Fire Holds by Type check 
option function to fire them (that is, send them to their prep printers). You can set the 
check option function to only select held menu items from one or more prep types. 
When you run the check option function, the POS automatically switches the status 
of all held menu items (associated with the specified prep types) from “H” (Hold) to 
“F” (Fire). When you send the check, the POS will send the items you have set to 
fire. 

Parameters: The check option function has an Include list and an Exclude list 
that allow you to select which prep types the check option function should hold. If 
you add a prep type to the Include list, the check option function will hold items 
associated with that prep type. The check option function will not hold items 
associated with prep types in the Exclude list. 
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Force Delivery 

Intended Use: When you run the Force Delivery check option function, the POS 
designates the current check as a delivery order. If the site uses delivery zones and 
the customer assigned to the check is not already associated with a delivery zone, the 
program will prompt you to select a zone for the customer. 

Forced Separate Checks 

Intended Use: The Forced Separate Checks check option function forces servers to 
assign a person number to each item they add to a check. When you run the check 
option function, the POS allows you to split the check between multiple customers as 
you order items. After you run the check option, if you add a menu item to an order, 
the POS displays a list of person numbers as buttons in the Selection panel. If you 
tap a person number button, the POS adds the menu item to the check and associates 
the item with the person number you selected.  

The Forced Separate Checks check option function is not retroactive. If you order 
menu items before running the Forced Separate Checks check option function, the 
POS will not prompt you to select person numbers for those items. To assign person 
numbers to existing menu items, use the Edit/Display PN check option function. 

Frequent Diner Status Report 

Intended Use: If the check is associated with a frequent dining customer, the 
Frequent Diner Status Report check option function displays a status report 
containing information on the customer’s account (such as the customer’s current 
reward point or reward credit total). When you run the function, the POS displays the 
status report in the Display panel. (If necessary, you can print a copy of the status 
report by tapping Print in the Command panel.) 
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Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list of status report 
layouts. From this list, you can select the layout of the status report that the POS 
should display when you run the check option function. This list includes all of the 
status report layouts that you have created in the Status Report Layout window (in 
the Frequent Diner/Delivery program). 

 

Get Gift Certificate Balance 

Intended Use: The Get Gift Certificate Balance check option function allows you 
to review the balance of an existing gift certificate. When you run the Gift Certificate 
Recharge check option function, the POS displays a keypad prompting you to enter 
the gift certificate’s ID number. Type the gift certificate’s ID number, then tap 
Enter. The POS will then either print or display a brief report that includes the gift 
certificate’s current balance, along with the activation date, expiration date, and other 
details. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a list that allows you to specify which 
verification mode the POS should use when verifying a gift certificate’s balance. If 
you select All Verification Modes, the POS will display all valid verification 
modes as buttons in the Selection panel, allowing you to manually select the card's 
appropriate verification mode. The second parameter is a list that allows you to set 
how the POS displays the gift certificate information. If you select Print Slip, the 
POS will print the gift certificate report. If you select Show on the screen, the 
POS will display the gift certificate report in the Display panel. (You can still print 
the displayed report, if necessary.) 
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Gift Certificate Recharge 

Intended Use: The Gift Certificate Recharge check option function allows you to 
add credit to an existing gift certificate. When you run the Gift Certificate Recharge 
check option function, the POS displays a window of gift certificate types as buttons 
in the Selection panel. Tap the button that represents the type of gift certificate you 
are recharging. The POS will display a keypad prompting you to enter a value 
amount. Type the value that you want to add to the gift certificate, then tap Enter. 
The POS will then display a keypad prompting you to enter the gift certificate’s ID 
number. Type the gift certificate’s ID number, then tap Enter. The POS will return 
to the order screen and add the gift certificate recharge as an item on the check. 

Parameters: The Gift Certificates Recharge check option function has one 
parameter, a list of gift certificate windows. The list includes all of the gift certificate 
windows you have created in the Gift Certificate Window Maintenance window (in 
the Setup program). If you select a gift certificate window in the list, the POS will 
display that gift certificate window when you run the check option function. If you 
select All Gift Certificates, the POS will display a window containing all of the gift 
certificate types you have created in the Gift Certificate Definition Maintenance 
window (also in the Setup program). 

Gift Certificates 

Intended Use: The Gift Certificates check option function allows you to sell a gift 
certificate at the POS. More specifically, it allows you to access a window of gift 
certificates, from which you can select a gift certificate to add to the check. When 
you run the Gift Certificate check option function, the POS displays a gift certificate 
window. To add a gift certificate to the check, tap the appropriate gift certificate 
button in the Selection panel. The POS will add the gift certificate to the customer’s 
check. 
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Parameters: The Gift Certificates check option function has one parameter, a list 
of gift certificate windows. The list includes all of the gift certificate windows you 
have created in the Gift Certificate Window Maintenance window (in the Setup 
program). If you select a gift certificate window in the list, the POS will display that 
gift certificate window when you run the check option function. If you select All Gift 
Certificates, the POS will display a window containing all of the gift certificate types 
you have created in the Gift Certificate Definition Maintenance window (also in the 
Setup program). (Most smaller restaurants use the All Gift Certificates setting 
because they do not need more than one window of gift certificates.) 

 

Instructions 

Intended Use: The Instructions check option function allows you to enter any 
special preparation instructions for menu items. Typically, you will use this check 
option function if you cannot use forced or unforced modifiers to describe the special 
instructions. 

Parameters: The first parameter of the Instructions check option function allows 
you to select either Last Main Item or Select Item. If you click Last Main Item, 
the POS will apply the instructions to the last menu item on the check automatically. 
If you click Select Item, the POS will prompt the staff member to choose the 
appropriate item on the check and then apply the instructions. 
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Interrupt Check  

Intended Use: The Interrupt Check check option function allows you to interrupt 
the current check and open a second check, without closing the first check. When 
you run the Interrupt Check function, the POS displays the Table Access screen and 
allows you to open a second check. After you send the orders on the second check, 
the POS automatically returns to the interrupted check and allows you order more 
items. When you interrupt a check, the POS immediately sends the items already on 
the check to the prep printers. 

Item Out List 

Intended Use: The Item Out List check option function displays the Item Out List. 
You cannot use this check option function to change the contents of the Item Out 
List. 

Load Window of Check Options 

Intended Use: The Load Window of check options check option function opens a 
preset window of check options. 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list of check option 
windows. In this list, you can select the window of check options that you want the 
function to open at the POS. The parameter list includes all of the check option 
windows you have created in the Window of Check Options Maintenance window. 
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Manual Alarms 

Intended Use: The Manual Alarms check option function allows you to activate 
alarms manually at the POS. When you select the Manual Alarms check option, the 
POS displays a list of table alarms associated with profiles that do not meet the 
conditions of the current check. Tap any of these table alarms to activate it. To 
deactivate a manual alarm, select the appropriate table and tap Clear. Unlike 
automated table alarms, you can apply a manual alarm to a table more than once. 
After you clear a manual alarm, you can activate it for that table again. 

Modifier 

Intended Use: The Modifier check option function allows you to apply an optional 
modifier to a menu item. When you run the check option function, the POS displays 
the POS Modifier window associated with the prep type of the selected menu item. 

Parameters: The Modifier check option function has one parameter, a list that 
allows you to set how the function selects a menu item to modify. If you select Last 
Main Item, the POS will automatically select the last menu item on the check. If 
you click Select Item, the POS will prompt you to select an item on the check. 

 

Move Orders 

Intended Use: The Move Orders check option function allows you to move one or 
more orders from an open check to the check you are currently in. When you run the 
check option function, the POS program will display a list of open checks (as buttons 
on the Selection panel). Select the check that contains the orders you want to move, 
then tap Select Orders. The POS will display the orders in the selected check in 
the Display panel. Select the order you want to move, then tap Mark. You can mark 
multiple orders. When you have marked all of the orders you want to move, tap Exit. 
The POS program will display the open check with the orders that you have added. 
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None 

Intended Use: The None check option function allows you to create a blank space 
in a check option window, or you can use it to remove one of the check option 
functions from a check option. 

Order By PLU 

Intended Use: The Order By PLU check option function allows you to add a menu 
item with a specific PLU number to the check. You can set the check option function 
to either prompt you for a PLU number or to automatically add an item with a 
specific PLU number. 

Parameters: The Order By PLU check option function has one parameter, a box 
that allows you to set the function to automatically add a specific menu item to the 
check. If you type a PLU number in the parameter box, the program will 
automatically add the menu item with that PLU number to the check. If you clear the 
parameter box, the POS will display a keypad and allow you to manually type the 
PLU number of the item you want to add. 

 

 

Page Check Pager 

Intended Use: If the site uses the Long Range Systems pager system, you can use 
the Page Check Pager check option function to fire a pager that you have assigned to 
a check. You can run this check option function to inform the customer that the order 
is ready.  
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Pivot Ordering 

Intended Use: The Pivot Ordering check option function increases the person 
number (by an increment of one) assigned to newly ordered items.  

For instance, you might be taking orders for a check with two covers. When you 
finish adding menu items to the check for person number “1”, you could run the 
Pivot Ordering check option function. Then, when you add menu items to the check, 
the POS will assign them to person number “2”.  

Most often, you will use this in banquet situations where your operation uses runners 
and the staff members have a standard for identifying the person number at any 
given table (for example, person number one might be the one closest to the north 
wall and increase the person number going clockwise). 

PMS Inquiry 

Intended Use: If your restaurant uses the Property Management System (PMS), 
you can use the PMS Inquiry check option function to access a remote PMS system 
(for example, the front desk of a hotel) to verify a customer’s account. If you run the 
check option function, the POS displays the Enter Room Number keypad. If you type 
a customer’s room number and tap Enter, the POS will access the PMS database and 
display the names of the customers who have booked the room. (To use a customer’s 
name from a PMS account as a check name, you can create a PMS receipt type and 
set it to use the PMS Inquiry verification mode.) 

Post Authorize 

Intended Use: The Post Authorize check option function allows you to associate a 
credit card transaction with an authorization number. If you run the Post Authorize 
check option function and then pay the check with a credit card, the POS will prompt 
you for an authorization number in addition to the other credit card information. 

The Post Authorize check option function can be useful when the restaurant suffers a 
connection problem. If, for whatever reason, the POS is unable to connect with the 
credit card clearinghouse to authorize a customer’s credit card, you can call the 
clearinghouse and ask them to authorize the card. Typically, if a clearinghouse 
manually authorizes a card, they will provide you with an authorization number. 
Later, when you pay the check, you can run the Post Authorize check option function 
and, when the POS prompts you for an authorization number, you can enter the 
number provided by the clearinghouse. 
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Pre Authorize 

Intended Use: The Pre Authorize check option function allows you to authorize 
(as opposed to verify) a credit card transaction for a predetermined amount. Later, 
when you pay the check, the POS can use that authorization to finalize the 
verification. 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a box that allows you to 
set the maximum amount to pre-authorize. If you clear this box (or set it to “0”), the 
POS will prompt you to enter the pre-authorization amount when you run the 
function. 

 

Prep Instruction 

Intended Use: The Prep Instruction check option function displays the information 
that you entered in the Prep Instr tab on the Menu Item Maintenance window on 
the Display panel. 

Print CD Slip 

Intended Use: The Print CD Slip check option function allows you to print a 
second authorization slip for either a credit card or gift card transaction.  

Qty by Position 

Intended Use: The Qty by Position check option allows you to add a menu item to 
multiple other person numbers simultaneously. In an open check, if you select an 
item and then run the Qty by Position check option, the POS displays a list of person 
numbers as buttons in the Selection panel. If you select one or more of the Person 
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Number buttons, then tap Done in the Command panel, the POS will add a duplicate 
of the original menu item, including all modifiers, to each person number you 
selected. (You can only run the Qty by Position check option when the check is in 
Review mode.)  

Quantity Mode 

Intended Use: The Quantity Mode check option function changes the quantity 
mode for the check. 

Parameters: The first parameter of the Quantity Mode check option function 
allows you to select how you want to use the quantity mode for the current check. If 
you click Toggle, then the Quantity Mode check option function will turn quantity 
mode off (if the register definition has it turned on) or on (if the register definition 
has it turned off). If you click Quantity ON or Quantity OFF, then the Quantity 
Mode check option function sets the quantity mode to on or off for the check. 

 

 

Receipt Window 

Intended Use: The Receipt Window check option function allows you to associate 
a check with a receipt window other than the register's default receipt window. When 
you run the Receipt Window check option function, the POS associates the check 
with a new receipt window. Later, when you pay the check, the POS will display the 
new receipt window, rather than the register’s default receipt window.    

Parameters: The Receipts check option function has two parameters. The first 
parameter is a list of receipt windows, from which you can select the new receipt 
window that the POS should access. The list includes all of the receipt windows you 
have created in the Receipt Window Maintenance window (in the Setup program). If 
you select a receipt window in the list, the POS will display that receipt window 
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when you run the check option. If you select All Receipts, the POS will display a 
window containing all receipt types.  

The second parameter allows you to set whether the new receipt window is 
temporary or fixed. If you click Temp, then the POS will access the new receipt 
window when you pay the current check only. (When you open a new check, the 
POS will apply the register’s original default receipt window.) If you click Fixed, 
then the POS will replace the register’s original default receipt window with the new 
receipt window and access it when you pay all subsequent checks.  

 

Refund 

Intended Use: The Refund check option function allows you to add one or more 
“refund” items to a check. When you run the check option function, the POS 
displays the order screen. If you add one or more menu items to the check, each item 
will have a negative quantity (“-1”). When you finish adding refund items to the 
check, tap Finish. Later, when you pay the check, the POS will deduct the price of 
each refund item from the check’s total. 

Register Next 

Intended Use: The Register Next check option function allows you to access the 
next register definition in the current register timer without closing the current check. 
When you run the check option function, the POS loads the next register’s settings 
(such as the POS windows and price levels) without closing the check, enabling you 
to order menu items that may be unavailable in the current register. For instance, if 
you are running a “breakfast” register, you could use the Register Next check option 
function to access the upcoming “lunch” register definition and add a lunch item to a 
customer’s check. 
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Register Previous 

Intended Use: The Register Previous check option function allows you to access 
the previous register definition in the current register timer without closing the 
current check. When you run the check option function, the POS loads the previous 
register’s settings (such as the POS windows and price levels) without closing the 
check, enabling you to order menu items that may be unavailable in the current 
register. For instance, if you are running a “lunch” register, you could use the 
Register Previous check option function to access the previous “breakfast” register 
definition and add a breakfast item to a customer’s check. 

Register Reset 

Intended Use: If you run the Register Previous or Register Next check option 
function to access a register other than the current register, you can return the current 
register by running the Register Reset check option function. When you run the 
function, the POS reloads the settings of the current register. 

Reorder Item 

Intended Use: The Reorder Item check option function enables you to select and 
reorder menu items within a check. When you run the Reorder Item check option 
function, the POS lists the items in the check in the Display panel. To reorder an 
item, select the item in the Display panel, then tap Reorder Item in the Command 
panel. When you have finished reordering items, tap Exit.  

Reprint Whole Prep Ticket 

Intended Use: The Reprint Whole Prep Ticket check option function resends all of 
the items on the current to their respective prep printers. The POS will print the word 
“REPRINT” at the top of each new prep ticket.  

Seat Number 

Intended Use: When you run the Seat Number check option function, the POS will 
prompt the server to enter a numerical check name for the check. The Seat Number 
check option function can be useful in environments such as movie theaters, where 
each customer has a specific seat number. (In such environments, a server usually 
takes orders from customers while food runners serve the orders to customers.) You 
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can also set the function to require a unique seat number, which can help reduce 
errors on the part of servers.  

Parameters: The Seat Number check option function has two parameters. The first 
parameter is a box that allows you to set a minimum number of characters for check 
names entered in the POS. If you enter a number in the parameter box, the POS will 
require servers to enter that number of characters or more when entering a check 
name. For instance, if you type “5”, the POS will require servers to type at least five 
letters for each check name.  

The second parameter is a check box that sets the POS to require servers to enter a 
unique check name. If the server enters a check name that is identical to a check 
name of another open check, the POS will prompt the server to enter a new check 
name.   

 

Select Default Charge 

Intended Use: If you set the register to automatically apply a default charge to new 
checks, you can use the Select Default Charge check option function to apply a 
different default charge. (You can set a register to automatically add a charge or a 
default charge set to each new check on the Defaults tab of the Register Definition 
Maintenance window.) 

Parameters: The first parameter is a list that includes all of the charges you have 
created with the Charge Definition Maintenance window and all of the default 
charge sets you have created in the Default Charge Set Maintenance window. If you 
select a charge or a charge set, the register will automatically add the charge(s) to the 
current check.   

The second parameter allows you to set whether the new charge is temporary or 
fixed. If you click Fixed, then the POS will replace the original default charge with 
the new charge and keep the charge on the check until the check is paid. If you click 
Temp, then the POS will apply the new charge to the current check for the 
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immediate transaction, usually just before paying the check. (If you log out and then 
access the check again, the program will reapply the original default charge.)   

 

Select Default Discount 

Intended Use: If you set the register to automatically apply a default discount to 
new checks, you can use the Select Default Discount check option function to apply 
a different default discount. (You can set a register to automatically add a discount or 
a default discount set to each new check on the Defaults tab of the Register 
Definition Maintenance window.) 

Parameters: The first parameter is a list that includes all of the discounts you have 
created with the Discount Definition Maintenance window and all of the default 
discount sets you have created in the Default Discount Set Maintenance window. If 
you select a discount or a discount set, the register will automatically add the 
discount(s) to the current check.  

The second parameter allows you to set whether the new discount is temporary or 
fixed. If you click Fixed, then the POS will replace the original default discount 
with the new discount and keep the discount on the check until the check is paid. If 
you click Temp, then the POS will apply the new discount to the current check for 
the immediate transaction, usually just before paying the check. (If you log out and 
then access the check again, the program will reapply the original default discount.)   
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Select Default Tip 

Intended Use: If you set the register to automatically apply a default tip to new 
checks, you can use the Select Default Tip check option function to apply a different 
default tip. (You can set a register to automatically add a tip or a default tip set to 
each new check on the Defaults tab of the Register Definition Maintenance 
window.) 

Parameters: The first parameter is a list that includes all of the tips you have 
created with the Tip Definition Maintenance window and all of the default tip sets 
you have created in the Default Tip Set Maintenance window. If you select a tip or a 
tip set, the register will automatically add the tip(s) to the current check.  

The second parameter allows you to set whether the new tip is temporary or fixed. If 
you click Fixed, then the POS will replace the original default tip with the new tip 
and keep the tip on the check until the check is paid. If you click Temp, then the 
POS will apply the new tip to the current check for the immediate transaction, 
usually just before paying the check. (If you log out and then access the check again, 
the program will reapply the original default tip.)   
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Select Fire Holds 

Intended Use: The Select Fire Holds check option function allows you to send 
“held” menu items. If you used the Select Hold Items check option function to 
“hold” one or more menu items on the check, you can use the Select Fire Holds 
check option function to fire them (that is, send them to their prep printers). When 
you run the check option function, the POS displays the Select Fire Holds screen and 
lists all of the check’s menu items with a status of “H” (Hold) in the Display panel. 
Select a menu item, then tap Fire in the Command panel. When the POS returns to 
the order screen, it displays the items in the Display panel with a status of “F” (Fire). 
When you send the check, the POS will send the items you have set to fire. 

Parameters: The check option function has an Include list and an Exclude list, 
which allow you to select which prep types the check option function should fire. If 
you add a prep type to the Include list, the check option function will fire items 
associated with that prep type. The check option function will not fire items 
associated with prep types in the Exclude list. 

 

Select Hold Items 

Intended Use: The Select Hold Items check option function allows you to “hold” 
one or more menu items on the check. When you run the check option function, the 
POS displays the Select Hold Items screen. To set the POS to hold one or more items 
on the check, select the items in the Display panel, then tap Hold in the Command 
panel. When the POS returns to the order screen, it displays the held items in the 
Display panel with a status of “H” (Hold). When you send the check, the POS will 
send all of the items on the check except the held items. The POS will not send the 
held items to their prep printers until you fire them with the Select Fire Holds check 
option function. 

Parameters: The check option function has an Include list and an Exclude list 
that enables you to select which prep types the check option function can hold. If you 
add a prep type to the Include list, the check option function will allow you to hold 
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items associated with that prep type. The check option function will not allow you to 
hold items associated with prep types in the Exclude list. 

 

Select Holds by Course 

Intended Use: The Select Hold by Course check option function allows you to 
“hold” all of the menu items in the current order that are associated with a specific 
menu course. If you add menu items to a check and then run the check option 
function, the POS automatically sets the status of any menu item associated with a 
specific menu course to “Hold”. You can set the check option function to select 
menu items from one or more courses. When you send the check, the POS will send 
all of the items on the check except the held items. The POS will not send the held 
items to their prep printers until you fire them with the Fire Holds by Course check 
option function.  

Parameters: The check option function has an Include list and an Exclude list, 
which allow you to select which menu courses the check option function should 
hold. If you add a course to the Include list, the check option function will hold 
items associated with that menu course. The check option function will not hold 
items associated with courses in the Exclude list.  
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To move a course from the Exclude list to the Include list, select the course and 
then click . To exclude a course from the Include list, select the course and click 

. To include all courses in the Include list, click . To exclude all courses from 
the Include list, click .  

Select Holds by Type 

Intended Use: The Select Timed Holds check option function allows you to “hold” 
all of the menu items in the current order that are associated with a specific prep 
type. If you add some menu items to a check and then run the check option function, 
the POS automatically sets the status of any menu item associated with a specific 
prep type to “Hold”. You can set the check option function to select menu items 
from one or more prep types. When you send the check, the POS will send all of the 
items on the check except the held items. The POS will not send the held items to 
their prep printers until you fire them with the Select Fire Holds check option 
function. 

Parameters: The check option function has an Include list and an Exclude list, 
which allow you to select which prep types the check option function should hold. If 
you add a prep type to the Include list, the check option function will hold items 
associated with that prep type. The check option function will not hold items 
associated with prep types in the Exclude list. 

 

Select POS Window 

Intended Use: The Select POS Window check option function allows you to 
display a different POS window. In the Setup program, you must associate each 
register with a POS window, but you can use the POS Window check option 
function to change the register’s POS window manually at the POS for the current 
check. When you run the check option function, the POS will display a new preset 
POS window. 
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Parameters: The first parameter is a list that allows you to select which POS 
window the POS should display. The list includes all of the POS windows you have 
created in the POS Window Maintenance window (in the Back Office program). The 
second parameter is a list that allows you to set which panel will display the new 
POS window. If you select Speed Window 1, the POS window will display in the 
left (Display) panel. If you select Speed Window 2 or POS Window, the POS 
window will display in the right (Selection) panel. 

 

Select Prep Group 

Intended Use: The Select Prep Group check option function allows you to change 
the prep group associated with the current check. In the Setup program, you must 
associate each register with a prep group, and checks created with that register are 
associated with the register’s prep group. However, you can use the Select Prep 
Group check option function to change the register’s prep group manually at the POS 
for the current check. When you run the check option function, the POS will 
associate the current check with a new preset prep group. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a list that allows you to select which prep group 
the POS should associate with the check. The list includes all of the prep groups you 
have created in the Prep Group Maintenance window (in the Setup program). The 
second parameter allows you to select the duration of the new prep group setting. If 
you click Temp, then the POS will only associate items in the current order with the 
new prep group. (If you reopen the check and order more items, the POS will 
associate those the new items with the original prep group.) If you click Fixed, then 
the POS will associate items in the current and any future orders on the check with 
the new prep group. 
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Select Price Level 

Intended Use: The Select Price Level check option function allows you to change 
the price level for the current check. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a list that sets how the POS selects the new 
price level to apply when you run the check option function. If you select a price 
level in the list, the POS will apply that price level to the current check. If you click 
System Price, the POS will apply the default system price level (as set in the Set 
System Price window of the Back Office program). If you click Prompt, the POS 
will prompt you to select an appropriate price level. 

The second parameter allows you to set the duration of the new price level. If you 
click Temp, then the POS will apply the new price level only to the menu items in 
the current order. If you click Fixed, then the POS will apply the new price level to 
any menu items you add to the check. 
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Select Profit Center 

Intended Use: The Select Profit Center check option function allows you to 
change the profit center associated with the current check. In the Setup program, you 
must associate each register with a profit center, and checks created with that register 
are associated with the register’s profit center. However, you can use the Select 
Profit Center check option function to change the register’s profit center manually at 
the POS for the current check.  

Depending on how you have set its parameters, the Select Profit Center check option 
function will either automatically associate the current check with a new profit center 
or list all available profit centers as buttons in the Selection panel, allowing you to 
select the appropriate new profit center. Select the profit center you want to associate 
with the check, then tap Change. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a list that allows you to select which profit 
center the POS should associate with the check. The list includes all of the profit 
centers you have created in the Profit Center Maintenance window (in the Setup 
program). If you select Prompt in the first parameter list, the POS will prompt you 
to select a profit center when you run the check option function.   

The second parameter allows you to select the duration of the new profit center. If 
you click Temp, then the POS will only associate items in the current order with the 
new profit center. (If you reopen the check and order more items, the POS will 
associate those the new items with the original profit center.) If you click Fixed, 
then the POS will associate items in the current and any future orders on the check 
with the new profit center. If you click Retroactive, then the profit center will 
associate all items on the check with the new profit center, including any items you 
have already ordered and sent. 
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Select Set Time Holds 

Intended Use: The Select Set Time Holds check option function allows you to 
“hold” one or more menu items on the check until a specific time of day. Depending 
on how you set the function’s first parameter, the POS will either list the available 
items in the Display panel or display the Enter Time keypad when you run the check 
option function. If the POS displays the Enter Time keypad, enter the time of day (in 
military time) when you want the POS to send the held items to the prep printers. 
When you tap Enter, the POS lists the available items in the Display panel.  

To hold an item on the check, select the item in the Display panel, then tap Timer in 
the Command panel. When you have finished selecting items to hold, tap Exit. 
When the POS returns to the order screen, it displays the held items in the Display 
panel with a status of “T” (Timer). When you send the check, the POS will send all 
of the items on the check except the held items. The POS will not send the held items 
to their prep printers until the set time or day. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a box that allows you to set the time of day (in 
military time) when the POS should fire the held items to their prep printers. If you 
set the time to “00:00”, then the POS will prompt you to enter the time when you run 
the check option function.  

The second parameter is an Include list and an Exclude list that enables you to 
select which prep types the check option function can hold. If you add a prep type to 
the Include list, the check option function will allow you to hold items associated 
with that prep type. The check option function will not allow you to hold items 
associated with prep types in the Exclude list. 

 

Select Tax Table 

Intended Use: The Select Tax Table check option function allows you to change 
the tax table associated the current check. In the Setup program, you must associate 
each register with a tax table, and the POS uses that tax table to calculate the tax of 
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the items on the check. However, you can use the Select Tax Table check option 
function to change the register’s tax table manually at the POS. The POS will use the 
new tax table to calculate tax for the items on the current check. 

Depending on how you have set its parameters, the Select Tax Table check option 
function will either automatically associate the current check with a new tax table or 
list all available tax tables as buttons in the Selection panel, allowing you to select 
the appropriate new tax table. Select the tax table you want to associate with the 
check, then tap Change. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a list that allows you to select which tax table 
the POS should associate with the check. The list includes all of the tax tables you 
have created in the Tax Table Maintenance window (in the Setup program). You can 
also select Prompt in the first parameter list. If you select Prompt, the POS will 
prompt you to select a tax table when you run the check option function.   

The second parameter allows you to set the duration of the new tax table. If you click 
Temp, then the POS will apply the new tax table only to the menu items in the 
current order. If you click Fixed, then the POS will apply the new tax table to any 
menu items you add to the check. 

 

Select Timed Holds 

Intended Use: The Select Timed Holds check option function allows you to “hold” 
one or more menu items on the check for a specific number of minutes. Depending 
on how you set the function’s first parameter, the POS will either list the available 
items in the Display panel or display a keypad when you run the check option 
function. If the POS displays the Enter Time keypad, enter the number of minutes 
that the POS should wait before sending the held items to the prep printers. When 
you tap Enter, the POS lists the available items in the Display panel.  

To hold an item on the check, select the item in the Display panel, then tap Timer in 
the Command panel. When you have finished selecting items to hold, tap Exit. 
When the POS returns to the order screen, it displays the held items in the Display 
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panel with a status of “T” (Timer). When you send the check, the POS will send all 
of the items on the check except the held items. The POS will not send the held items 
to their prep printers until the set number of minutes has passed. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a box that allows you to set the number of 
minutes that the POS should wait before sending the held items to their prep printers. 
If you set the time to “0”, then the POS will prompt you to enter the number of 
minutes when you run the check option function.  

The second parameter is an Include list and an Exclude list that enables you to 
select which prep types the check option function can hold. If you add a prep type to 
the Include list, the check option function will allow you to hold items associated 
with that prep type. The check option function will not allow you to hold items 
associated with prep types in the Exclude list. 

 

Select Top Panel 

Intended Use: The Select Top Panel check option function allows you to display a 
different Top panel. In the Setup program, you must associate each register with a 
Top panel, but you can use the Select Top Panel check option function to change the 
register’s Top panel manually at the POS for the current check. When you run the 
check option function, the POS will display a new preset Top panel. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a list that allows you to select which Top panel 
the POS should display. The list includes all of the Top panels you have created in 
the Top Panel Maintenance window (in the Setup program). 
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Send & Exit 

Intended Use: When you run the Send & Exit check option function, the POS 
sends the items in an order and immediately logs the server out of the register. The 
Send & Exit check option function allows servers to bypass the Finish and Send 
buttons in the Table Service register.  

The Send & Exit check option function can be useful in coursing registers, where 
servers typically edit the courses of new items before sending the order. It can also 
be a useful addition to check options that run the Fire Holds check option functions.  

Send & Stay 

Intended Use: The Send & Stay check option function allows you to send an order 
without closing the current check. When you run the check option, the POS sends all 
of the new menu items on the check to their prep printers, but leaves the check open.  

The Send & Stay check option function can be especially useful on a Handheld POS 
when you take orders from an unusually large party. For instance, if you are taking 
orders at a table with many customers, you can fire each customer’s order before 
taking the next customer’s order. The kitchen can start preparing the first customer’s 
orders while you finish taking orders from the other customers. 

Set Authorization Slip Printer 

Intended Use: The Set Authorization Slip Printer check option function allows you 
to change the authorization slip printer for the current transaction.  

Parameters: The first parameter allows you to select one of the printer definitions 
you have created using the Printer Definition Maintenance window. 
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Set Cash Drawer Printer 

Intended Use: The Set Cash Drawer Printer check option function allows you to 
change the cash drawer for the current transaction. In the Setup program, you can set 
a register to send cash drawer information to a printer definition that represents the 
cash drawer. The check option function allows you to change the printer definition 
that receives the cash drawer information for the duration of the current check. (For 
instance, if you have two cash drawers, you could use this check option function to 
open the secondary cash drawer.) 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list of printer 
definitions. The list contains all of the printer definitions you have created in the 
Printer Definition Maintenance window (in the Setup program). In the list, select the 
new printer definition that should receive the cash drawer information. 

 

Set Cash Sale Printer 

Intended Use: The Set Cash Sale Printer check option function allows you to 
change the cash check printer for the current transaction. In the Setup program, you 
can set the register to send print jobs for quick service checks to a specific printer 
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definition. The check option function allows you to change the printer definition that 
prints the checks for the current transaction. 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list of printer 
definitions. The list contains all of the printer definitions you have created in the 
Printer Definition Maintenance window (in the Setup program). In the list, select the 
new printer definition that should print quick service checks.  

 

Set Check Pager 

Intended Use: If the site uses the Long Range Systems pager system, you can use 
the Set Check Pager check option function to assign a pager to a check. You can then 
give the pager to the customer. When the order is ready for pick up, you can use the 
Page Check Pager check option function to fire the customer’s pager.  

Set Default Payment 

Intended Use: The Set Default Payment check option function allows you to apply 
a default receipt type to an open check. When you run the check option function, the 
POS will apply the preset receipt type to the check. Later, when you pay the check, 
the POS will automatically apply the check's total to the default receipt type.   

Parameters: The Set Default Payment check option function has one parameter, a 
list of receipt types. In this list, you can select the default receipt type that the check 
option function should apply to the open check. 
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Set Delivery Time 

Intended Use: The Set Delivery Time check option function allows you to 
associate a delivery order with an estimated delivery time. When you create a 
delivery order, you can use the check option to assign an estimated amount of time 
required to deliver the order. Depending on how you set the function’s parameters, 
when you run the check option function, the POS will either automatically associate 
the order with a preset delivery time or it will prompt you with a keypad to enter an 
appropriate delivery time (in minutes).   

You can use this check option function with the @{TIME_DELIVERY} token to 
add an estimated delivery time to each order’s prep ticket or delivery label. If you 
use the Set Delivery Time function to set an order’s estimated delivery time, the 
@{TIME_DELIVERY} token will insert that time into the order’s prep ticket or 
delivery label layout. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a box that allows you to set the duration of the 
delivery time in minutes that the POS should apply to a check. The second parameter 
is a list that allows you to set the check option to either automatically apply the 
duration from the first parameter or to prompt you for a duration when you run it. If 
you select No Prompt, the POS will automatically apply the duration you set in the 
first parameter. If you select Prompt, the POS will display a keypad and allow you 
to enter the duration. (The keypad will display the first parameter’s duration as the 
default.) 
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Set Pole Display Printer 

Intended Use: The Set Pole Display Printer check option function allows you to 
change the pole display for the current transaction. In the Setup program, you can set 
a register to send pole display information to a printer definition that represents the 
pole display. The check option function allows you to change the printer definition 
that receives the pole display information for the current transaction. 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list of printer 
definitions. The list contains all of the printer definitions you have created in the 
Printer Definition Maintenance window (in the Setup program). In the list, select the 
new printer definition that should receive the pole display information. 

 

Set Quantity 

Intended Use: The Set Quantity check option function allows you to set the 
quantity of a menu item on the current check. You can set the check option function 
to set the quantity of an item you have just ordered or are about to order. You can 
also set the check option function to either automatically apply a preset quantity or to 
prompt you for a quantity at the POS. 
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Parameters: The first parameter is a box that allows you to set the new quantity 
that the POS should apply to the selected item. If you type a number in the first 
parameter box, then the POS will apply that quantity to the selected menu item when 
you run the check option function. If you type “0” in the first parameter box, the 
POS will prompt you to enter the quantity.  

The second parameter is a list that allows you to set how the check option selects a 
menu item. If you select Next Item, then the check option function will apply the 
new quantity to the next item you add to the check. If you select Last Item, then the 
check option function will apply the new quantity to the last item on the check. 

 

Set Receipt Printer 

Intended Use: The Set Receipt Printer check option function allows you to change 
the receipts printer for the current transaction. In the Setup program, you can set the 
register to send print jobs for receipts to a specific printer definition. The check 
option function allows you to change the printer definition that prints receipts for the 
current transaction. 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list of printer 
definitions. The list contains all of the printer definitions you have created in the 
Printer Definition Maintenance window (in the Setup program). In the list, select the 
new printer definition that should print receipts. 
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Set Report Printer 

Intended Use: The Set Report Printer check option function allows you to change 
the reports printer for the current transaction. In the Setup program, you can set the 
register to send print jobs for reports to a specific printer definition. The check option 
function allows you to change the printer definition that prints reports for the current 
transaction.  

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list of printer 
definitions. The list contains all of the printer definitions you have created in the 
Printer Definition Maintenance window (in the Setup program). In the list, select the 
new printer definition that should print reports. 

 

Set Security Printer 

Intended Use: The Set Security Printer check option function allows you to change 
the security printer for the current transaction. In the Setup program, you can set the 
register to send print jobs for security reports to a specific printer definition. The 
check option function allows you to change the printer definition that prints security 
reports for the current transaction. 
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Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list of printer 
definitions. The list contains all of the printer definitions you have created in the 
Printer Definition Maintenance window (in the Setup program). In the list, select the 
new printer definition that should print security reports. 

 

Set Tab Printer 

Intended Use: The Set Tab Printer check option function allows you to change the 
tab check printer for the current transaction. In the Setup program, you can set the 
register to send tab checks to a specific printer definition. The check option function 
allows you to change the printer definition that prints tab checks for the current 
transaction. 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a list of printer 
definitions. The list contains all of the printer definitions you have created in the 
Printer Definition Maintenance window (in the Setup program). In the list, select the 
new printer definition that should print tab checks. 
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Set Time Holds by Course 

Intended Use: The Set Time Holds by Course check option function automatically 
“holds” all of the menu items associated with a specific menu course in the current 
order until a specific time of day. If you add some menu items to a check and then 
run the check option function, the POS automatically sets the status of any menu 
item associated with a specific menu course to “Hold”. The POS will not send the 
held items to their prep printers until a specified time of day. 

You can set the check option function to hold items until a specified time of day, or 
you can set it to prompt you for a time when you run the check option function at the 
POS. If you set the check option function to prompt for a time, the POS will display 
a keypad when you run the check option function. In the keypad, enter the time when 
the POS should send the held items to the prep printers.  

You can set the check option function to select menu items from one or more menu 
courses. When you send the check, the POS will send all of the items on the check 
except the held items. The POS will not send the held items to their prep printers 
until the specified time.  

Parameters: The first parameter is a box that allows you to set the time of day 
when the POS should send the held items to their prep printers. If you set the time to 
“00:00”, then the POS will prompt you to enter the number of minutes when you run 
the check option function. 

The second parameter is a pair of lists, an Include list and an Exclude list, that 
allow you to select which menu courses the program should hold. To move a course 
from the Exclude list to the Include list, select the course and then click . To 
exclude a course from the Include list, select the course and then click . To 
include all courses in the Include list, click . To exclude all courses from the 
Include list, click . 

When you run this check option at the POS it will display all the courses that you 
included in the Include list as buttons on the Selection panel. You can tap these 
buttons to select the desired courses and put them on hold. If you set the time in the 
first parameter box to zero, then the program will display the number pad for you to 
enter the number of minutes to put the items on hold.   
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Set Time Holds by Type 

Intended Use: The Set Time Holds by Type check option function automatically 
“holds” all of the menu items associated with a specific prep type in the current order 
until a specific time of day. If you add some menu items to a check and then run the 
check option function, the POS automatically sets the status of any menu item 
associated with a specific prep type to “Hold”. The POS will not send the held items 
to their prep printers until a specified time of day.  

You can set the check option function to hold items until a specified time of day, or 
you can set it to prompt you for a time when you run the check option function at the 
POS. If you set the check option function to prompt for a time, the POS will display 
a keypad when you run the check option function. In the keypad, enter the time when 
the POS should send the held items to the prep printers.   

You can set the check option function to select menu items from one or more prep 
types. When you send the check, the POS will send all of the items on the check 
except the held items. The POS will not send the held items to their prep printers 
until the specified time. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a box that allows you to set the time of day 
when the POS should send the held items to their prep printers. If you set the time to 
“00:00”, then the POS will prompt you to enter the number of minutes when you run 
the check option function. 

The second parameter is a pair of lists, an Include list and an Exclude list, that 
allow you to select which prep types the check option function should hold. To move 
a prep type from the Exclude list to the Include list, select the prep type and then 
click . To exclude a prep type from the Include list, select the prep type and then 
click . To include all prep types in the Include list, click . To exclude all prep 
types from the Include list, click . When you run this check option at the POS, it 
will hold all items associated with the prep types in the Include list. 
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Show Menu Item Picture 

Intended Use: The Show Menu Item Picture check option function allows you to 
view a picture of a menu item. In the Menu Item Maintenance window, on the 
Picture tab, you can associate a menu item record with a graphic file, such as a 
photograph of the actual menu item. If you run the Show Menu Item Picture check 
option function, the POS displays the graphic file (if any) associated with the last 
menu item on the check. 

Special Item 

Intended Use: The Special Item check option function allows you to place an 
order for a special item that is not on the menu. If a customer orders an atypical item 
that does not exist on the menu, you can use the Special Item check option function 
to “create” the item and add it to the customer’s check. When you run the check 
option function, the POS displays a keypad, prompting you to type a descriptive 
name for the special item. After you type a name and tap Enter, the POS displays 
the Special Item Price keypad, prompting you to enter a price for the item. After you 
type a price and tap Enter, the POS displays a list of prep types as buttons in the 
Selection panel. To associate the item with an appropriate prep type, tap the prep 
type button in the Selection panel. The POS then displays a list of sales types as 
buttons in the Selection panel. To associate the item with an appropriate sales type, 
tap the sales type button in the Selection panel. The POS then displays a list of tax 
rates as buttons in the Selection panel. To associate the item with an appropriate tax 
rate, tap the tax rate button in the Selection panel, then tap Save. The POS will 
return to the order screen and add the new special item to the check. 
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Split an Item 

Intended Use: The Split an Item check option function allows you to split a menu 
item on the current check between two or more customers. When you run the check 
option function, the POS lists all of the check’s menu items in the Display panel. To 
split an item, select the item in the Display panel, then tap Split in the Command 
panel. The POS will then display a list of person number buttons in the Selection 
panel. Select the person number buttons of the customers who are splitting the item, 
then tap Done in the Command panel. The POS will split the item between the 
selected customers. 

Split Check 

Intended Use: The Split Check check option function allows you to split a check 
evenly between two or more persons by splitting every item on the check at one 
time. (Unlike the Edit/Display PN check option function, which allows you to split a 
check by associating whole menu items with specific persons, the Split Check 
function splits the check evenly by splitting each menu item on the check.) When 
you run the Split Check check option function, the POS displays 24 person number 
buttons in the Selection panel. Select two or more person number buttons in the 
Selection panel, then tap Done. The POS will split each item on the current check 
evenly between the selected persons. 

Start Hold Items 

Intended Use: The Start Hold Items check option function allows you to “hold” 
one or more menu items on the check. If you run the check option function and then 
order menu items, the POS will automatically “hold” those items. The Start Hold 
Items check option function is similar to the Select Hold Items function in that it 
allows you to select and hold items. However, the Select Hold Items function allows 
you to set items to “hold” after you add them to the check. The Start Hold Items 
function sets them to “hold” as you order them. (In the Display panel, held menu 
items display a status of “H”.) When you send the check, the POS will send all of the 
items on the check except the held items. The POS will not send the held items to 
their prep printers until you fire them with the Select Fire Holds check option 
function. 

Start Set Time Holds 

Intended Use: The Start Set Time Holds check option function allows you to 
“hold” one or more menu items on the check until a specific time of day. If you run 
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the check option function and then order menu items, the POS will automatically 
“hold” those items until a specified time.  

The Start Set Time Holds check option function is similar to the Select Set Time 
Holds function in that it allows you to select and hold items for a period of time. 
However, the Select Set Time Holds function allows you to set items to “hold” after 
you add them to the check. The Start Set Time Holds function sets them to “hold” as 
you order them.   

You can set the check option function to hold items for a preset time of day, or you 
can set it to prompt you for a time of day when you run the check option function at 
the POS. If you set the check option function to prompt for a time, the POS will 
display a keypad when you run the check option function. In the keypad, enter the 
time when the POS should send the held items to the prep printers. 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a box that allows you to 
set the time of day when the POS should send the held items to their prep printers. If 
you set the time to “00:00”, then the POS will prompt you to enter the number of 
minutes when you run the check option function. 

Start Timed Holds 

Intended Use: The Start Timed Holds check option function allows you to “hold” 
one or more menu items on the check for a specific number of minutes. If you run 
the check option function and then order menu items, the POS will automatically 
“hold” those items for a set period of time.  

The Start Time Holds check option function is similar to the Select Timed Holds 
function in that it allows you to select and hold select items for a period of time. 
However, the Select Timed Holds function allows you to set items to “hold” after 
you add them to the check. The Start Time Holds function sets them to “hold” as you 
order them.  

Depending on how you set the function’s first parameter, the POS will either list the 
available items in the Display panel or display a keypad when you run the check 
option function. If the POS displays the Enter Time keypad, enter the number of 
minutes that the POS should wait before sending the held items to the prep printers. 
When you tap Enter, the POS return to the order screen. If you add new menu items 
to the check, the POS will set each item’s status as “H” (Hold). The POS will not 
send the held items to their prep printers until the set number of minutes has passed. 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter, a box that allows you to 
set the number of minutes that the POS should wait before sending the held items to 
their prep printers. If you set the time to “0”, then the POS will prompt you to enter 
the number of minutes when you run the check option function. 
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Substitute Staff 

Intended Use: The Substitute Staff check option function allows you to associate 
the current check with another substitute staff member. When you run the check 
option function, the POS displays the name and staff ID of the staff member 
currently associated with the check. If you tap Change in the Command panel, the 
POS displays a keypad prompting you to enter the staff ID of the substitute staff 
member. If you type a staff ID in the keypad and tap Enter, the POS will display the 
name and staff ID of the substitute staff member in the Display panel. If you tap 
Accept in the Command panel, the POS will assign the check to the substitute staff 
member. 

Suggested Profile 

Intended Use: The Suggested Profile check option function displays the sales 
prompt message that you typed in the Prompt box on the Main tab of the Suggested 
Sale Maintenance window. If the staff member taps Yes to the sales prompt, then 
the POS will display the POS window (with its menu items) that you identified from 
the POS Window list on the Suggested Sale Maintenance window. 

Parameters: The check option has one parameter, a list that allows you to set 
which suggested sale set the check option runs. 

 

Suspend Orders 

Intended Use: The Suspend Orders check option function allows you to log out 
without closing the current check. If you run the Suspend Orders check option 
function, the POS logs you out and displays the Log In screen. when you log back in, 
the POS will return the suspended check and allow you to finish placing orders. 
When you suspend a check, the POS does not send the existing items on the check to 
their prep printers. 
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Tax Exempt 

Intended Use: The Tax Exempt check option function changes the tax-exempt 
status of the current check. You can set the check option function to either apply tax-
exempt status to the check or remove tax-exempt status from the check. If you apply 
tax-exempt status to a check, the POS will not apply taxes to the check’s menu items. 
If you remove tax-exempt status from a check, the POS will apply taxes to the 
check’s menu items. 

Parameters: The check option function has one parameter that allows you to set 
the function to either apply or remove the check’s tax-exempt status. If you click 
Set, the function will apply tax-exempt status to the check. If you click Clear, the 
function will remove tax exempt status from the check. 

 

Time Holds by Course 

Intended Use: The Time Holds by Course check option function automatically 
“holds” all of the menu items associated with a specific menu course in the current 
order for a specific number of minutes. If you add menu items to a check and then 
run the check option function, the POS automatically sets the status of any menu 
item associated with a specific menu course to “Hold”. The POS will not send the 
held items to their prep printers until a set period time.  

You can set the check option function to hold items for a preset duration of time, or 
you can set it to prompt you for a duration when you run the check option function at 
the POS. If you set the check option function to prompt for a duration, the POS will 
display a keypad when you run the check option function. In the keypad, enter the 
number of minutes that the POS should wait before sending the held items to the 
prep printers.   

You can set the check option function to select menu items from one or more prep 
types. When you send the check, the POS will send all of the items on the check 
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except the held items. The POS will not send the held items to their prep printers 
until you fire them with the Fire Holds by Course check option function. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a box that allows you to set the number of 
minutes that the POS should wait before sending the held items to their prep printers. 
If you set the time to “0”, then the POS will prompt you to enter the number of 
minutes when you run the check option function. 

The second parameter is a pair of lists, an Include list and an Exclude list, that 
allow you to select which menu courses the check option function should hold. If 
you add a menu course to the Include list, the check option function will hold items 
associated with that menu course. The check option function will not hold items 
associated with menu courses in the Exclude list. 

 

To move a course from the Exclude list to the Include list, select the course and 
then click . To exclude a course from the Include list, select the course and click 

. To include all courses in the Include list, click . To exclude all courses from 
the Include list, click .  

Time Holds by Type 

Intended Use: The Time Holds by Type check option function automatically 
“holds” all of the menu items associated with a specific prep type in the current order 
for a specific number of minutes. If you add some menu items to a check and then 
run the check option function, the POS automatically sets the status of any menu 
item associated with a specific prep type to “Hold”. The POS will not send the held 
items to their prep printers until a set period time.  

You can set the check option function to hold items for a preset duration of time, or 
you can set it to prompt you for a duration when you run the check option function at 
the POS. If you set the check option function to prompt for a duration, the POS will 
display a keypad when you run the check option function. In the keypad, enter the 
number of minutes that the POS should wait before sending the held items to the 
prep printers.   
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You can set the check option function to select menu items from one or more prep 
types. When you send the check, the POS will send all of the items on the check 
except the held items. The POS will not send the held items to their prep printers 
until you fire them with the Select Fire Holds check option function. 

Parameters: The first parameter is a box that allows you to set the number of 
minutes that the POS should wait before sending the held items to their prep printers. 
If you set the time to “0”, then the POS will prompt you to enter the number of 
minutes when you run the check option function. 

The second parameter is a pair of lists, an Include list and an Exclude list, that 
allow you to select which prep types the check option function should hold. If you 
add a prep type to the Include list, the check option function will hold items 
associated with that prep type. The check option function will not hold items 
associated with prep types in the Exclude list. 

 

Time Pricing Remove Stop 

Intended Use: The Timed Pricing Undo Stop check option function allows you to 
resume charging for a time priced item. If you have added a time priced item to a 
customer’s check and started charging for the item (by running the Time Pricing 
Start check option function), and then you stopped charging for the item (by running 
the Time Pricing Stop check option function), you can resume charging for the item 
by running the Timed Pricing Undo Stop check option function.   

For instance, a customer might rent a pool table (a time priced item) and play for an 
hour. Afterwards, the customer might want to stop playing and order a beer. But after 
drinking the beer, the customer might want to rent the pool table again. Since the 
timed item (the pool table) is still on the customer’s open check, you can simply run 
the Timed Pricing Undo Stop check option function to resume charging for the item. 
The POS will add the new charges to the item’s previous charge. 
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Time Pricing Start 

Intended Use: The Time Pricing Start check option function allows you to begin 
charging for a time priced item. You can add a time priced item to a customer’s 
check, but the POS will not start charging for the item until you run the Timed 
Pricing Start check option function. 

Time Pricing Stop 

Intended Use: The Time Pricing Stop check option function allows you to stop the 
POS from charging for a time priced item without closing the check. If you have 
added a time priced item to a customer’s check and started charging for the item (by 
running the Time Pricing Start check option function), you can run the Time Pricing 
Stop check option function to stop charging for the item. To resume charging for the 
item, run the Timed Pricing Undo Stop check option function.   

For instance, a customer might rent a pool table (a time priced item) and play for an 
hour. Afterwards, the customer might want to stop playing and order a beer. In such 
a case, you could open the customer’s check, run the Time Pricing Stop check option 
function to stop the POS from charging for the pool table, and then order the beer. 
Later, the customer will pay for both the hour of pool table use and the beer. 

Tips 

Intended Use: The Tips check option function allows you to add a tip to a check. 
More specifically, it allows you to access a window of tips, from which you can 
select a tip to add to the check. When you run the Tips check option function, the 
POS displays a tips window. To add a tip to a check, tap the appropriate tip button in 
the Selection panel. 

Parameters: The Tips check option function has one parameter, a list of tips 
windows. The list includes all of the tips windows you have created in the Tips 
Window Maintenance window (in the Setup program). If you select a tips window in 
the list, the POS will display that tips window when you run the check option 
function. If you select All Tips, the POS will display a window containing all of the 
tip types you have created in the Tip Definition Maintenance window (also in the 
Setup program). (Smaller restaurants usually use the All Tips setting because they do 
not need more than one window of tips.) 
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Transfer from Waitlist 

Intended Use: The Transfer From Waitlist check option function allows a staff 
member (such as a bartender) to transfer a customer from the wait list to a tab. For 
instance, a bartender may use this option when a customer who is on the wait list 
goes to the bar to have a drink and then decides to stay at the bar for dinner. Using 
this check option, the bartender may access the customer’s check in the wait list and 
then transfer it to the bar by running the Transfer From Waitlist check option 
function. The bartender can access the customer’s check by tapping Tab on the 
Command panel and then search for the customer’s name. The bartender must tap 
Name Search and enter the first one or two letters of the customer’s name. The 
POS program will display all the checks from the wait list with names that start with 
the same letters. The bartender must tap the button representing the appropriate 
customer and transfer the check to the bar. After that, the program treats the 
customer as “seated” and removes the check from the wait list. 

Tray Count 

Intended Use: When you run the Tray Count check option function, the POS 
counts the total number of new items on a customer’s check and displays the total in 
the Display panel. It only counts new items and does not include items that you have 
already sent. In cafeteria environments, cashiers can use the Tray Count check option 
function to verify the number of items on each customer’s tray. 
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Turn Off Alarm 

Intended Use: If the current check has table alarms running, you can use the Turn 
Off Alarm check option function to disable them. The Turn Off Alarm check option 
function opens the Table Management Alarms window. The POS lists all alarms 
currently running in the Display panel. The POS also lists the active alarms as 
buttons in the Selection panel. To disable an alarm, tap the alarm’s button in the 
Selection panel.  

If you tap Show All, the Selection panel will display all alarm buttons in the 
Selection panel, even buttons for inactive alarms. (If you tap Show Current, the 
Selection panel will only display buttons for active alarms in the Selection panel.) If 
you tap Reset, the POS will reset all of the active alarms. 

Unsplit Items 

Intended Use: When you run the Unsplit Items check option function, the POS 
unsplits all split items currently on the check (including items split by either the Split 
Check or the Split an Item check option functions). You can only use this function to 
unsplit items that have not been sent to the prep printers.    
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UPC Manual Entry 

Intended Use: The UPC Manual Entry check option function allows you to type a 
menu item’s UPC bar code at the POS. That is, if the POS’s scanner cannot read a 
UPC barcode on an item’s label, you can run the UPC Manual Entry check option 
function. The POS will then display a keypad, allowing you to type the UPC number 
manually. 

Upsize 

Intended Use: The Upsize check option function allows you to replace a menu 
item on the check with its upsize item. In the Back Office program, you can associate 
a menu item with a upsize item, which is usually a larger version or portion of the 
same item. For instance, you might create a “medium sized” combo meal menu item 
(which includes a medium order of french fries and a medium drink), and associate it 
with a “large sized” combo meal item (which includes a large order of fries and a 
large drink). When you run the check option function, the POS will either 
automatically replace the last menu item on the check with its upsize item or allow 
you to select a menu item to replace (depending on how you set the function’s 
parameter). You can associate a menu item with an upsize item on the Misc tab of 
the Menu Item Maintenance window. 

Parameters: The Upsize check option function has one parameter, a list that 
determines how the POS selects which menu item on the check to upsize. If you 
click Item, when you run the check option function, the POS will automatically 
select the last menu item on the check and replace it with its upsize item. If you click 
Select, when you run the check option function, the POS will allow you to 
manually select the item you want to upsize. To upsize an item, select the item in the 
Display panel, then tap Select (More). The POS will replace the selected item with 
its upsize item. 
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Miscellaneous Functions 

Overview 

Digital Dining allows you to apply different security levels to different functions at 
the POS. By applying security levels to different functions, you can allow staff 
members to perform certain common functions at the POS while requiring a 
manager’s password for other (more sensitive) functions. You can apply security 
levels to POS functions in the Misc Function Maintenance window.  

Accounts Receivable Operations 

The following functions are involved in performing Accounts Receivable 
transactions.   

Add A/R Account 

If you set the POS program to allow staff members to create new A/R accounts, you 
can set the POS to require a manager’s password to use this feature. 

Account Credit Limit 

If you set an Account Credit Limit in the A/R Account Maintenance window, the 
program will require a manager’s ID and password when an employee tries to use 
the account at the POS.  

Limited Account 

If you select the Limit Use check box in the A/R Account Maintenance window, the 
program will require a manager’s ID and password when you use the account at the 
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POS. This feature allows you to control, which staff members can access the 
account, based on their associated security positions. 

Manually Select Account 

If a staff member tries to manually enter an A/R account by number or by member 
name, you can set the program to require a password from the staff member to 
complete the entry. 

Transfer Account Balance 

If a staff member tries to do a paid in transaction from one A/R account to another, 
you can set the program to require a password to finish the transaction. 

Credit Card Functions 

The following functions are involved in performing credit card transactions.  

Credit Card Approval Number 

If a staff member tries to enter a approval number for a post-authorized credit card 
transaction, you can set the program to require a password.  

Do Multiple Verifications 

If a staff member tries to swipe a credit card more than once, you can set the 
program to require a password. By requiring a password, you can encourage staff 
members to swipe the card just once. Also, you can prevent multiple holds on 
customer credit cards causing exceeded limits messages at other stores. 

Exceed Preauthorized Limit  

If the Cashier has credit card at time of payment check box in the Credit 
Card Server Configuration window is unchecked, and the preauthorized amount is 
exceeded, then a prompt for password appears. 
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Lose Verification Status 

If a server tries to adjust a check after a credit card has been verified, you can set the 
system to require a password informing the user that they will lose the verification if 
they continue.  

Manually Enter Credit Card 

If a staff member tries to manually enter a credit card number, you can set the 
program to require a password. By requiring a password, you can encourage staff 
members to use the card swipe whenever possible. 

Pay Less Than Verified 

If a staff member verifies a credit card for a certain amount and then pays a check 
with it, you can set the POS program to require a manager’s password if the check 
total is less than the verified amount. 

Reuse Card 

If a staff member tries to pay a check with a credit card that has already been used 
earlier that day, you can set the POS to require a password to complete the 
transaction.  

Search for Credit Card 

If a staff member runs a search for a verified credit card, you can set the program to 
request a manger’s password.   

Show Previously Verified Cards 

If you select the Hide Verified Checks check box on the Table tab of the Register 
Definition Maintenance window for the Quick Service register, the program will 
display the Hide Verified / Show Verified button on the Command panel at the 
POS. When you tap the Show Verified button, the POS will display all of the staff 
member’s checks with verified credit cards. If a staff member tries to use this 
function, you can set the program to require a manager’s password.  
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Use Previous Card 

If a staff member tries to tap the Use Previous Card button (in the Command 
panel of the POS verification screen) to apply a verified card to an open check, you 
can set the program to require a manager’s password. (The POS applies this security 
setting to verified cards, not preauthorized cards.)  

Use Previous Pre-Authorization 

If a staff member tries to tap the Use Previous Card button (in the Command 
panel of the POS verification screen) to apply a preauthorized card to an open check, 
you can set the program to require a manager’s password.  

The Use Previous Preauthorization security setting only applies to preauthorized 
cards, not verified cards. The Use Previous Card function allows you to apply a 
security setting for using a previous verified card.  

Allow Preauthorization Payment 

The Allow Preauthorization Payment function enables you to set the POS to force 
servers to swipe a preauthorized card a second time when they close a check. 
Typically, a server will swipe a card once to preauthorize it for a small amount (such 
as $1) to verify that the card is valid, and then close the check with the preauthorized 
card without swiping the card again. In some environments, you may want to force 
servers to swipe a preauthorized card again when they close the check, so that a 
second swipe record is created for the full amount of the check.  

If you set the Allow Preauthorization Payment function to “X”, the POS will not 
prompt servers to use a preauthorize card to close a check; servers will need to swipe 
the card again. If you set the Allow Preauthorization Payment function to “N”, the 
POS will prompt servers to use a preauthorize card to close a check (“Use 
preauthorized card?”).  

If you set the Allow Preauthorization Payment function with a security level, the 
POS will prompt servers for a manager’s password when they try to close a check 
associated with a preauthorized card. If the server enters a valid manager’s password, 
the POS will then prompt them to use the preauthorize card to close a check (“Use 
preauthorized card?”).  
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Use Demo Transport with Non-Demo License 

This function allows you to set the POS to require a manager’s password when a 
server tries to perform a credit card transaction with the Credit Card Server running 
in Demo mode. Specifically, if you run the Credit Card Server in Demo mode (by 
selecting the Demo Mode check box on the Main Tab of the Credit Card Server 
Configuration window) and then try to verify or pay a credit card transaction on a 
network with a non-demo license, the POS will prompt for a manager’s password.  

Fast Food Functions 

The following functions are involved in performing fast food transactions.  

Cash Drawer Open 

This function can be set to require a manager’s password to do a transaction while 
the cash drawer is open. 

Park Check 

If a server tries to park a check until an order is complete, you can set the POS to 
require a password to finish the transaction. For example, if a customer made an 
order but then left his wallet in the car, the server can set aside the check until the 
customer returns with his wallet. 

Print Fast Food Receipt 

If a server tries to print a receipt for a previously completed sale, you can set the 
POS to require a password to finish the transaction. 

Resume Check 

If a server tries to recover a check that was set aside for some reason, and then 
resume the order, you can set the POS to require a password to finish the transaction. 
For example, if a customer made an order but then left his wallet in the car, the 
server can set aside the check until the customer returns with his wallet. 
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Suspend Check 

If a server sets aside an order until a later time by tapping the Suspend button on 
the Fast Food Command panel, you can set the POS to require a password to finish 
the transaction.  

Frequent Diner/Delivery Operations 

The following functions are involved in performing frequent dining or delivery 
transactions.  

Access Customer by Name 

If a staff member tries to search for a frequent diner or delivery customer by 
manually typing the customer’s name, you can set the program to require a 
password. By requiring a password, you can encourage staff members to use the card 
swipe whenever possible.    

Edit FD Customer Information 

When a staff member selects a frequent dining customer account at the POS, the 
program allows them to edit the customer information. You can set the program to 
require a manager’s password when a staff member attempts to change frequent 
dining customer information. 

Invalid Street Address 

If a staff member enters a delivery address that is not in the street database, you can 
set the program to require a password to continue. By requiring a password, you can 
encourage staff members to be more accurate in entering information.  

Use FD Customer Account Multiple Times 

If a staff member tries to assign a frequent dining customer to a check more than 
once in a given day, you can set the POS program to require manager’s password.  
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Associate Card with FD Customer 

If a staff member tries to associate a frequent dining customer with a credit card at 
the POS, you can set the program to require a security password.   

Gift Certificate and Discount Functions 

The following functions are involved in performing gift certificate and discount 
transactions.  

Add Value to Gift Certificate 

If a staff member tries to add value to an existing gift certificate, you can set the 
program to require a password.  

Discount Over 100% 

If a staff member tries to enter a discount over 100 percent (or multiple discounts 
that total more than 100 percent), you can set the program to require a password.  

Duplicate Discount on a Check 

If a server tries to apply the same discount to a check more than once, you can set the 
system to require a password. 

Manually Enter Gift Card 

If a staff member tries to manually enter a gift certificate number for redemption, 
you can set the program to require a password to complete the transaction. 

Use a Non Standard Gift Card 

If a staff member attempts to scan a card with a number that does not fall within any 
defined gift card ID range, or the card type does not match the card type you 
assigned to a gift card ID range, you can set the program to require a password to 
complete the transaction. 
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Digital Dining gift cards normally have a 12-digit number. If you assign a password 
level to the Use a Non-Standard Gift Card misc function, the program will check the 
card type and the number of digits in the gift card number. For example, if you scan 
a different card (such as a credit card) instead of the gift card, the Point-of-Sale 
program will prompt for a manager’s password.  

Use Expired Card 

If a customer tries to redeem a gift certificate that has passed its expiration date, you 
can set the program to require a password from the server to finish the transaction.  

Labor Scheduling 

The following functions are involved in performing Labor Scheduling transactions.  

Clock In Early 

When an employee attempts to clock in earlier than the time range for their job 
category, you can set the POS to require a password for this action. For example, if a 
bartender is needed at a time earlier than the assigned shift, a password is required 
for the bartender to clock in. 

Clock In Late 

When an employee attempts to clock in later than the time range for their job 
category, you can set the POS to require a password for this action.  

Clock Out Early 

When an employee attempts to clock out earlier than the time range for their job 
category, you can set the POS to require a password for this action. 

Clock Out Late 

When an employee attempts to clock out later than the time range for their job 
category, you can set the POS to require a password for this action. 
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Clock In Unscheduled 

If an employee clocks in on an unscheduled day, say an employee is called in on a 
scheduled day off; you can set the system to require a password. 

Clock Out Unscheduled 

If an employee clocks out on an unscheduled day, say an employee is called in on a 
scheduled day off; you can set the system to require a password. 

Clock Into Wrong Department 

If an employee clocks into a department other than the one scheduled, you can set 
the system to require a password to complete the operation. 

POS Workstation/Operating System Functions 

The following functions involve accessing the operating system of a POS 
workstation.  

Exit Register 

If a staff member tries to exit the POS, you can set the program to require a 
password. For example, since more than one person may have access to Exit POS in 
the Log In screen at any point, you can set the program to require a password. 

Exit to Operating System 

If a staff member tries to exit to the operating system, you can set the program to 
require a password. For example, since more than one person may have access to 
Exit to OS in the Log In screen at any point, you can set the program to require a 
password. 
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Reboot Work Station 

If a staff member tries to reboot the workstation, you can set the program to require a 
password. For example, since more than one person may have access to Reboot in 
the Log In screen at any point, you can set the program to require a password. 

Restart Register 

If a staff member tries to restart the POS, you can set the program to require a 
password. For example, since more than one person may have access to Restart 
POS in the Log In screen at any point, you can set the program to require a 
password. 

Shut Down 

If a staff member tries to shut down the POS, you can set the program to require a 
password. For example, since more than one person may have access to Shut Down 
POS in the Log In screen at any point, you can set the program to require a 
password. 

Regular POS Operations 

The following functions are involved in performing basic functions at the any POS 
workstation.  

Access Table 

If a staff member tries to manually access a table that is not assigned to them, you 
can set the system to require a password to permit this action. 

Add Zero-Priced Items on Printed Check 

If a server tries to add a zero-priced menu item to a check that has already been 
printed, the POS will prompt the server for a password. If the server's password does 
not match or exceed the password level that you have required, then Digital Dining 
will not allow the server to add the item. 
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To use this feature effectively, you should also set the register to use a beverage 
mode and apply a security level (equal to the security level of the Add Zero-Priced 
Items on Printed Check misc function) to that beverage mode. You can do this in the 
Beverage Mode list on the Misc tab of the Register Definition Maintenance 
window.    

Apply Tip Amount 

In the Payment screen of the POS, a staff member can add a tip (a fixed amount) to a 
check by tapping Tip Amount in the Selection panel. If you set a password level for 
the Apply Tip Amount function, the POS will prompt for a password when a staff 
member taps Tip Amount in the Payment screen. If you set the password level to 
“X”, Tip Amount button will not appear in the Selection panel.  

Apply Tip Percentage 

In the Payment screen of the POS, a staff member can add a tip (a percentage of the 
check total) to a check by tapping Tip % in the Selection panel. If you set a 
password level for the Apply Tip Percentage function, then the POS will prompt for 
a password when a staff member taps Tip % in the Payment screen. If you set the 
password level to “X”, the Tip % button will not appear in the Selection panel.  

Cancel Items 

To allow a server to remove the last item in the Display panel from a check by 
tapping the Cancel button on the Command Panel, you can set the POS to require a 
password. 

Card Verification Pending 

If the POS is verifying a credit card transaction, and the server tries to open the 
check, you can set the POS to require a password from the server. This function 
allows a server to access the check during credit card verification.  

Change Person 

To allow a server to order by person number by tapping the Change Person button on 
the Command Panel, you can set the POS to require a password. 
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Check Outside of Profit Center 

If a staff member tries to access checks from a profit center other than the one 
assigned, you can set the POS to require a password. For example, if a server is 
assigned to one profit center, say Dining Room, the POS password controls the 
server’s access to the Bar, another profit center.  

Clear DDMail 

If staff members see DD Mail messages at the POS when they clock in, they may 
clear those messages by tapping the Clear Message button. You can set the POS 
program to require a manager’s password to clear DD Mail messages. 

Clock In at Non-Standard Time 

When an employee attempts to clock in at a time outside of the time range for their 
job category, you can set the POS to require a password for this action. For example, 
if a bartender is needed at a time earlier than the assigned shift, a password is 
required for the bartender to clock in. Time ranges are set in Staff Department 
Maintenance window, Day Parts tab.   

Clock Out 

You can set the POS program to require a manager’s password to clock out. 

Clock Out with Open Checks 

If a server tries to clock out without transferring or closing checks, you can set the 
POS to require a password.   

Clock Out Without Break 

You can set a manager’s password to prevent staff members from working without 
breaks. If you associate a staff department with a shift break (on the Breaks tab of 
the Staff Department Maintenance window) and a staff member in that department 
works the qualifying amount of time without taking a break, the POS will prompt for 
a manager’s password when the staff member attempts to clock out.  
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Edit Person on Printed Checks 

If a server tries to change a Person Name (PN) after the check is printed, you can set 
the POS to require a password to prevent this from happening. 

Edit Split Tip Amount 

If a staff member runs the Team Service or Tip Sharing register option and tries to 
change the split tip amount, you can set the program to request a manger’s password.  

Edit Split Tip Staff 

If a staff member runs the Team Service or Tip Sharing register option and tries to 
add or remove a staff member from the list of staff members that will receive part of 
the split tip, you can set the program to request a manger’s password.   

Exit From Payment 

At the POS, if a staff member tries to exit the Payment screen without entering a 
payment, you can use the Exit on Payment function to set the program to require a 
password. 

Final Split  

If a staff member tries to split a check over multiple P/Ns, you can set the system to 
require a password to finish the transaction. This function applies to the Final Split 
button found on the Command panel. 

Large Tip 

For a server to accept a tip over the pre-set maximum, you can set the system to 
require a password to finish the transaction. You can set the large tip security in the 
Setup program, in the Misc menu, in the Tip Configuration window, on the Main 
tab. 
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Log Off 

If a server tries to log out of the Continuous Mode, you can set the program to 
require a password. 

Lose Printed Status 

If a server tries to do anything that changes the printed status flag of the check, such 
as ordering items, adding discounts or charges, and so on, you can set the system to 
require a password. 

Maximum Assigned Checks 

To prevent a delivery driver from exceeding the assigned number of checks per run, 
you can set the POS to require a password to allow more checks to be assigned to the 
driver. For example, if you assign five checks to the driver, send him out, and then 
he logs back in, you can then assign him five more checks without getting the 
Assigned Check Maximum prompt because he has already delivered the first five 
orders. If you try to assign any more than five checks per run, in this example, the 
POS will prompt for a password.  

Minimum Future Order 

If a staff member tries to perform a future order, you can set the program to require a 
manager’s password.   

Minimum Future Order Deposit 

If a staff member tries to pay a deposit amount on a future order, you can set the 
program to require a manager’s password.  

Modify Check with Discount 

If a staff member tries to edit a check with a discount applied to it, you can set the 
program to require a manager’s password. 
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Negative Sale 

If a staff member tries to provide a refund to a customer, you can set the program to 
require a password to complete this transaction. 

Negative Priced Item 

If a staff member tries to enter a negative price for an open-priced item, you can set 
the program to require a password to finish the transaction. 

Open Price Item 

If a staff member tries to manually enter prices for a menu item, such as the market 
price of an item, or the daily special, you can set the POS to request a password from 
the server to finish the transaction. 

Override Smyth Decline 

Smyth Systems can put a stop on a customer’s transaction, (for example, saying not 
to accept the country club charge transaction of a customer due to a bad credit 
account). You can set the POS to require a password to override this action. 

Override Split Check 

The Split <No> button on the Command Panel of the POS is No by default. You 
can set the POS to require a password to override this default and change it to Split 
<Yes>. The new Yes default prompts for a person number to continue the Split 
Check function. 

Pay With Held Items 

If a server orders items, puts them on hold, and then attempts to pay the check before 
firing those items, you can set the POS program to request a manager’s password.  
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Print Duplicate Check 

If a staff member tries to print a check more than once without making any changes 
to it, you can set the POS to require a manager’s password to complete the 
transaction.  

Print Second Check 

If a server tries to reprint a check, you can set the POS to require a password from 
the server to complete the transaction.   

Receive Server Bank 

If staff member receives a server bank, you can set the program to require a 
password to verify that the manager gave them the bank. 

Receive Server Drop 

If staff member drops a server bank, you can set the program to require a password 
to verify the drop. 

Share Cash Drawers 

If you have more than one employee using the same POS and the same cash drawer, 
you can set the system to require a password to permit this action. 

Share More Tips Than You Have 

At the POS, if staff members run the Tip Sharing register option and try to share 
more tips than they have declared, you can set the POS to request a manager’s 
password.    

Split More Tips Than You Have 

At the POS, if staff members run the Tip Sharing register option and try to split more 
tips than they have declared, you can set the POS to request a manager’s password.   
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Take Split Tips Back 

You can set the POS program to require a manager’s password to take split tips from 
other staff members. At the POS, if you run the Tip Sharing register option and try to 
take back split tips from other staff members by entering a negative tip amount, you 
can set up the POS to require a password to complete the transaction.   

Take Tips Back 

You can set the POS program to require a security password to take tips back from a 
staff member to whom you have already given a tip amount. At the POS, if you run 
the Tip Sharing register option, give tips to a staff member and then try to take back 
some of the tip amount from the staff member (by entering a negative tip amount), 
you can set the POS to require a password.  

Take Tips From 

You can set the POS program to require a security password to take tips from staff 
members who do not have existing tip amounts. At the POS, if you run the Tip 
Sharing register option and try to take a tip amount from a staff member (by entering 
a negative tip amount) who has no tips or has a tip amount less than the amount you 
are taking, you can set up the POS to require a password to complete the transaction. 
That is, if you take a tip amount that is greater than the staff member’s existing tip 
amount (thus creating a negative tip amount), you can set the POS to require a 
password.  

Tax Exempt 

If a staff member tries to use the Exempt button on the Command panel of the 
payment screen, you can set up the POS to require a password to complete the 
transaction. 

Void Receipt 

If a staff member tries to reopen a check and void a receipt at the POS, you can set 
Digital Dining to require a security password. If you set a password level for the 
function and a staff member tries to void a receipt, Digital Dining will prompt them 
for a password. If the staff member’s password does not match or exceed the 
password level that you have required, then Digital Dining will not void the receipt. 
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Zero Sale 

If the check total being paid is zero, you can set the system to require a password to 
finish the transaction. 

Table Management Functions 

The following functions are involved in using the table management features in the 
POS Host register.  

Block/Unblock Room 

If staff members try to block an entire room (in the Change Table screen of the Host 
register), you can set Digital Dining to prompt them for a password. If the staff 
password does not match or exceed the password level that you have required, then 
Digital Dining will not run the function. 

Cancel Reservation 

You can set a password level for canceling reservations at the POS host register. If a 
staff member tries to cancel a reservation, you can set the POS to require a password 
to complete the task.  

Large Party Reservation 

If a staff member tries to create a reservation for a party whose covers equal or 
exceed the number set in the Large Party box (on the Main tab of the Reservations 
Configuration Maintenance window), you can set the POS to require a password to 
complete the task.  

Maximum Reservation Date 

If a staff member tries to create a reservation for a customer for a date that exceeds 
the maximum advance limit (as set in the Reservation Maximum Advance box 
on the Main tab of the Reservations Configuration window), you can set the POS to 
require a password to complete the task.  
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Overbook 

You can set the POS to require a password if a staff member tries to create a new 
reservation that exceeds the overbooking limit (as set in the Overbooking box on 
the Main tab of the Reservations Configuration window).  

Remove Reservation 

If a staff member tries to use the No Show feature (by tapping No Show in the 
Command panel of the Reservations screen), you can set the POS to require a 
password to complete the task.  

Remove Customer 

In the Host register, if a staff member tries to remove a customer from the Wait List 
screen, you can set the POS to prompt the staff member for a password. If the 
password does not match or exceed the password level that you have required, then 
the POS will not remove the customer from the Wait List screen.  

Set Wait Time 

In the Host register, if a staff member tries to edit a customer's wait time (by tapping 
the Set Wait Time button in the Wait List screen), you can set the POS to prompt 
the staff member for a security password. If the password does not match or exceed 
the password level that you have required, then the POS will not allow the staff 
member to edit the customer’s estimated wait time.  
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